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INTRODUCTION

The mystics inform us that "Everything depends on luck,

even the Scroll in the Temple", In these words they have

unconsciously epitomized the fate of the Masorah, that branch

of Jewish literature which was concerned with preserving and

transmitting the Biblical text through the centuries. Scarcely

any other phase of Jewish literary activity is as little known or

understood as the Masorah. Those humble but indomitable

workers, to whom later generations referred by the collective

title of Baale Masorah, Masters of Tradition, performed

in obscurity their herculean task of guarding the Biblical Text

against loss or variation. Their names, the period of their

activity, and the precise nature of their work, all are veiled in

darkness, relieved only by faint glimmerings of light. Their

ceaseless effort to protect the Biblical text produced highly

important by-products: the various systems of vocalization, the

invention of the accents, the fixing of the orthography, and the

general determination of the accepted text of Scripture. All

this presupposes vast progress, of which we know very little,

in the fields of grammar and exegesis. These signal achievements

were tacitly accepted by the Jewish people, and secondarily by

the Christian Church, as normative, but no attempt was made

to note for an interested posterity the authors or the workings

of the process.

Centuries went by, and there came a recrudescence of interest

in the Masorah and its builders. In the fifteenth, sixteenth,

and the seventeenth centuries the study of the Masorah reached

its height. The imposing fence about the letters of the Law

which the Masoretes had erected was now studied with zeal

and unflagging enthusiasm. But with the end of the seventeenth
i
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century, the study of the Masorah suffered an eclipse that lasted

for more than a hundred years. Beginning with the middle of

the nineteenth century, a revival of interest took place. Through

the efforts of Frensdorff, Pinsker, Baer, Strack, Ginsburg, Kahle,

and others, a vast amount of progress was made in this branch

of inquiry. Today the Masorah bids fair to regain its honored

place among Biblical studies.

Nevertheless, little has been done in modern times to solve

the problem of one of the most characteristic and interesting

phenomena of the Masorah, the Kethib-Qere.
1 In almost

fifteen hundred passages, the Masorah demands that one word

be written (Kethib) in the text, while another word must be

read (Qere) in its stead. In dealing with the origin and nature

of these variant readings, most modern scholars have contented

themselves with repeating at second hand the theories of their

medieval predecessors, which had the virtue at least of having

been evolved at first hand.

The aim of this work is to investigate the problem of the K Q
de novo and to present some new conclusions. Chapter I contains

a brief sketch of the history of this question, which was of great

interest to medieval scholars. One theory as to the nature and

origin of the Kethib-Qere, which gained wide currency, insisted

that the KQ were conflicting readings due to varying manu-

scripts. On the other hand, a second group of scholars energeti-

cally maintained that the Q were corrections by the Masoretes

of the written text, the Kethib. The objections to both views

were so apparent that an eclectic theory came into vogue, pro-

posed by Capellus and still favored by many scholars today,

1 The Kethib is frequently abbreviated throughout this work as K, or s

and the Qere as Q or p. The plural of the latter is sometimes given as Qarian.

The Hebrew and English abbreviations of Biblical books will be found in the

List of Abbreviations preceding the Classification.
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which attempted to combine both opinions, and so avoid the

difficulties of either.

In Chapter II, the objections to these theories are discussed.

Thus the variation-hypothesis in its accepted form is unable

to account for the unusual term "Kethib-Qere", and cannot

explain a large number of phenomena within the Kethib-Qere

corpus itself. Even more evident are the difficulties of the

correction-theory. To assume wholesale correction on the part

of the Masoretes, betrays ignorance of their entire purpose and

method, which was the conservation of the text, not its emenda- >

tion. This consideration is borne out by an examination of the

various categories of KQ. Thus there are large groups of

instances where a word is Kethib in one passage and hence is

changed, while in another passage, it itself is Qere; or where

the Kethib, though modified in one verse by a Qere, is

left unchanged in others, or where the Qere creates a hapax

legomenon. These and similar cases are indisputable evidence

that the Q cannot be a correction of the K. Indeed, a study \

of all the KQ, the details of which are set forth in the appended

Classification, shows that only in 18% of the entire number isi

the Q a better reading than the K, while in 12% the K is to be]

preferred to the Q, and in 62% the K and the Q are equally sa-j

tisfactory. Other arguments against the correction-hypothesis are
1

then invoked and the general deficiency of the theory is laid bare.

In Chapter III a genetic theory of the KQ is proposed, the

point of departure of which is the literal and original sense of

the term Kethib-Qere. Attention is called to the ancient prac-

tice of substituting Adonai for the Tetragrammaton, as well as

to the group of euphemistic KQ variations. It is therefore main-

tained that in its first stage the Q was a guide to the synagogue

Reader against blasphemy and indecency of expression. More-
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over, in the absence of a vocalic system, there was great danger

of error in reading, due to the vowelless spelling of the Biblical

text. It is suggested that the Q was next used as a guide to the

correct reading in the period before the invention of the vowel-

signs. This is proved by examples culled from Masoretic litera-

ture. All these groups, totalling a very large percentage of the

entire number, may be described as the original classes of the KQ
(Lists 1-8).

In Chapter IV the later stage in the use of the KQ is described.

The problem of preventing variation and error faced the earliest

guardians of the Biblical text. Traces of the means they had

adopted are still to be found, and these are now discussed. An

attempt is made to show that these methods manifest a constantly

increasing refinement in technique, though they did not prove

permanently satisfactory.

Hence the final attempt to stem the tide of variation was the

adoption of one manuscript as the norm or archetype, by which-

all otTier codices were to be corrected and from which copies

were to be made. This conclusion has been accepted by scholars

on independent grounds, but we suggest that it offers the

explanation of the origin of the later classes of KQ. When this

archetypal codex was adopted, good readings of other reputable

manuscripts were noted on the margin, and these are now our Q,

while the K, in these instances,
- is the text of the archetype.

These variational KQ constitute Lists 9-85.

The date when this standard code was adopted, is then dis-

cussed, and the commonly accepted one (135 C.E.) is rejected.

For reasons given within the body of the book, it would seem

that this epoch-making choice must antedate the destruction of

the Temple (70 C.E.). The antiquity of these KQ variations is

also attested by the existence of many of these Qarian before
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the Septuagint translators, as well as by various quotations in

the Mishnah.

Chapter V is concerned with the relation of the Ancient

Versions to the KQ. It is pointed out that it is often very diffi-

cult, if not altogether impossible, to decide which reading a partic-

ular version follows. The reaction of each translation to every

instance of the KQ is given, and the results are summarized in

tabular form.

Chapter VI traces the later history of variations in the Biblical

text. The archetype was lost or destroyed, and though copies

of it may have been common, variations remained, indeed

increased, with every copyist who wrote a Bible manuscript.

Some of these variants were cast in the KQ formula, but were

never generally recognized as genuine by Masoretic authorities.

A far more important group of these later variants were those

accepted by entire Masoretic schools, such as the Madinchae

(Orientals) or the Maarbee (Occidentals). That these readings

are much older than these schools, and were undoubtedly current

in manuscripts centuries earlier, is proved by recourse to

the versions. In differing degrees, the Septuagint, Aquila,

Symmachus, Theodotioh, the Peshitta, Vulgate, and the

Aramaic Targums, have incorporated readings that were later

adopted by one or another school. Naturally enough, the

Babylonian Talmud has the Oriental reading several times.

In addition, the chapter contains a discussion of a hitherto

unrecognized use of the KQ formula as a homiletic device.

Many alleged discrepancies between Masorah and Rabbinic

literature thus fall away.

The Classification, which now follows, contains all the KQ of

the Bible arranged in groups according to their nature and origin.

The relative value of the KQ is gauged, the grounds for
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the decision being given in the notes. The preference of the

versions for the K or the Q, as the case may be, is indicated by

appropriate sigla. The lists are usually preceded by introduc-

tions, where relevant problems of orthography, grammar and

exegesis are discussed. This Classification is the essential part

of the investigation, the preceding chapters being based upon it.

It remains to note that the vocalization of the Kethib is in no

sense official; it is the author's conception of how the K is to be

read. It is added to facilitate comparison of the relative merits

of the K and the Q. The vocalization of the Q, of course, is that

of the Masorah.

Full acknowledgment to all my teachers and friends, who,

directly or indirectly, have furthered this study, is an impossibil-

ity. That this work has seen the light of day is due to

the encouragement and interest of Doctor Cyrus Adler, the Presi-

dent of both my "almae matres", Dropsie College and the Jewish

Theological Seminary of America, who found time in his incred-

ibly crowded schedule to concern himself with my book and its

problems. This work, the result of my study under Professor

Max L. Margolis, would be incomplete without a word of tribute

to this outstanding scholar and superb teacher, whose life was

a symbol of unswerving devotion to the quest for truth. It is

also a source of deep gratification that this book has been enriched

by the suggestions and criticisms of one of the greatest scholars

of our generation, Professor Louis Ginzberg, whom I am honored

to call my teacher and friend. It goes without saying that

responsibility for the views expressed attaches only to the writer.

Deeply conscious of the imperfections of this study, I hope

that it will contribute, in some slight degree, to a truer under-

standing of the role of the Masorah, in preserving and trans-

mitting the precious message of the Book of Books.



CHAPTER ONE

THE PROBLEM OF THE KQ

In the printed Hebrew Bibles of today, a considerable number

of words occur where the vowels do not correspond to the

consonantal text, as e. g. La 3 :9 fT"!** where the consonants form

the noun ni"|8, and the vowels belong to the word '"!$ The

former word, the consonants of which are written, is termed the

Kethib; the latter word, which is to be read, though not written,,

is termed the Qere.
1 By this ingenious, but somewhat confusing

device, the two variations, the K and the Q, are given without

any marginal references, and yet are plain to the initiated reader.

This method, however, is merely the latest evolved for trans-

mitting K and Q variations. Originally, each Q was placed in

the margin of the manuscript, near the word affected, while the

K was left unvocalized in the text.2 This procedure was followed

by Ginsburg in his editions of the Bible. The Rabbinic Bibles

(Mikraoth Gedoloth) which are reprints of Jacob bar Hayyim

ibn Adonijah's second Bomberg Bible (Venice 1524-1525) follow

both procedures, that is they give the K in the text with the

1 The traditional pronunciation Qri is due to the unvocalized spelling, where

the Yod is taken as a Hireq, and to the phonetic analogy of Kethib. The word

is undoubtedly to be read either as an imperative, Qere, "Read so!" (cf. al

tiqre) or as a participle passive, Qere, parallel to Kethib) with gerundive force,

legendum est, "to be read so!" The first alternative seems preferable, though
the meaning is identical.

3 See Ginsburg: Intr. to Massoretico-Critical Text of the Hebrew Bible,

p. 184. Also E. Ehrentreu Untersuchungen Ueber die Masorah, page 35.

Mit grosser Wahrscheinlichkeit ist anzunehmen dass die Masorahbemerkungen
die Grundlage zu den Masorahlisten bildeten und dennoch ein hoheres Alter

als letztere besitzen.
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vowels of the Q beneath it, and in the margin they again register

the Q unvocalized, as, for example 'p HN.

These scattered K and Q were gathered into widely varying

lists by scribes for each book of the Bible. Other rubrics were

based on some common property, such as (Ochlah V'ochlah,

no. 91 and 111, respectively)

Dip-ID pDDT )
> ?D 3"D

n ion

It must be remembered, however, that originally these variations

were transmitted in the form of marginal notes, which contained

only the consonants of the Qere, followed by the letter Koph,

denoting Qere. The importance of this fact will become apparent

in a later stage of the discussion.

Regarding the number of these variations there is no unanimity.

Buhl3 speaks of "1314 passages according to the Masorah".

On the other hand, Levita established 848 as the correct number,

the Gematria of Qarian uKethibanl Capellus found 1548

examples in Jacob B. Hayyim's Bible, and 1566 in Plantin

Antwerp edition. Morinus found in the former edition 1544. 4 Our

own result is 1350, based on a collation of Baer and Ginsburg5

with constant use of Jacob b. Hayyim's Masorah marginalis and

Norzi's Minhath Shai, together with the extensive lists in

Ginsburg's "The Masorah", letter Kaph, lists no. 488 ff. Our

number, too, can make no claim to finality, because there are

hundreds of KQ which are rejected by one or more authorities;

in all these cases only a complete manuscript collation could make

3 F. Buhl: Canon and Text of the Old Testament, p. 39. So also Rosenfeld.

* See Carpzov: Critica Sacra, p. 346 and the slightly divergent figures in

M. Killer: De Arcano Kethib et Keri. p. 223.

s For Ginsburg his larger Bible was used throughout the Pentateuch,

Prophets and Psalms. (1913-1926). For the remainder of the Hagiographa.

his smaller Bible (1909) was used in the collation.
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a definite decision possible. Inasmuch as our endeavor is not to

ascertain the exact number of the KQ, but rather to investigate

their nature and history, these slight discrepancies will not affect

the nature of our work.

Far more important and perplexing is the question of the

origin and nature of the KQ. When did they originate? Are they

corrections or variations, or both? How may they be classified?

Answers have been plentiful and various,
6 but none are completely

adequate, as will become clear in the course of the discussion.

The earliest recorded opinion in the field was that the KQ
represent manuscript variations. Thus Profiat Duran 7 main-/

tains: Ezra and those who came after him, when in doubt as to/

If/

the original text because of conflicting manuscripts, established
1

the KQ as a sign of their doubt in regard to the original read-
,

ing.
8
Kimhi, in his introduction to his Commentary on the

Former Prophets, amplified this view, by assuming that the cause

for this deterioration of manuscripts and the dearth of scholars

was the Babylonian exile, and it was this which led to the varia-

tions which we now know as the K and the Q. 9

Among Christians this view was ardently defended by the

Buxtorfs who adopted the view with no essential change from/

their Jewish predecessors.
10 In 1692 there appeared Matthew

6 For the older literature see J. G. Carpzov: op. cit. (1728) p. 328 note,

whose general discussion pp. 328-357 is by far the most complete. Cf. also

the additional references in H. L. Strack: Prolegomena Critica in V. T. H.

p. 80 and notes 161, 164, 166.

7 In Maaseh Ephod, chap. 7 also quoted by ibn Adonijah in his Intro-

duction to the Rabbinic Bible and extensively requoted.
* a'nam npn iy ^la^am noann oi'0n n nioipoa . . . innn D'am tnry

noa PBIDD wvnfc.

9 una in'a *?y onyn ^ ann -inn ona wfcm onooa npi^no IXD . . . o'oann

inn -]Tiai irw ivia iana ]ai D'joao iana vbi jonao iana IH innpa ^i -rrmn.
10 The elder Buxtorf in Tiberias VIII, II; the younger Buxtorf in Anti-

Criticae, part II, chapter 4.
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Killer's "De Arcano Kethib et Keri" with a commendatory

epistle to Leibniz, and other valuable features. Rejecting the

view that errors could lie at the basis of the KQ, he proposed a

novel theory. Ezra, in the interest of greater vividness and

variety of style, when writing two or more codices, would

exchange one word for another of synonymous force." These

variations were later recopied into one manuscript, one as the

K and one as the Q. His contention that the K and the Q are

always identical in meaning, leads him to far-fetched conclusions.

Thus lo with Aleph and lo with Vav, he maintains, are really

identical, because Aleph and Vav are interchangeable!" More-

over, it is inconceivable that the sacred text of Scripture would

be modified to suit the literary whim of scribes. Lastly, his classi-

fication is open to another objection, namely, its mechanical

nature. It is true that the Masorah likewise lists the KQ accord-

ing to merely superficial resemblances as e.g. (Ochla, 113) "14

words written with He and read with Vav at the end" or

(ibid. 91) "62 words with metathesis." But these rubrics were

intended merely as mechanical guides to a correct text, not as

investigations into their nature. Thus to Hiller ^Rlfl Ps 74:11

and 1D1D3* Ps 140:10 belong to the same classification. 13 The

same criticism may be levelled against Elijah Levita's classifica-

tion of the KQ into seven groups, which is also based purely on

external resemblances. 14

"
Nimirum, diversarum scriptionum autorem Esdram facimus, qui volu-

mina sacra bis aut amplius exarando vel recensendo vocem voce isodynamo

interdum permutavit. op. cit. p. 13.

" Thus I Sam. 2:3 where the Kethib is translated "et illi." Op. cit. p. 60 ff.

"s Ibid. p. 115. In our own lists they will be found in widely different cate-

gories, lists no. 46 and 62.

' Masoreth ha Masoreth II, I. The same error is committed by Bamberger,

Die Bedeutung des Kethib-Qere p. 221 et seq. C,
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Killer's work won little consent among scholars, but the

theory that the KQ were manuscript variations found its strong

and energetic defender in J. G. Carpzov's lucid and systematic

work "Critica Sacra". In an elaborate discussion,
15 he classified

the views of his predecessors and then proceeded to lay down

his own theory. With the exception of the euphemisms and a few

lapses on the part of the scribes like the Keihib vela Qere and

Qere vela Kethib, that were incorporated later or contemp-

oraneously into the main body of KQ, they were all manuscript

variations. He rejects the view of Brian Walton and Richard

Simon that the Masoretes who flourished after the Talmudic

period are the authors of the KQ, because these variations are

already met with in the Talmud. 16
Carpzov fixes upon the perse-

cutions of Antiochus Epiphanes as the period when the correct

codices were destroyed. 17 After 164 B.C. then, begins the task

of reconstructing the text, and the variations in the then extant

manuscripts are the sources of our K and Q.

This view was taken up by Eichhorn and various modern

scholars including Gesenius, DeWette, Dillmann, and Koenig.
1*

This is also the opinion of Frankel, 19 who claims that the K is

the variation of the lesser number of manuscripts and the Q of

' P. 328-353.
16 E. g. the classical passages Nedarim 37b, Megillah 25b and Pesahim

50a. See also Norzi on the various passages, to which Talmudic references

are extant. Also H. L. Strack: Prolegomena Critica. pp. 81-86, Geiger:

Urschrift p. 254 ff., Weiss Dor Dor Ve-dorshav IV, 239, Buhl: op. cit. p. 100 ff.,

Aptowitzer: Das Schriftwort in der rabbinischen-Literatur, also the Hebrew

Encyclopedia Ozar Yisrael IX, 227 f.

17 Cf. I Mace. 1:56-57; Josephus: Antiquities XII, 5, 4 for the destruction

of the books of the Law by Antiochus.
18 An extensive list of the upholders of the variation theory is given by S.

Bamberger, Die Bedeutung des Qeri-Kethib (1930), p. 269.

19 Vorstudicn zu der Septuaginta p. 221. "Die Gewissenhaftigkeit der

Masoreten liess sie alles in den Codd. sich Vorfindende aufnehmen."
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the larger number. With slight variations, this is also the view

of Buhl,
20 who maintains that the K offers older forms of the

text in a large number of instances, and of Lambert," who claims

that the Qere is the form more in accord with usage or

the context.

Not much later than the theory that the KQ are manuscript

variations, is the view that the Q consists of corrections of erron-

^eous readings in the text. The first defender of this hypothesis

is none other than the august Abrabanel in the introduction to

his Commentary on Jeremiah." Why, he asks, is the Q uniformly

reverenced if it is no more than a textual variation? Is it to be

assumed that 1J73, D'^lDy, and such words, always suffered

variation at the hands of scribes while others remained

untouched? He preferred to explain the KQ as due to another

cause. Ezra observed in the text various incongruities of

language or context. These are due, either to a mysterious

message that the sacred author sought to communicate, or to

ignorance of grammar. 23 Ezra, however, dared not alter the

sacred text, and so he wrote his explanation or correction on the

margin as the Q. Abrabanel maintains that the large number of

KQ in Jeremiah is due mainly to the fact that the prophet wrote

in error or oversight.

It is evident that such a view would arouse a great deal of

resentment,24 since it ascribed errors to the Biblical authors.

Nevertheless, it found many champions, especially among

ao
Op. cit. p. 99 f.

21 Une serie de Qere Kethib, p. 5.

M
Reprinted by Jacob b. Hayyim in his Introduction and often requoted.

33 nrn nanan pnpn nyn -nrpa DM 'itas pnpno 'nVa ODIN loiKn nrn^ ON

B'^n '!?D rmjcvn rmvs N'aano m.

** See especially Jacob b. Hayyim's Introduction, second folio, and Elias

Levita: Masoreth HaMasoreth, Third preface.
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Christians, such as Morinus, 25 Simon,"
6 and Sixtinus Amama, 27

who in varying ways offered evidence in favor of this view.

Among the moderns this view was maintained in its purity

by Strack28 and Ginsburg.
2' In slightly varied form,.it ...was

defended also by Wellhausen,30 who, after excluding the

euphemisms, claims that the KQ are corrections, based perhaps

on some slight manuscript authority. As further evidence that

these are no manuscript variations, he cites the fact that the KQ

always consist of two readings, and never more. Though he

places their origin in hoary antiquity, Wellhausen maintains

that the KQ were first put into writing after the introduction of

the vocalic system.

From the preceding discussion it has become plain that both

theories, though not devoid of some justification, are open to

grave objections, and therefore an eclectic theory was proposed,
31

* Exercitationes Biblicae, Exer. XXIV chapter IV, p. 630.

36 Hist. Crit. V. T. Book 1 chapter 23.

97 Anti Barbar. Book I chapter 14.

38
Op. cit. p. 82. Hi-loci docent lectiones Kre nominatas originem

non debere variae codicum scripturae.
a
Op. cit. p. 183. Masoretes who have decided that the marginal

Keri is the correct one.

3 Bleek: Einleitung in das alte Testament, 6th ed. 1893, p. 572 f.

3J
Interesting merely historically is the theory that the KQ variations are

matters wherein mysteries lurk. This theory is favored by Nahmanides

(Intr. to Comrn. on Pent.), Ibn Adonijah (Intr. to Rabb. Bible), Levita

(op. cit. third preface), and the unknown author of the Manuel du Lecteur

ed. J. Derenbourg 1871 (pp. 51, 129 of the text). See also Krochmal: Moreh

Nebuhe Hazeman chapter 13.

Among Christians this theory that esoteric meanings were concealed in

the KQ was also very popular. Thus, Isa 9:6, upon which Jewish midrashic

interpretation is plentiful, (cf. Kimhi and Norzi ad loc.) was also the subject

of Christian homiletics, which, in various ways, found Mary's name concealed

in the KQ there. Cf. Killer's indignant remarks on this species of interpreta-

tion, (op. cit. p. 8, and references there). Bamberger's work is also a defense

of the mystical character of the KQ variations.
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notably, by Capellus.
32 The KQ variations were of several types:

/some Q were manuscript variants, others were euphemisms for

coarser expressions in the text, while still others were corrections

which the reverence of the Masoretes had limited merely to the

margin. This theory had the advantage of escaping the various

objections made against the individual theories, and in varying

forms is the regnant one to-day.

Thus J. Derenbourg33
virtually recapitulates Capellus' classi-

fication as does Levias34 who divides them into the following

classes :

1. Variations of ancient manuscripts.

2. Corrections replacing erroneous, difficult, irregular, pro-

vincial, archaic, unseemly, or cacaphonous expressions.

3. Mystic meanings.

4. Variants due to Talmudic literature.

The work of Rosenfeld35 has the merit of being almost unique

in dealing with the subject by studying not isolated cases of KQ,

but larger segments. Nevertheless his study of the Pentateuchal

variations was not inclusive enough to permit definite conclusions.

This is a brief history of the various views that have been

propounded. We now turn to a consideration of the objections

to which each of the theories is open.

33 Critica Sacra book III ch. IS.

w In his edition of the Manuel du Lecteur. See note V., p. 229.

34 Jewish Encyclopedia, s. v. Masorah.

Ma'amar bikethib uQre, (Hebrew).



CHAPTER Two

THE PROPOSED THEORIES EXAMINED

That the theory of manuscript variations has difficulties to

contend with, has already become evident in the history of the

discussion on the KQ. It is now our task to enter into these

objections more fully.

I. If it be assumed that manuscript variations lie at the

basis of the KQ, the term Kethib-Qere offers considerable diffi-

culty. Of two variations, it is difficult to see why one should be

termed "the written" and the other "the read". Terms for

"variation" like nusha and girsa are not foreign to Jewish litera-

ture. Why should this strange procedure be adopted of having

one variant always written and the other always read? Nor can

the problem be dismissed by a reference to "the caprice of the

Masoretes". The Masoretic system may not coincide with

ours, but it has a raison d'etre which must be sought after and

understood, not scouted and denied. Our question therefore

remains. What explains the use of the term "Kethib-Qere" and

the adoption of this unusual method for preserving manuscript

variants?

II. Moreover, as has already been noticed by Abrabanel1 and

Levita,
8

if the Kethib and Qere are no more than manuscript

variations, why is the Q obligatory upon the reader in the

synagogue, and why is such persistent strictness maintained in

the enforcement of this rule?3 Upon what principle is one set of

1
Op. cit.

2 Loc. cit., 3rd preface.

3 Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilchoth Sepher Torah, chap. 7, par. 11;

cf. Tur Yoreh Deah, Hilchoth Sepher Torah, sec. 275 par. 6, where a scroll

in which the Q is incorporated in place of the K, is disqualified. Cf. Tur Orah
15
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variants absolutely essential in the writing and forbidden in the

reading and another set forbidden in the writing and obligatory

in the reading? It would seem that in this rule of-the Synagogue,

there must be preserved some ancient memory as to the origin and

nature of the KQ. What it was we shall attempt to ascertain later.

III. In addition, those who maintain the variant theory are

at a loss to explain how the euphemistic KQ (List 2)
3a are related

to the main body. Thus Carpzov4 insists that the euphemisms

belong to the latest period of the KQ, when they were joined to

the already existing corpus of variant readings. Let it be noticed,

too, that these euphemistic renderings are by no means incon-

siderable in number, if we include, as we properly should, the

Tetragrammaton among them. 5 The variation theory must there^

fore separate a large and important body of KQ from the re-

mainder, and leave the mutual relation of these groups

undetermined.

IV. But even in the remaining groups, there are certain

peculiarities that render the variation theory untenable. For

example, there is a considerable number of variants where the

Kethib has 1
T

as the third person masculine suffix with plural

masculine nouns and analogously formed prepositions (Lists 3a,

3b, 3c).
sa In each of these 156 examples the Qere postulates

Hayyim, 141, par. 8, where the, responsum of Solomon ben Adret as to the

Sinaitic character of the KQ is referred to, and an incident related where a

Reader in the synagogue who insisted on reading the K was removed from

the platform through the agency of R. Isaac Aboab and other dignitaries.

pya nnpai mina RTW ioa nanaj Knrw 'roo nvab na!?n 3'nai np KTIB> na'n ^3

omaN i"m amaN prut' Tn "inn 'Vna a naina n laa *opis> into n^oi

m'nna innmni in nn Vi mioon 'sa np'B> ia nnm V"r 'ojVi.

sa As e. g. Dt 28:30: 'p nj^! ,'3 HJ^IBK

i Op. cit. p. 340.

s See Chapter three.

so As e. g. Ex 32:19: 'p Vj f ,'s 1TD; I Sam 2:10: 'p !'"? ,'s
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i . Yet in not one case is the reverse to be met with: that is
1

T

that the Kethib should have the V
T ending and the Qere the

1 . There are also 52 examples of H' as the third person masculine

singular suffix of nouns in the Kethib (List 4), where again the

Qere uniformly reads the 1 ending.
sb Here too there is no example

of the reverse. Were these KQ merely variants, we should expect

both the plene and the defective, the Holem-He and the Holem-

Vav forms in the Q, as is the case in the O'ljtf D"1

??*? groups
6

(List 39), in such forms as Ui^fl -IJ^O 7
(List 56) and in the

nni^ fP3t? forms8
(List 40). We are therefore constrained to

admit that these KQ groups of suffixed forms cannot be manu-

script variations but are in some manner exceptions.
9 Once again

the problem arises of the relation to the main body of this corpus

of over 200 KQ, almost one sixth of the entire number, as it does

in the case of the euphemisms.

V. Wellhausen's objection, mentioned above, is also very

striking. If the KQ is merely a catalogue of variations on the part

of the Masoretes, it may well be questioned why they are always

two in number, never three or four, as one would expect from any

extensive collation of manuscripts.

*b As e. g. Gen 9:21: 'p l"?fl$ ,'3

6lsa 32:7: 'p D".3${;
Ps 9:13: 'p

Ex 16:2: 'p nlV?]; Ex 16:7: 'p U'
1 Ps 126:4: 'p up'aip; Jb 42:10: 'p

9 There is another difference between Lists 39, 40, 56 and Lists 3a, b, c,

and 4. In the former instances, not every similar example is a K and Q; thus

D'INJ and D?}Jf both occur in the text without a Qere, as e. g. Ps 10:17, Isa

3:15 et al. This is also true of the idiom ma aw. In the preliminary remarks

before each List, the reader will find that practically each category of KQ
has exceptions, where there is no KQ variation. This is to be expected where
we are dealing with bona-fide scribal variations. In Lists #3 and #4, however,

every case is exhausted; that is, every example of u in the text is noticed by
the Q. This is therefore prime evidence that these are not variations.
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VI. Moreover it is difficult to ascertain the grounds on which

the Masorah decided that one reading was the K, while the other

was the Q. It has been suggested, as noted above, that the K\\
\ \

normally embodies the older reading; or that the Q is usually the I!

more satisfactory one, in regard to context or style. These \

suggestions remain mere conjectures, without much plausibility,

especially if all the material is used as the basis of judgment.

VII. Finally, we have positive evidence that at one time, at

least, this pious registration of variants on the margin was not in

vogue. In a statement preserved in Jer. MegiUah IV, 2;

Soferim 6:4, we read: R. Simeon b. Lakish said, "Three manu-

scripts were found in the Temple court : one contained the reading

pyD (Deut 33 :27) and two contained the reading H3iyD ; one had

the reading 'E31BNT (Ex 24:5), and two, the reading Hyj; in one

NT! was found nine times, in two, eleven times. In each case the

singular reading was suppressed and the reading of the two

manuscripts was adopted." Though not devoid of difficulties, the

passage which bears on it the stamp of antiquity,
9* makes it

plain that the procedure with manuscript variants was much

more summary than the KQ arrangement, namely, the majority

of codices established the text, and the minority reading disap-

peared completely. Thus on HTiyD (Deut 33 :27) there is no

Masoretic remark whatsoever. 10 Nor is it likely that these three

passages were the only cases of variation in the Bible. It seems,

rather, that here decision on other grounds was impossible, or

** See Geiger's Urschrift p. 232 where a lengthy discussion of this important

statement is given from another viewpoint. Geiger's view that this illustrates

the carelessness with which the Biblical text was handled (see p. 231) is unwar-

ranted. Their method, though perhaps not sufficiently refined, shows a high

regard for textual matters, and an attempt at a critical procedure.

10 See Ginsburg's edition ad loc.
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that this tradition alone survives of an entire class." What then

prompted the change from this well attested method (of discarding

the minority reading) to the KQ scheme, by which even the minor-

ity reading was jealously guarded as "a tradition of Moses from

Sinai"," and was obligatory either in the writing or the reading?

It is evident that the theory that the KQ are merely

manuscript variations has several difficulties to encounter. On

turning to the rival theory of corrections, we find an even more

overwhelming series of objections.

I. The prime objection to the assumption of so large a number

of corrections on the part of the Masoretes, is that it is opposed

to the spirit of the Masorah. In spite of the countless charges of

"caprice" and "wilfulness" levelled against it, the fact remains

that the Masorah was primarily and essentially a force for

conservation. In the thousands of variants with which manu-

scripts were filled, the Masoretes saw a vast danger to the

preservation and transmission of the Bible. They therefore set

themselves the difficult task of fixing the text, of stemming the

tide of variation, which the human factor was constantly intro-

ducing into the Word of God.

II. That those who "counted the letters of the Torah", who

established the Vav of ]inj (Lev 11:42) as the middle letter of

the Pentateuch,^ and the Yod of T3 (Jer 6:7) as the middle

letter of the Bible, 14 and whose knowledge and reverence for

each jot and tittle of the text reached inconceivable heights

that these same men would engage in wholesale emendations,

11 Thus Weiss supposes that there were special Baraithas which may have

been gathered together, on Masoretic subjects. Dor Dor Ve Dorshav, vol. IV

p. 240.

M See the Responsum of Solomon b. Adret on the margin of the Shulhan

Aruch, and note 3 above.
13 See Kiddushin 30a.

14 See Ginsburg's larger edition, ad loc.
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where these were nearly always unnecessary and often ill-advised

this is not merely paradoxical ;
it is unbelievable.

i
III. This a priori judgment we find vindicated for the

Pentateuch by Rosenfeld's demonstration. 13 Of the eighty KQ
he found in the five Books of Moses, only two, (nmp* Lev 21:5

and imSD Deut 5:9) were absolutely called for because of a faulty

text. To assume that the main interest of the Masoretes was

correction, and then to discover 2 out of 80 examples to substan-

tiate this view is hardly convincing.

Rosenfeld's investigation was restricted to the Pentateuch.

We are able to present more conclusive results based on our study

of all the KQ of the Bible, the details of which are presented

in the extensive Classification in the Appendix.

IV. In the following categories no correction can be contem-

plated, because what is Qere in one list is Kethib in the other

and vice versa. Compare in detail Lists #26 and 27, 28 and 29,

34 and 35, 39 (within the group), 40 (within the group), 43 and

44, 45 and 47, 46 and 48, 50 and 51, 52 and 53, and 71 (within

the group). We cull from these lists a few examples where the

identical word is now K and now Q, and there can therefore be

no question of correction.

'p o'TD$n '3 25 ,21 ,TB 'w n*p$ 'p H*D$ 'a 20 ,& 'na

p 'p 'NHp 's 16,K'D3 '$np>'pwip'3 9, 13 'on

'p DrrriiTfli? '3 13 ,' 'w D'TflV 'p o'-nng '3 13 ,n 'DN

p DVH? '3 4 ,H 'y Q)V 'p D'l$ '3 7 ,3^ '&

tf 'p rrat? '3 10 ,a
''

Di-rat? 'p qgt? '3 7 ,a 'BX

'p nD'fe 'D 32 ,y 'ao on? 'p aito 'a ? ,T f

aoe)

'PW1^'3 7,TD'D Wl^rp-U'VS'3 2 JC3 '00

as; 'p naya '3 15 ,13
f

n' nai;a 'p "ias;o '3 7 ,33 'n

' Ma'amar Bikethib Uqre; also J. Drenbourg, Manuel du Lecteur, p. 229

note.
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V. Besides these categories where K and Q reverse each other,

practically all lists after number 9 can show similar cases

unmarked by the Masorah as KQ. 16 Were it the intention of the

Masorah to correct a given word, it is inconceivable how all the

parallel usages could have remained uncorrected. For details we

must refer the reader to the preliminary remarks and to the notes

to the lists themselves. Nevertheless we select a few examples

16 It cannot be assumed that the Masoretes did not complete their work

and that therefore they left many cases uncorrected, for these reasons:

1. There are too many examples, for us to assume that they escaped notice.

Thus List 17, contains twelve examples. Nevertheless, the identical case is

left without a Qere seven times. In List 13, $$ is "changed" five times by

the Q, but is left uncorrected three times.

2. Moreover, one of the exceptions to List 17 is KQ to the Madinchae

(1 Sa 4:15 nap VJ'jn) and hence cannot be due to a neglect to observe this

passage.

3. Besides, very often in the same section, a word is marked KQ several

times while several times the Q is in the text. In Ju 9, w. 8 and 12 have a

KQ on roiVo and 3iVo, while v. 9 has '3^0 without a KQ. Similarly, Neh

chap. 3, w. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, have inn* with no KQ.
In v. 30, 31 the K nrm is changed by the Q into innM. Here it cannot be

maintained that in some passages the correction was forced into the text,

while in others near at hand the correction remained on the margin.

4. Often the less obvious example has the KQ; while a more obvious one

is left uncorrected. Thus the difficult verse Pr 15:14 has the K (MSI) and the

Q ('Bl), while in Nu 33:8 niTnn 'o is left uncorrected though the preceding

verse reads niTnn 'B hy as in Ex 14:1, 9, (see Tar. Jerus., Baal Haturim, Ibn

Ezra at Num. 33:8). So also the impossible hw in Ru 4:4 is left unchanged

while jnl in the same verse is modified by a Q. It cannot be oversight that

leaves an important difficulty uncorrected and changes a perfectly possible

form in the same verse.

5. When the Masorah so wishes, it corrects every case, like the euphemisms

(List 2) or the examples in Lists 3 and 4. Hence oversight cannot be invoked.

6. Indeed, the Masoretic labors are extended over the entire text of the

Bible in such minute detail as to render unlikely the omission of a matter as

important as KQ variations. We believe that sufficient evidence has been

adduced to prove that the KQ are not an incomplete list of corrections and

emendations.
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where a word is Kethib in one instance, while in another passage

it is entirely unchanged, and is read as well as written:

33 ,13 "13

25 ,3 '3
'

33 ,3' '3
'

20 ,33 '3
'

7 ,1 '.T

16 Jfi) 'T

1 ,rD 'T

13 ,3

D0"2
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VI. Besides, the Q offers several examples of hapax legomena

or rare forms which it creates, often against a well-attested K.

These are, of course, only a mere fraction of all the passages

where the K is better than the Q.

'p 10 , 'T Nx;n 'p 17 ,n

'p 15,1'rr h^x'p 13,

'P 15,T3'rV ^n'p 8,T3'

'P 3 |D3P
'nn

^jKaiD 'p 25 ,a '3DB>

a 'p 20 ,3
'

'

y'2: 'p 5 ,1
'

'p 5,T'K
" ' T

'p i7 fn'n* ^ina'P w.a 1

ni"i 'p 10 ,n 'np i!3 'P 7 ^
'T

fa 'p 54 ,r 'm wiVan 'p 4

VII. But there is one more argument of still more sweeping

import against the view that the Q is a correction of the K. If

we omit 273 KQ (Lists 1 to 8 inclusive)," we have 1077 KQ
variations, according to our enumeration. By a detailed study

of these passages, the results of which will be found in the Lists

and the accompanying notes, we have endeavored to ascertain

which is the preferable reading. The results are best seen in the

subjoined chart.

KQ VARIATIONS
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In other words, the Q is superior to the K in only 200 cases,

or 18% of the entire number in the Bible. This will hardly suffice

to prove the correction theory, especially if we recall that the K
is preferable to the Q is no less than 12%.

These are the two major objections to the correction theory:

it is opposed to the meticulous reverence for the text character-

istic of the Masoretes, and is not borne out by the nature of the

KQ variations themselves. Moreover, certain other considera-

tions must now be taken into account.

VIII. If any two copies of a given work be compared, one is

sure to discover a number of variations between the two manu-

scripts. In any particular passage, one reading will be superior

to the variant in the other copy. Nevertheless, its superiority

over its rival does not prove that it is a correction of the other.

There is a second possibility that must be reckoned with the

superior reading may be the result of a more accurate copy of

the original. Thus, if two scribes, B and C, each make a copy of

a given text, A, a certain number of variations will be found to

exist between their two copies. Now, where the first scribe, B,

copied correctly, his text will show a better reading than C's

manuscript. Supposing the original A to be lost, and only copies

B and C to be preserved, some scholarly reader, D, might collate

the two versions and note the differences. Yet it would be faulty

reasoning to infer that B's better reading is due to a correction of

C's inferior text. 18

18 Of course, a better reading may be due to some individual reader's cor-

rection of a faulty text, but it is impossible to establish whether it is due to

"following copy" more faithfully or to a conscious change in the text. We
have purposely refrained from attempting the impossible task of gauging the

psychologic process in some unknown scribe's mind, and dealt with these

variations solely from the Masoretic standpoint. Though we grant that some

of the "better" readings may have originated as corrections, we believe that

the Masoretes, who incorporated them into our present Biblical text, found
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To illustrate by a concrete example, the two passages in the

Pentateuch where Rosenfeld found that the K stood in need of

correction, need not be, and in the light of our evidence are not,

corrections on the part of the Masoretes. In Leviticus 21:5 the

K nmp' is admittedly inferior to the Q imp'. Yet imp' is not

necessarily a correction. It may be that where one manuscript,

from which our K descends, erred, the other, from which our Q

hails, made no such blunder. In other words, a superior reading

is no proof of a correction, unless an intent to correct can

be proved, such as a uniform practice throughout the text or

some such cogent reason. Now, we are in a position to test this

conclusion by a study of the parallel passages of the Bible.19 In

fact, this has already been done by Hiller,
20 who compares

Jeremiah 52 and II Kings 25. Taking one text as the basis of the

K, he prints the variations of the other as the Q. To show how

much these variations resemble our KQ, we have selected several

examples from these chapters and give analogous KQ forms near

them. That these differences of the parallel passages are merely

manuscript variants goes without saying. The fact that the KQ
resemble them is an additional proof that they too are not correc-

tions, but merely divergences of manuscripts.

Verse II Kings 25 Jeremiah 52 Kethib Passage Qere

]D3 urn np^i ? ,1 'rr

4.

them as variations extant in manuscripts and regarded them in this light.

Concerning the spirit of the Masorah something may be inferred with a fair

degree of certainty; as to the motives of some unknown scribe, every guess is

hazardous.

"Besides the commentaries on the various books, see R. Girdlestone:

Deutographs (Oxford 1894) and F. Vogel: Die Konsonantischen Varianten

i n den Doppeltuberlieferten Poet. Stuecken (Leipzig 1905).
30
Op. cit., Book II, chap. 10, p. 388, though he is not always exact.
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Verse II Kings 25 Jeremiah 52 Kethib Passage Qere

5. "inN nnt* ^>s? 41 ,3
'

7. ^na n/33 aan 26 ,B 'otz> man

11. ^r bN ^s? 24 ,3
'

IX. It remains to notice one more argument against the

theory that the KQ are corrections of the text the Masoretic

category of Sebirin or Sebirin d'mat'en. It is not within the

province of our work to enter into a detailed discussion of this

question." We shall content ourselves with outlining the theory

that seems most plausible." Whenever the Masoretic text ex-

" The entire subject has been treated in an Erlangen dissertation by Julius

Reach: Die Sebirin der Massoreten (Breslau 1895). Beside the literature

there quoted we may add Ginsburg: op. cit. chap. 8, p. 187 ff., Ehrentreu:

op. cit. p. 129.

22 Reach finds three theories current regarding the Sebrin. 1) The view

that the Sebirin are Masoretic warnings against emendations (see text) so

Levita, the Buxtorfs, Frensdorf, Arnold (see op. cit. p. 10-13). This view,

maintained by Prof. Margolis, we have adopted. 2) The view that the Sebirin

are emendations on the part of the Masoretes, so Capellus, Eichorn, DeWette.

3) The theory that the Sebirin are older manuscript variants, so partially

Geiger, Graetz, and Reach. The latter's arguments in favor of the third view

are hardly convincing. 1) That some mss. mark as KQ what others mark as

Sebir proves nothing except that different Masoretic schools may have dif-

fered among themselves, or, more probably, that one of these mss. is anti-

Masoretic, that is, inexact. A reference to Ginsburg's larger edition of the

Bible will show that in the case of practically every KQ some manuscripts

adopt the Q in the text. Were we to follow Reach's reasoning in this case,

a KQ would be equivalent to an ordinary text! 2) Reach's wholesale adoption

of Ginsburg's list of Sebirin from his edition of the Masorah is positively

misleading in view of the well-known uncritical nature of his compilation.

In the KQ lists, Ginsburg includes scores of spurious KQ based on few and

inaccurate manuscripts. It is therefore very probable that Ginsburg's list

of Sebirin includes many spurious cases, and any discussion including them

is ipso facto vitiated. 3) Reach has not attempted to show how often the

Sebir is preferable to the text, and vice versa. If, as seems probable, the Sebir

is nearly always preferable to the text, (Reach brings only a handful of excep-
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X
hibited an anomaly in form or construction, upon which emenda-

tions were proposed, the Masoretes, concerned solely with the

unaltered transmission of the textus receptus, would place the

proposed reading in the margin with the note T3D or 'T3D

)yt9"T, to warn the scribe against writing the proposed and easier

reading in the text. For example, Ps 144:2
'fyrjfi 'DI? "H

1

"!!}
has

on the margin D'Dy T3D, which is to be translated: Some think

that D'Dy is the correct reading, but it must not be written in the

text, because it is not in accordance with the Masorah. A synonym

for T3D is mat
1

en or sebirin a"mat*en i. e. a proposed reading that

leads people astray.*
3

Now, if the Masoretes, in their reverence for the text, took

pains to warn against possible emendations, most of which have

much in their favor, how likely is it that they would engage in

wholesale emendation of the type of the KQ? More striking still,

is the case of Ru 4:4, where the impossible ^fc$3f| is left

uncorrected24 while the perfectly permissible K y*^
1

]
is changed

by the Q into nSHB}.

We trust that enough material has been adduced to prove that

corrections can play no part in accounting for the phenomenon

of KQ.

tions, p. 22) it is unlikely that we have merely variants to deal with. 4) Reach

gives a very forced explanation of the difference between Kethib-Qere and

Sebir. He claims that the former are variants based on oral transmission,

from the synagogal reading, while the latter are manuscriptal variants (p. 31).

How is one to account for the KQ in those books of the Bible never read in

the synagogue? Why should a Reader read O'flip (Isa 23:12) when the text

distinctly writes Q",J!I3? Fuller discussion is here impossible, but enough has

been brought to show that the Sebirin demand a fresh investigation and that

the variant theory is untenable.

"In interpreting the latter phrase, it is better to treat the "proposed

reading, Sebir" as the subject of the verb I'JJBDT, rather than assume as its

subject either the redactors or the Masoretes, as Buxtorf and Capellus respec-

tively assume. See Reach p. 19.

a See Delitzsch: Schreib-und-Lesefehler im A. Testament, par. 117.
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It remains to notice the eclectic theory that postulates several

distinct classes of KQ. In the first place, its assumption of cor-

rections as one category, lays it open to all the objections that

have been noted against the correction-hypothesis. Moreover,

it suffers from most, though not all, the objections against the

variation theory. (See arguments 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.) There has never

been set forth, also, the relation between the various classes as

well as the history of their integration into one group. One may

well say that though the eclectic theory is superficially easier, it

is scarcely more satisfactory than its predecessors.

The theory recently maintained by Bamberger that the K and

the Q are both divinely inspired and contain some mystic double

meaning needs no lengthy refutation. It runs counter to the

fundamental principles on which modern scientific research is

based. TheTalmudicdictum'IBltfB H'D NXV *OpD ]'N (Shab. 63a)

"the literal meaning of the Biblical text is primary," applies to

the KQ as well, especially since Bamberger admits that we do

not know what mystic message is intended by the various KQ.

This mystical view seeks, of course, to uphold the traditional

doctrine of the verbal inerrancy of Scripture. The Talmud itself

assigns a reason for at least one category of KQ, the so-called

obscene usages, but nowhere does it speak of a hidden reason for

the KQ. Undoubtedly, the KQ were utilized for homiletic and

mystical purposes, as was the Biblical text as a whole, but there

is no ground for assuming that these variations owe their genesis

to this cause.

With all due deference to the various views hitherto examined,

it is obvious that a fresh and critical study of the entire problem

is required. In the following chapters, such an investigation is

made and a new theory concerning the nature and origin of the

Kethib-Qere is proposed.



CHAPTER THREE

THE ORIGINAL CLASSES OF KETHIB-QERE

In every department of inquiry, the nineteenth century

substituted for the famous query of Ranke "Wie es eigentlich

gewesen" the question "Wie es eigentlich geworden". What had

previously been looked upon as fixed and immobile was now,

upon closer inspection, made to yield up its secrets of growth and

evolution. The application of this concept of development to the

study of Jewish history and literature was a basic factor in the

vast progress that the last hundred years have witnessed in this

field.

The study of the Masorah, however, proceeded along the age-

old lines, unperturbed by these new views. It is only in our own

days, that the new spirit has been injected into this branch of

inquiry, by such men as Kahle and his students. In his

"Untersuchungen ueber die Masorah", a work inspired by Kahle,

Ehrentreu succinctly summarizes the new attitude (p. 56):

"The development and the spirit of the Masorah will become

more intelligible to us, the less we assume therein uniformity and

rounded completeness." It is only in this spirit, we believe, that

the KQ may be successfully understood. In this and the following

chapters, we shall attempt to trace genetically the history of the

KQ concept until it reached its final form.

The earliest attested example where a word in the Biblical

text was not read and another was pronounced in its place, is the

Tetragrammaton: HUT. Whatever may be the reason,
1 a disin-

1 Cf. Geiger: op. cit. p. 261 ff., Dalman: Der Gottesnamen Adonai, and

Ehrlich: Randglossen zur hebraeischen Bibel, vol. I, p. 341-343 for conjectures

on the subject.
29
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clination toward pronouncing the "Divine Name" manifested

itself at a very early period,
2 indirect evidence for which is to be

found in the absence of its use in Ecclesiastes and Esther. This

custom was common to the Diaspora no less than to Palestinian

Jewry. 3 Thus the Septuagint on the Pentateuch, probably com-

pleted during the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285-247 B.C.) 4

translates the Tetragrammaton by Kyrios, following the Qere

perpetuum on this word. "The Name" is expressly recognized as

a KQ in Pesahim 50a:

tnpai N'n Yva a anaa ,*npa *3N anaa a*w BBO vk n'apn

"Said the Holy One, Blessed be He: not as I am written, am

I read: I am written Yod He (i. e. the Tetragrammaton), but I

am read Aleph Daled (i.e. Adonai)."4* (See also the lines immed-

iately preceding, in the text). Obviously, the Tetragrammaton

forms a very numerous group of KQ, occurring as it does on

almost every line of the Bible.

Another category which reaches back to hoary antiquity are

the euphemisms. The locus classicus is Megillah 25a:

.naB^ ]nw pip waV mina a'ainan nifcnpon Va pan un

"Passages written with unclean expressions, are changed to more

seemly readings." (Then follow a few examples). That these

euphemistic renderings are very ancient is proved by the fact

that they display a fine and precise knowledge of Hebrew, down

to the slightest shade of meaning. In these instances, the Q

3 It must precede the Samaritan schism, since the Samaritans use D'

corresponding to the Jewish D0n instead of the Tetragrammaton.
J Cf. Philo: de Vita Mosis III, 519, 529. Also Sanhedrin 10, I(90a) iV1

rnvnita otpn n rwnn *]... nan D^>ij?V p^n ]nV ]'.

< See Swete: Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek p. 18.

** Where Adonai occurs with the Tetragrammaton, the latter is read (Qere)

Elohim, as e. g. mn 'n Gen. 15:2, etc. See BOB s. v. niiT n.
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substitutes a less offensive term for the word in the text, where

even modern scholars find it difficult to understand the

distinction.8

In the case of the Tetragrammaton and the euphemisms, it is

easy to understand how the terms Kethib and Qere originated.

Where one word was written (Kethib) in the text, the Reader

was commanded: "Read (Qere) so-and-so!" The Q was a direc-

tion to the Reader, to guard against blasphemy and obscenity,

and the Reader who insisted on reading the K was therefore re-

moved from his post.
6 The meaning of the term is entirely natural

and unforced.

But the Q was a guard not only against sacrilegious and inde-

cent reading: it was soon utilized as a protection against

ignorance, or, more precisely, as a means affixing pronunciation

before the invention of the vocalic system. Here a digression is

essential.

In all Semitic alphabets, no provision is .made for writing the

vowels in the text; only the consonants are written, while the

vowels must be supplied by the reader. This mode of ortho-

graphy7
is, in the case of Hebrew and its dialects, most apparent

in the Phoenician inscriptions, and is therefore called "Phoenician

spelling", though it is characteristic of all varieties of early

Hebrew. Thus on the Mesha8 and Siloam Inscriptions,
9 we find

* Geiger (op. cit. p. 407-410) finds it difficult to make the reason for the

changes plain. On ^)# see also BDB: Lexicon, Feigin in AJSL October 1926

and references there. Also our notes to the examples in List 2.

6 See Chapter 2, note 3.

i See Chwolson: Die Quiescentes 'in in der alt-hebraeischen Ortographie

(3rd. Inter. Congress Orientalists vol. 2 p. 459 ff., St. Petersburg 1876.);

Bardowicz in MGWJ 1894, p. 117-121, 157-166.

* Smend and Socin: Die Inschrift des Koenigs Mesa Von Moab, text p. 12.

9 See Delitzsch: Schreib- und Lesefehler im A. T. p. 17 note 1.
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forms like
]ti6tt>, tPDD^,Nn,B>N, bp, D32mn. This spelling meets

us in the Bible, too, as e. g. mND (Gen 1 :14) D3^n (Ex 2 :5) and

mny (Deut 32 :34). Indeed Lagarde maintains that the text that

lay before the Septuagint was entirely without vowel letters.
10

This is hardly probable," but there can be no doubt that at one

time the Biblical text contained far fewer vowel letters than

at present. This led to great uncertainty in the reading, since

,
for example, could be read :

The point of greatest danger was the end of a word, where the

pronominal suffixes would find no expression in the written text,"

though the danger elsewhere was scarcely less. So the semi-

consonants Vav and Yod, as well as He, began to be used, at

first sparingly and later in greater abundance. 13 When all or

nearly all possible vowel letters are written, we have Mishnic

spelling, as e. g. DH1DN, as opposed to Mesha Inscrp. (1. 25)pDK

"prisoners". The Biblical spelling is midway between the

Phoenician and the Mishnic modes. Though examples of both

extremes of plene and defective spelling are plentiful in our

Biblical text, normally vowel letters are used sparingly. Thus

a word with two vowel-letters will have one written and the

other unwritten. 14 For example, though fl/Iia (La 5:11) and

10 Anmerkungen zu der Griech. Uebersetzung d. Prov. p. 4.

11 That in many individual cases the Septuagint had no vowels or less than

the MT, can be easily proved. E. g. Ps 72:5, M. T. reads spKY! and the

LXX reads qnN'1. Other examples are plentiful.

12 Mesha writes already n, v\vy, nD', '^, 'Jjwn; on the Siloam Inscrip-

tion we read napa, ijn.

Examples of missing, erroneously inserted, or confused vowel-letters

have been collected by Delitzsch op. cit. par. 13-56, though with more zeal

than caution.

*4 See Delitzsch op. cit. pp. 24, 25.
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(Isa. 23:4) both occur, the normal spelling would be

(Zach 9:17) or rrtnna. 15

The insertion of vowel letters was never systematic or complete,

but was left largely to the discretion of the scribes. 16 All varieties

of spelling therefore occur in our present text of the Bible.

It is highly probable that if no force had been interposed,

Biblical orthography would have been filled out to the propor-

tions of the Mishnic, and vowel letters would have been written

in every instance. But a force was interposed, that halted the

levelling process. That force was the Masorah. 16* It took the

text as it found it, (the details will be made plain later) and fixed

the spelling of each word by noting in each case "IDn, N^D, IDPI

HOm or N^D"T N^D. From that time on, no Yod could be inserted

into the text; a scribe who did so was creating a non-Masoretic

codex. The textus receptus was now established. Precisely when

the Masorah thus stepped upon the scene, it is difficult to say. It

is likely that its efforts were crowned with success by the time of

Hadrian. Rabbi Akiba could then speak of the Masorah as a

fence about the Torah, 17 while the version of Aquila, which is in

large measure due to him,
18

is the most reliable witness we possess

x* This last form would not be preferred because of the possibility of con-

fusion with n^in?.

16 See Jehuda Hayyug in Dukes und Ewald: Beitraege zur Geschichte und

Spracherklaerung des A. T. vol. 3, p. 22 (Stuttgart 1844); Ibn Ezra in Saphah

Berurah p. 7 (ed. Lippmann, Furth, 1839) who speak of the wilfulness of the

scribes in this regard. These passages are quoted by Ginsburg: Introduction

p. 135. Thus defectiva and plene readings constitute the main source of

variants in the Kennicott and DeRossi collations.

Ifi* The implications of this conclusion for the orthography of modern Heb-

rew are treated by the writer in two essays in Leshonenu, 5696, p. 202 ff.

x * Cf. Aboth 3, 20, and Rashi, Bertinoro, Tifereth Yisrael ad loc. Other

interpretations have been proposed, however, which refer the passage to

halachic rather than textual matters, cf. Taylor, ad. loc., Swete, Introd. p. 434
11 Cf. Kiddushin 59a, Jerome on Isa 8:14. See Swete: op. cit. p. 32 ff.
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to the condition of the Akiban text. In all probability, the adop-

tion of a standard codex, the archetype of all later manuscripts,

falls roughly within the same period.
1 '

It is true that further changes were now largely impossible;

still, in the absence of vocalization, there were many opportunities

for error in the reading.

It was only with the invention and perfection of the vocalic

system that all possibilities of error were eliminated. The inven-

tion of vowel signs in Syriac and Arabic in the seventh and eighth

centuries, was slow and difficult. Its almost contemporaneous

rise among the Jews was equally painful and uncertain, as has

become plain through the researches of Pinsker, Graetz, Kahle,

and other scholars.31

What has been insufficiently appreciated is the fact that

between the time of the earliest Masorah and the first glimmerr

ings of vocalization, there stretches a long and obscure period

that may be termed the pre-history of vocalization. During this

period other means were sought to safeguard the reading of the

Sacred Text, and the chief agents in this task were the Masoretes.

Thus Graetz22 noticed that certain lists in the Ochla ve'Ochla were

really guides, in the absence of vowels, to the pronunciation of

words that were similar, but not identical, and hence liable to be

mistaken for one another. Of this type are the lists that deal

with mil'el and milra', that is, similar words are termed mil'el if

they have a heavier vowel, and milra' if they have a weaker vowel,

19 Vide infra.

30 Cf. Duval: Grammaire Syriaque, Intr.; Noeldeke: Geschichte des Korans

p. 305 (1st edition).

" Pinsker: Einleitung in das assyrisch-babylonische Punktationsystem ;

Kahle: Der Masor. Text nach der Ueberlieferung der babylonischen Juden,

Die Masoreten des Ostens; Die Masoreten des Westens; and his paragraphs

on the Masorah in the introduction of Bauer-Leander, Historische Grammatik.

" Cf. MGWJ, Vol. 30, 1881, p. 340 ff.
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e.g. holem against kames hatuph ("lb$ Ez 25:8; "I^K Pr 25:7),

kames against patah (Dn$9 Ca 5 :15
J 0'?"UP Nu 24 :6) or a ful1

vowel against the sheva, (n?^?l Ex 8:10; n^!l Gen 41:35). Of

this type are lists #5, 11, 26, 27, 28, 29, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, and 50

in Ochla ve'Ochla.

There are, however, other lists, previously unnoticed, which

precede the vocalic system and are also designed to guide pronun-

ciation in the absence of vowel signs. Such a list is no. 52, where

Shin and Sin (called Samekh) are distinguished, as e. g.(Lev 2 :14)

fe"J3 and (Deut. 33:14) 0-JJ. Still another rubric antecedent to the

invention of vowel signs is list 73 :

.iv^ in ^3i 'i TIN tPDPD im in p a*

"an incomplete list of unique words where the first syllable has

the vowel T and the second syllable, the 1 vowel". Since no vocal-

ization is available, the Masoretes are compelled to use the awk-

ward device of calling Kames the JIN (aw) vowel, and Holem the

IN (ow) vowel.

It is certain that these lists, like all Masoretic rubrics, were

preceded by individual references at the various passages, and

that only later were they formed into lists. It is our contention -.

that the Kethib-Qere device was also utilized for the fixing of;i

pronunciation before the invention of vowel signs, and that a

large percentage of the KQ are therefore not manuscript varia-

tions, but guides to the correct reading in the absence of vowels. An ;

illustration will make the matter clear. There are many cases

where the third person masculine singular suffix is added to a

plural noun, and written defective that is, TJJ instead of VJ. Here

the noun could easily be mistaken for a singular. The fortieth

chapter of Ezekiel contains 17*8, 1D7'N, several times, where the

plurals of the nouns are intended in each instance. Yet these

forms could easily be misread as 17*8 or iD^'K. In Prov. 30:10,
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might be taken for
l3*lfe$,

instead of the idiomatic plural

. The same holds true of the prepositions which take the

plural suffixes, as nnK (II Sa23:9), m3'3D (I Sa 26:5) or infill

(II Sa 3:12), in which the ending could be misread as a holem

Vav. There are, moreover, a few nouns ending in consonantal

Vav, like uy (Nu 12:3), l^fe (Nu. 11:32) and IflD (Ca2:ll),

which were also liable to be mistaken for 13^ orlJJJ etc., especially

since they are uncommon. Were vowel signs available, these

potential errors could easily have been averted; in their absence,

the Masoretes used the best means at their disposal for guarding

the consonantal character of the Vav: They wrote the plene

spelling (with Yod), on the margin with 'p after it.*3 For example,

by the side of innn in the text, they noted on the margin 'p Vfinn

i. e. "Read tachtavl"** These instances constitute Lists 2a, b, c, in

our Classification.

Similarly, the older masculine ending n', found sporadically in

the text, could be mistaken for the feminine ending FI
t

in the

absence of vocalization, and here, too, the Masoretes marked on

the margin 'p ITJJ ,
i. e. "read with Holem", likewise as a guide to

the reading.
8*

(List #4).

The same explanation also holds for list #5, where the textual

K^7 is to be read ^ ,
i. e. it is to be vocalized N^ .

The various arguments against assuming that these Q are varia-

tions of the K have already been set fofth in Chapter Two. The

Exactly as in OVO, List #73, where Kames is denoted by rm, and Holem by IR.

a That in the case of uy, the Q was merely to ensure the reading with con-

sonantal Vav, is already recognized by Dillmann on Nu 12:3, and Koenig

(Lehrgebaude II, 1, 76).

"s The Samaritan Pentateuch, as is well known, changed each form into

Holem Vav, a procedure against which the Rabbis had already protested in

another connection (cf. Sifre to Deut 11:30). See Von Gall's edition at the

various passages and Ch. Heller: The Samaritan Pentateuch an Adaptation

of the Masoretic Text, p. 190-2.
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*

exhaustiveness with which each example is noticed on the margin,

the large number of cases where a singular or a feminine suffix,

respectively, is impossible,
26 and the fact that never do we find

the defective form on the margin, or the plene form in the text,

combine with the evidence of Masoretic usage we have adduced

from the Ochlah v[Ochlah to prove that we are dealing not with

corrections or variants but with matres lectionis guides to the

reader.

But there is another piece of evidence to prove that the term

Kethib-Qerewas often meantby the Masoretes as mere guides to the

reading. This proof is the indubitable usage of the Masoretes them-

selves. In Ochlah v'Ochlah, list 103, we read:
'

1'3D3 ]^D 'HD

]np !?1 jma'n Kysa "48 words that take an Aleph in the middle

that is not read," of which (Ex 5 :7) JlB'pNJl is an example. Here

1*3W is a synonym for J'afD, as is proved by the following list

#104:pp K^ijma'n "^loa
'

panai ptoD a" "12 words with an

Aleph written at the end, that is not read," (an example of which

is NIXI Nu 13:9). Especially noteworthy is list #191: ]>^ n"'

' D ppl 'IP J'ana "18 words written Shin and read with Samekh,"

which catalogues words with Sin, as for example, *fllDt{>1 (Ex 33 :22).

In the absence of vocalization, this is the only way to prevent the

reading with Shin, yet this guide to the pronunciation is ex-

pressed by the regular Kethib-Qere terminology!

Whereas lists #1-2 are guides against blasphemy or obscenity,

Lists #3-5 are guides against the Reader's ignorance. Yet both

categories are genuine Kethib-Qere; though one word is written

in the text, the Q admonishes "read thus!"

These groups contain 226 examples all in all, or 20% of the

entire number. Regarding these, there can be no doubt that no

86
As, e.g. I Sa 23:5 wm (the singular would be WNl); Jb 39:30

(plural verb lyty'); II Sa 1:11 njaa (cf. Djnp'i); Deut. 33:9 ua (parallel to

vntt). See notes to list 3 for further examples and details.
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textual variations are intended. We now come to another

category, where it is also probable that no variants exist, but here

the evidence is not so conclusive (List #6). Twice we find the

spelling D"3 in the K, with the normal D'lJI as the Q, and several

times D"32 occurs with two Yods. Though the KQ may mark

variations in spelling D^l32f by the side of D?i32 etc., it is more

likely that the Q is merely an admonition to read D'iaJf and D1a

with Holem, rather than 0^3^ and CT? with Hirek. Here either

explanation is possible.

Another category, where absolute certainty cannot be had,

must now be discussed, (Lists #7-8). It was noted above that

vowel letters were supplied with the greatest readiness at the end

of words because of the greater likelihood of error there. Now,

there are a number of instances, where the K omits one of the

letters Aleph, He, Vav, Yod, at the end of a word, either where

there would be two identical vowel-letters adjoining each other,

as e. g. (II Sa 5 :2) K M '3D1TI ; Q n$ N'3!?D} (List #7), or where

only one occurs, as (1 Ki 21 :29) K '3K ; Q K'3$ (List #8). In all

these cases the Masorah has interrupted the process before the

vowel letters were added to the text. We know that they were

used sparingly, and that Biblical orthography prefers to write one

of two possible vowel letters and not both. It is therefore possible

that the vowel letters are omitted in these instances, not through

error, but because of a conscious desire to minimize the number

of vowel-letters. Be this as it may, the Q may be interpreted in

one of two ways, either as a variation culled from manuscripts in

which the vowel letters had already been inserted in the text, or,

more probably, as guides to the reader to read and understand

N'llD as the Hiphil participle of fc?O and to construe inntP 1 as a

plural, etc.

'i See Chapter Two, note 3.
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We prefer to regard these Q as guides to the reader, rather

than as corrections or variations, for the following reasons. There

are innumerable cases of vowel letters omitted, where no KQ
occurs, as e.g. (Nu 11:11) 71$$ or (II Sa 22:40) 'HIEl, which are

either noticed by the Masorah merely as "1DPI or altogether passed

over in silence. Hence, our KQ cannot be due to corrections.

On the other hand, all cases without exception of vowel letters

missing at the end of words are remarked upon by the Q. There-

fore they cannot be manuscript variations. It therefore seems

most plausible to assume that the Q in these instances is a guide

to the correct reading and falls in with the preceding categories.

If we include these last-mentioned doubtful cases, and they

are few in number, we discover that fully 273 or over 20% of the

entire number may be termed the original KQ, that is, they are

guides to the Reader, against reading obscene expressions in the

synagogue, or against erring through ignorance. Moreover, if we

add, as we properly should, the 6823 instances where the

Tetragrammaton is replaced either by '318 or by D'n^N, the total

number of KQ mounts up to 8173, and the guides to the Reader,

totalling 7096 examples, constitute no less than 87% of the entire

number.

In all these cases, the Q is undoubtedly right, not because it is

a correction, or a better variant, but because it is a direction as

to the reading of the K. It was on the basis of these original

classes of KQ, that the custom, and eventually the law, grew up,

of reading only the Q, while the K remained inviolate in the writ-

ten text. Later, when other groups of KQ were assimilated, they,

too, were subsumed under the rules governing the original cate-

gories. Therefore the Q has remained universally obligatory upon .

the Reader in the Synagogue to this day, a mute and hitherto

unheeded clue to the genesis of the KQ.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE LATER GROUPS OF KQ.

Thus far, the role of the KQ, in its capacity of guide to the

reader, has been perfectly obvious and consistent. This function,

however, tends to fall into desuetude with the invention of the

vocalic system. But the KQ apparatus is again found useful, in

a radical and far-reaching extension of its original use. It now

becomes a means of preserving manuscript variants, and this to

so large an extent, that its origin is all but obscured. This new

use of the KQ comes as the culmination of a long series of

attempts to deal with the problem of variations in the Biblical

text. These attempts must now engage our attention.

Geiger speaks of a "Mangel an kritischer Sorgfalt"
1 as char-

acteristic of the period ending at the second century of C.E. He

seeks to prove that up to that time, the text was very carelessly

handled, without any recourse to the canons of criticism. But

this view is misleading. It would be unfair to expect modern

methods of textual criticism operative in that early period, but

we do find certain critical principles at work, constantly growing

in refinement and precision.

We have already had occasion to refer to the Talmudic passage

quoted in Jer. Megillah IV, 2, Soferim 6:4, regarding the three

Bible codices found in the Temple, in which variations were

noticed. We are told that in each case the majority reading was

adopted, and the minority reading, discarded. It is important

to understand what is here meant by "adopting". It can only

1
Op. cit. p. 231: Die alte Zeit etwa bis gegen das zweite Jahrhundert n.

Chr. den Bibeltext auf Einzelheiten mit sehr geringer Sorgfalt behandelte.

40
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mean that the sanctioned reading was entered into correct manu-

scripts,
2 while the suppressed reading may very well have lingered

on in ordinary current texts, that could make no claim to

accuracy. Nevertheless, from the Masoretic standpoint only the

majority reading existed henceforth. The earliest stage, then, in

the treatment of variations was the rather crude procedure of

accepting the reading vouched for by the larger number of manu-
'

scripts, and consigning the minority reading to oblivion.

This method could not remain satisfactory indefinitely. It can-

not have escaped notice that more original readings might be

lost, if it was merely a question of "counting heads". The next

step in the treatment of variants, we venture to suggest, was the -

method of conflation. Whenever two variants contested a given

passage, an attempt was made by the Masoretes to embody them

both in the text, if possible.
3 This practice, it is true, often created

an anomalous form or a difficult construction, but it had the merit

of preserving readings that would otherwise have perished. The

Scribes of this early period must have felt that '"DT 17N1 l^N

D"n DTJ^N, both readings were "the Word of the Living God",

and hence worthy of preservation.

With no pretense to completeness or finality, we bring together

the following examples of conflation as well as the readings that

lie at their base:

na nj -i0N D!T"m pt* n jy p n 4 ,1

m na -I#K ]ya p n .a

* That the distinction between an accurate and an inaccurate codex was

already felt before the destruction of the Temple, is proved by the passage

in B. Kethubboth 106a: rDB>Vn nonno pat? pVou vn o'^na onso 'mo "The

official revisers of Biblical manuscripts were paid from the income of the

Temple."

Thus the likeliest explanation of such hybrid forms as HR^fj^ is that

they are a combination of the Hophal and the Hithpael forms.
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DM ioM MI&' 'aai 35 ,TB
'

15*33 pM n*P Na "W IN ]n DM natfia pM
pM . . . l!?3M ^Mlfo' '331 .M

.a

10 ,3

nso

nao

nao -iy0m .a

vnwxin CD) vm 19 ,n'
'

vm .

vm .a

C3) a^ DM- 8 ,10
'

'1 MllKl 3* DM .M

D'^*n '1 '33'B^ DM .3

p-va cs> nM in
1

?^
1

? 32 ,'
'

p"va in
1?^ .M

HM inW? .a

TD'nn 11 ,a
'

Vn!?M '13 TP5JJ .M

'13 Tpt a

* So, practically, Ehrlich, ad locum.

5 Ehrlich, ad loc. maintains that Viaan was added erroneously to the original

vnitrain. But why should this word be added to corrupt a perfectly intelligible

verse? By our explanation, it becomes clear how this form came to be as a

conflate.

6 Here the K may very well be due to ordinary dittography. The Q is

impossible. It seems that the text is not in perfect order, and restoration is

difficult with the means at our disposal.

7 The perfect is an appeal to the experience of the world: "Has any people

ever changed, etc?" The imperfect asks: "Is it possible that a people should

change, etc?" See Driver: Hebrew Tenses (Third Ed.) par. 12, 33b.
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CD) naa-in D'atf'n a*a n rian Niatn 15
'

non

Datf' non ntto* n^ian

omDHD >m 8 ,o
'

omana 'nn .

omana 'nn .a

CD) ]V2S "in ^y 18 'n

irx in "757 .

in ^y .a

CD) or 10 ,1 'np

wop *pp0# 05; .N

i3D n'pnn oy .a

mnsn nya Dac>n D'tnan CD) omn'n p ^y 19 ,& 'D

Dman nmn'n )a hy .

mnen nya o^a^n omnn p *?y .n

Yet this method of conflation suffered from serious disadvan-

tages. It created difficult and impossible texts, in which the con-

fusion was usually far more noticeable than the preservation of

the variants. In addition, it had an even more serious drawback

its inadequacy. Very few divergences were susceptible to con-

flation; the vast majority could not be treated in this fashion at

all. It is for this reason that conflation finds no recognition in

Rabbinic or Masoretic tradition. Its period of activity must have

been short-lived and its influence upon the history of the text

relatively slight.

8 See List 80.

9 The ordinary editions read Ql)$y with no KQ; we follow the editions of

both Baer and Ginsburg.

10 See notes on this passage, list #42. n~\s is one residing in an open place.

See Megillah 19a: ms tnpa IDV p mo. The Q is an inferior reading.
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Various other means of treating variants were tried, such as

the use of dots over words whose authenticity was doubtful."

That this usage belongs to the earliest period, is proved by the

tradition's being dated back to Ezra." It is important to remem-

ber, however, that throughout all these moves, one improvement

in technique is making itself felt. Whereas the original practice

was the total disregard of the minority reading, the advantage

of the other schemes lay in their preserving the divergences.

But the Masoretes were still faced with seemingly insuperable

problems in their attempts to safeguard the sacred text from

variation. When each scribe was rapidly multiplying codices, one

or even several correct texts were but a drop in the ocean. Each

manuscript was not only heir to the errors of its ancestors, but

was sinning against accuracy on its own account as well. The

mere patching and revising of passages would never do; one scribe

could add more variants than a generation of Masoretes would

avail to correct.

Hundreds of years later, Islam faced the same, situation. The

solution was summary. One highly accurate copy of the Koran

was adopted as the textus receptus and only lithographic copies

of this manuscript were permitted in the mosques. 13 This proce-

dure the Masoretes anticipated without the lithographs, of

course. They decided upon a standard codex by which others

11 The literature on the dotted words is very large. The discussion of L.

Blau: Masoretische Untersuchungen, recapitulated by C. D. Ginsburg in

his Introduction, is basic.

" Aboth de Rabbi Nathan : (Chap. 34) ^ iBN'i n'^N N3' ON Niry no -\s

mipjn T3jw nans ns 1
'!? ION' ONI orv^y 'mpj naa 'JN HDIN -p nans no '

on'VjfD. The Tikkune Sopherim are also often ascribed to Ezra, see Ochlah

v'Ochlah, no. 168: Niry ]pn p!?o n"'.

x For this information I am indebted to Prof. S. L. Skoss, of Dropsie College

who found this to be the uniform practice in the Orient, during his studies

there.
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might be revised14 and which would serve as the archetype of all

future manuscripts. 15 Historical conditions favored its accept-

ance. After the destruction of the Temple and the loss of poli-

tical independence, Pharisaism became the only form of Judaism,

and its archetype succeeded in becoming the textus receptus. The

slightest peculiarities of this text, such as majuscules and minus-

cules, suspended letters and dotted words,
16 were transmitted

with reverential care and fidelity, exactly as they occurred in this

standard codex.

Two questions now press for an answer. When and on what

basis was the archetype selected? On the former question, opinion

is practically unanimous. Scholars are agreed that the standard

manuscript was adopted in the time of R. Akiba (circa 100 C.E.)

when the new interpretational principles of which he was the

leading exponent came into play. Now, when every particle and

prefix, plene and defectiva, was of potential importance as the

source of new Halakah, 17 a great impetus was given to a correct

and fixed text, and the result was the adoption of a standard

codex.

T Cf. Jer. Sanhedrin II, 20: ]b n'Jn. Dillmann in Herzog's Real-Enzyklopedie

II p. 388; Buhl: op. cit. p. 256.

*s The existence of one archetype was maintained by Rosenmueller 1834

(Vorrede zur Stereotypausgabe des A. T.), A. Olshausen, 1853 (Psalmen,

p. Iff., 337 f.) F Lagarde: Anmerkungen zur griech. Uebersetzung der Prov.

p. 1 f., Noeldeke: Alt-Testamentliche Literatur p. 241 and Buhl p. 256. It

is now almost universally accepted. The opposing view of Kahle does not

account for the high degree of uniformity in extant Bible manuscripts.

* Cf. Buhl op. cit. p. 206.

17 One example of many is Sanhedrin 4b, where the plene and defectiva

spelling is appealed to: 'am ^xyaw 'an nan yaiN |&o >in niscjts^ naoa1

? nBoub

.. . -jnx ii'H -low ta'py.

On this use of plene, defectiva and particles, see Frankel: Darche Ha-

Mishnah p. 120, note 1: ni^D) pi mama nnn'i nnon Vy Nnpoa na-irr wsna

\
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On the latter question, scholars are not so united. Some have

maintained that the choice of the archetype was based on mere

arbitrariness or chance, but this view has rightly been contested. 18

The Masoretes at this time were sufficiently critical to choose a

text of known antiquity and general reliability. This conclusion,

we shall find, derives a great deal of support from considerations

to be adduced later.

In spite of the consensus of scholarly opinion, we feel that the

date set for the adoption of the archetype is too late. Even if we

grant that these precise methods of, interpretation were the spur

to the choice of a standard manuscript, we shall be compelled to

assign an earlier date. R. Akiba was not the creator of this method

of Halachic interpretation; he was its greatest exponent. Nahum

of Gimzo, under whom R. Akiba had studied19 had already made

use of "amplification and restriction" (Diyoi *13")). Another

Rabbi of the generation preceding Akiba had made wide and

extensive use of particles like 11K in the Pentateuch20
. By the

time of Akiba and Ishmael, these methods were the common

property of all the schools.

We are therefore constrained to go back at least a full genera-

tion before Akiba for this archetype. But it is highly unlikely

that in the space of one generation, one manuscript among many

should have been singled out, and subtle Halakic distinctions be

based upon its minutest characteristics, without any mention

being made of other extant codices. It is, moreover, difficult to

18 Buhl p. 257.

" Cf. Shebuoth 26a: nbia minn Va n mn rvn0 iwa ' mm-vo^vv Na'py 'an

Dj?'Di nans.

20 Cf. Kiddushin S7a, Pesahim 22b: 'JiDDyn n'om rrb now 'JiDDyn pj?ot

IVIN \>3 vTB^n i^> noN m'fl NTH -pp^N 'PI rm^ jnno p'3 .pninaB> ITIN hs inn mn

TJ? nipnan *?y 'n^ap ID rwmn by ~\s\y 'nbapp OBO on!? nan orpby nn no name*

nianb NTH TH^N 'n n no'Vi wy 'an a.
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believe that such an important step as the choice of an archetype

could have occurred in a generation as prominent as that of

R. Akiba and R. Ishmael without a notice of the event in the

Talmud.

For all these reasons, it is far more likely that the archetype i

had been chosen long before Akiba, and that he and his prede- \

cessors already found it installed as the textus receptus, and there-
j

fore available as a basis for their hermeneutics. In line with the /

best traditions of the Masorah, the archetype had been choseni
i

quietly and unobtrusively, probably before the destruction of!

the Temple, perhaps by those very "revisers of the scrolls" who;

are mentioned in the Talmud as receiving their income from the

Temple treasury. Rather than the reverse, we prefer to believe

that this exact and unvarying text offered the stimulus to the

painfully precise hermeneutics, which the later generations of

Tannaim favored in increasing measure.

Having established the destruction of the Temple (70 C.E.)

as the terminus ad quern for the adoption of this archetype, we

are now in a position to reconstruct other phases of its history.

It is certain that great care was exercised in its choice, as regards

its antiquity and trustworthiness. Nevertheless, these early

Masoretes must have been fully aware that even inferior manu-

scripts might contain superior or older readings at given

passages.
31 In addition to the archetype, there doubtless were

other manuscripts of high repute in the Temple library which the

official revisers must have used. For these reasons the mere adop-

tion of an archetype could not have sufficed the custodians of

the text. We believe that they must have collated the standard

codex with others that were held in high esteem. On the margin

" Their procedure with the three Temple codices makes it plain that no

single manuscript had all the readings that were finally adopted, but that the

final text was based on all three.
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of the archetypal manuscript, they marked those readings of the

other codices that seemed preferable, or interesting, or at least

equally satisfactory, and it is evident that their latitude must

have been very wide, in their desire to preserve everything of

value. Thus our written text, including the Kethib, is substantially

the text of the archetype, while the Q is a selection of worth-while

readings from the other non-archetypal manuscripts. These vari-

ants, we believe, make up the bulk of the KQ variations as we

know them today
22

(Lists #9-84). As a study of these will make

plain, they are of all types, orthographical, morphologic, and

rhetorical, but they all have one characteristic in common, they

are all manuscript divergences, due to this earliest of collations.

There is a highly interesting inference to support the conclusion

that the KQ goes back to this archetype. In Chapter VI, the

nature of the "spurious" KQ, i. e. those variants that are purely

individual aberrations, is discussed. It is pointed out that prac*

tically all manuscripts and Masoretic authorities are unanimous

in accepting the genuine KQ in toto, and in rejecting the spurious

examples. It seems fair to conclude that the universal acceptance

of the genuine corpus of KQ is on a par with the equally general

adherence to the majuscules and minuscules, the dotted words,

and other features of the archetypal codex, and goes back to the

same source.
4.

The archetype itself, as we have seen above, had previously

been subjected to a great deal of conflation, which was, however,

forgotten. When it was collated with manuscripts that bore only

22 Noeldeke (ZDMG, 32, p. 591) who, in common with other scholars,

assumes the Akiban period as the time for the adoption of the archetype, is

forced to assume that the archetype already possessed the KQ on the margin.

But this is merely leaving unanswered the question of their origin. On this

view, no suitable occasion for the introduction of the KQ can be found, and

if no more than an ordinary collation of manuscripts is meant, Wellhausen's

objection as to the uniformly dual nature of the KQ retains its force.
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a single, non-conflate reading, the standard codex showed a dis-

crepancy. Hence we often find as the Q an original, non-conflate

text, while the K (the archetypal reading) has the conflate. 83 In

other instances, the awkward conflate text has been further

changed in the direction of harmonization or ill-advised correc-

tion and these have come down to us as Q likewise, i. e. non-

archetypal readings.34

If we thus understand the history of the standard codex, many

perplexing questions raised by the KQ become plain. It was

stressed that in the overwhelming majority of instances, the K
bears the more archaic form (Lists # 12 ff.). This is what we

expect, since the archetype was a manuscript of great age and

conservatism.

That this collation should always have yielded two, and never

more, variants, is also intelligible to us now, for we have, on the

one hand, the archetype (K), and, ranged on the other, several

non-archetypal codices, A, B, C, etc., all contributing their best

readings to the Q. Yet the number of manuscripts utilized in the

collation was not large, and hence variations were never more

than two. Likewise the fluctuations of certain words such as

ni3$ and rvatf, D'wy and D"jy ,
now as K and now as Q, become

clear, as due to the divergences of the codices.

The large percentage of cases where the Q is preferable to the

K (18%), and where the Q is as satisfactory as theK (66%), is also

natural. Where the archetype was markedly superior, the diver-

gences of other manuscripts were passed over in silence. Only

when they possessed some value or interest, were they preserved

on the margin.

So Josh 18:19, II Sa 19:32, La 5:18, Ecc 6:10. See above.

"< II Sam 15:8, Ez 3:15, Esth 9:19. See above.

s See Chap. 2.
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Moreover, this hypothesis alone appears to explain the reaction

of the Septuagint to the KQ satisfactorily. The entire problem

is discussed at length in chapter V. Here it is sufficient to refer

to the main conclusion. The rendering of the Qarian by the Greek

translators in so many instances, points to their existence in one

form or another before 250 B.C.E. To assume their existence as

marginal variants at so early a date seems highly improbable,

for that would mean a highly developed state of Masoretic activ-

ity. We are therefore constrained to imagine them as actual read-

ings in manuscripts. This view of the matter is strikingly con-

firmed by a number of cases where the Septuagint misread the

Q!
26 The versions thus offer evidence that at one time the Q

existed as textual readings.

Long before the redaction of the Mishnah, this corpus of vari-

ants was complete. Indeed R. Joshua b. Hyrcanus seems to

make use of a KQ variation in Job (Sotah 5,5):

n'apn DN av iay vh Diapnn p yBnrp *ai m ova ia

IN nflxo 'JN ib hp Tain i"iyi ^ITN b 'a!?Bp' jn

lay vhv 70* ^ nn n"rre> ar p ]am* pi -pryo isy

101

On that day R. Joshua b. Hyrcanus expounded : Job served God

from love, for it is written, "Though he slay me, yet will I trust

in Him." (Jb 13:15) Still the matter is undecided "do I trust

in Him" (I

1

?) or "I do not trust" ("?). Another verse teaches that

he served from love (Job 27:5) "Until I depart I shall not allow

my integrity to be taken from me." Said R. Joshua, "Who will

remove the dust from your eyes, O Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai,

for all your days you expounded that Job served the Lord only

* See Chap. 5 for examples, especially the telling instance of Josh 3:16.
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from fear as it said, "Perfect and upright, fearing God and

eschewing evil." (Job 1:1) But now Joshua (b. Hyrcanus) your

pupil's pupil, teaches that he served from love."

Here the Mishnah is unable to decide between to*? and 1^,

apparently because both occur in the passage, the first as a K
and the second as a Q. 27

Biblical verses in which KQ occur, are quoted elsewhere in our

editions of the Mishnah as well, either according to the Qere

(Sotah 7:6; Hullin 11:2; Tamid 7:2; Middoth 3:1; 4:4; Yad. 4:4),

or according to the Kethib (Sotah 9:6; Bech. 1:7). However, as

Professor Ginzberg has pointed out, these readings vary in the

different printed texts and in the Dikduke Sopherim of Rabbin-

ovicz according to the predilections of later scribes. Tannaitic

citations can be invoked as evidence for the KQ reading, only

where the discussion revolves about the variation, as e. g. Pes.

119a; Meg.3b, 5b. It is also of interest that the Schools of Hillel

and Shammai take cognizance of the traditional reading of the

text, (NlpD^ DM fr) as distinct from the merely written form

(Sanh. 4a and elsewhere).

These instances by no means exhaust the Talmudic testimony

to the existence of the KQ. Of the entire body of variations that
>. .

*i In the Gemara on this passage, Sotah 31a, the question is asked: "Let

us see whether Lo is written with an Aleph or a Vav." This would imply

that the Gemara knew of no KQ on this passage, or of what avail would a

reference to the spelling be, if both were present. It is possible that this

particular KQ, at least, had not yet penetrated into Babylonia. This is practic-

ally the view of Frankel: Vorstudien zur Septuaginta p. 31. It is however

possible that the Gemara was asking as to the spelling of the Kethib, without

regarding the existence of the Qere, as it seems to do with the Kethib of Isa.

63:9: nx vb Dim Vaa, in 'the following lines of the discussion. Professor

Ginzberg, however, points out that the Talmud is to be understood on the

basis of Kid. 30a to mean that the Babylonians did not consider themselves

authorities on plene and defectiva, and other Masoretic matters, and the

Tannaim ought to have known by consulting the text !
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this ancient collation had brought to light, the most striking were

the Karian vela Kethiban, that is, where the word did not occur

in the archetype, but did, in the other manuscripts, and the

Kethiban vela Karian, where the archetypal reading was lacking

in the other reputable codices. These two groups are therefore

mentioned, by name, together with other Masoretic termini tech-

nici, in the Talmud. 28 The KQ as a group are not noticed in Tal-

mudic literature, as they were merely individual variants marked

at the several passages affected. Nevertheless, the existence of KQ
variations in the Talmudic period is beyond doubt. In many

passages, the Talmud cites a verse or bases some Halachic or

Haggadic statement upon it, in a form that coincides with our

K.29 In others it quotes both K and Q,3 often using the formula

avis 31 or pnpi . . . avis. 32

It remains to explain how these KQ variations were integrated

into the original group, which consists of guides to the reader.

Up to that time, Biblical manuscripts had no marginal notations,

except the guides to the reader, that constituted the earliest group

88 Nedarim 37b. The examples there quoted include two examples according

to the Madinchae (Ruth 2:11) nain mm n, and (Jer 32:11) macorn n, see

Norzi on the latter passage. Rabbi Nissim's emendation in his commentary

on this Talmudic passage is unnecessary, if the Madinchae character of this

passage is recognized.

'9 As for example Dt 22:15 (Ket. 40b); 2 Sam 23:20 (Ber. 18a); Isa 10:13

(Ber. 28a); Isa 30:33 (Men. lOOa); Isa 63:9 (Sotah 31a); Jer 21:12 (Shab 55a) ;

Ez9:ll (Yoma 77a); Ps 139:16 (Yer. Niddah 3:3); Pr 26:2 (Mak lla);

Jb 21:13 (Sanh. lOOa).

3 As e. g. Lev 25:30 (Meg. 3b, 5b).

3' E. g. Josh 24:3 (Yer. Pes. 10:5) ;
I Sam 2:9 (Yoma 38b) ; I Sam 7:9 (Abodah

Zarah 24b); I Sam 22:18 (Yer. Sanh. 10:2); 2 Sam 21:4 (Yer. Sanh. 6:7);

2 Kings 5:9 (Yer. Sanh. 10:2); Ezek 1:8 (Pes. 119a).

3" Lev 23:13 (Men 89b): 2 Kings 20:4 (Erub. 26a); Hag 1:8 (Yoma 21b).

Bamberger, op. cit., pp. 233-39, who quotes these Talmudic passages, fails

to classify them and makes a few minor errors, which we have corrected.
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of KQ. By the process of analogy, the new marginal variants

were amalgamated with the original body of KQ. Did not the

older group read VinN on the margin for Tintf in the text, or

DHinD on the margin for D'^sy in the text? Therefore, it was

reasoned, the marginal 1)13$ was likewise a Q for the textual K
JV3I2M3 The largest and latest group of KQ, then, is the product of

the earliest and most important collation of Biblical manuscripts

of which we have evidence.

Only a limited number of the KQ seem to be of later origin.

Thus, the KQ of List 30 where the K writes a Vav which the Q
reduces to Kames-hatuph (before Makkeph) seem to belong

to the period when vocalization was introduced. An alter-

native explanation will be found in the introduction to this

rubric. Several groups of KQ (Lists 26, 27) seem to register the

variations between the Palestinian and Babylonian pronunciation

of Aramaic, and probably are not earlier than the Talmudic

period. These 62 instances, all told, are few and unimportant
I

additions to the two main groups of Kethib-Qere: a) the guides!

to the reader, and b) the textual divergences of ancient

manuscripts.

It must be clearly understood, however, in what sense these

textual variants may be termed "the later groups of KQ." In

point of origin, the majority of these variations, dating from about

the first century of the common era, are no later than the guides

to the reader. They were, However, subsumed under the Kethib-

Qere formula later than the original group. The process by which

3J It is also possible that these variants became part of the KQ in a slightly

different fashion. The Kethib, the written text of the archetype, was contrasted

with the Qere, the text of the other manuscripts, which were commonly read.

The explanation given in the text is more likely. If the margin read mn
and n'atp equally, and the first was known as a Qere, a scribe would infer the

same of the second.
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the manuscript variations were absorbed within the KQ category

was not immediate or instantaneous. For a considerable length

of time, Biblical manuscripts may have carried on their margins

both the guides to the reader and the textual variants. Gradually,

the variants began to be considered as identical with the genuine

Qere notations, and thus the Kethib-Qere corpus as we know it

today came into being.



CHAPTER FIVE

THE TESTIMONY OF THE VERSIONS

It now remains to establish the reaction of the principal

ancient versions to the KQ, in order that we may gauge, roughly

at least, the antiquity of these variations and discover how far

the later synagogal practice of preferring the Q prevailed in

earlier times, especially in circles somewhat removed from

Rabbinic authority.

Before proceeding with this inquiry, it cannot be overem-

phasized that it is a difficult and delicate task to establish the

underlying text of a version. We may divide the main difficulties

as deriving from two sources, a) the nature of the Biblical text

itself and b) the method of the translator. On the correct method

of establishing Semitic equivalents for the vocabulary of the

Greek versions, we have a brilliant and succinct paper by Prof.

Margolis.
1 On the method of the ancient translators, there is

the very suggestive work of Luzzatto Oheb Ger. 2 In the

case of the KQ where the difference is often one of orthography,

grammar or shade of meaning, it is obvious that exact equation

is often an impossibility.

We shall first set forth those types of KQ where no decision

as to the reading of the versions is possible, because of the

nature of the Biblical text itself.

1 In JAOS, vol. 30, part 4, 1910, p. 301-310. The conclusions hold for all

the versions with equal force.

a
(Vienna, 1830). Though the work is limited to Onkelos, the ideas expressed

are valid for all the ancient versions; the exact extent of each factor may vary

with the translator.

55
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1. The matres lectionis (list 3a, b, c, list 8). ,-'''

When, for example, we find in I Sa 2:9 ITDn K, V^pFJ Q
we have no right to assume that LXX follows the Q because it

reads a plural. The Q here, as we have attempted to show, is

a guide to the reading, and the divergence between K and Q is

merely orthographic. To say that LXX follows the Q is a me-

thodological error.3

The only time when we can decide with certainty as to the

underlying reading of the Hebrew, is when the versions read a

singular or make an error which presupposes one of the two

spellings. We must refer the reader to the lists themselves for

copious illustrations of this kind. From them we select Jb 26:14

imna K, where LXX, S, P read a singular, and Isa 56:10

IBS K, VB.IS Q, where LXX, with its singular capacity for

error, reads IBS?! Both these illustrations prove the existence

of the Kethib before the translators.

Another common error that permits us to decide the under-

lying reading is to be found in H^3 K, i^ Q (list 4), which

LXX often reads as n^, cf. Hos 13:2 Nahum 2:1, Hab 1:9, 15.

In lists 7 and 8, where the Q adds missing vowel letters, the

versions are again non-committal, except when they err. In

list 7, II Ki 20:18 np' K, inpT? Q, LXX reads a singular np_!,

thus attesting the reading of the K.

2. The orthographical variants (Lists 9-12) and the archaisms

(Lists 13-25) are likewise difficult to decide upon, when the

versions translate correctly. Yet our study of all these passages

in the principal versions yields a fair number of cases of error

or divergence in translation, that render it easy to establish one

One committed, for example, by Frankel: Vorstudien, in his study of the

KQ and LXX. Cf. p. 225 ff. Thus on p. 225, we read:"der Uebersetzer folgt

dem Kri wo dieses durch den Plural von Ketib differirt."
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or another as the underlying text. For the full results we must

refer the reader to the lists themselves and the accompanying

sigla. We cite a few examples:

In Ju 17:2 K TI^K TIKI; Q T\^ J?8]; LXX reads "and you

beswore me" eq. IV
1

? $ Tlfc] the K, with 1V^$ interpreted in a

causative sense. (List 15).

In Ez 16:43, JVfeI> K, ntyy Q, S V read TPfcy as a first person

(ibid).

In Cant 2:13^ K, $ Q, LXX read^ (List 16).

In Dt 21:7, K rODtf vb N'T,, Q ^9^. P read n^t? fc6 UT
as a singular. (List 18).

3. In the phonetic variants (List 26-33), where examples of

assimilation of Yod to Aleph, Vav to Yod, and the reverse are

treated, the versions are similarly inconclusive. Here too the

few definite indications available are the result of a misunder-

standing of the text. Again a few instances must suffice:

In Ezr 4:9 Kim K, N^l Q, LXX (B) reads Kin"| substan-

tiating the K (List 28).
-

In Esr 4:4 O'nbaDl K, D^rjaDI Q, the P transliterates

JV173D1, creating a presumption in favor of the K. (List 33).

4. In the morphologic variations (lists 34 ff.)> it is often

impossible to draw conclusions because of the largely synonymous

character of the variations. Here again error in the versions is

the only safe clue.

In Pro 16:19 D"jy K, D'Htf Q, P reads Kry -|'3D presupposing

DOT, an error graphically closer to the K than to the Q (List 39).

In Pro 20:20 Jltf'Na K, }1B>^ Q, LXX points to the K when

it renders "apple of the eye", i. e. ]1t^N (List 42).

In Neh 5:7 DW3 K, D'Pi Q, P substantiates the K by reading

with a Sin (List 43).

See note 133a to the Classification.
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In Ez 41 :8 DTIO'D K, nllpiD Q, T apparently read

(List 46).

In Jer 18:22 niTP K, H^ltf Q, LXX reads ni^t? "conver-

sation" (List 48).

5. Various grammatical categories, like gender, syntax of

numerals (List 69), the use of particles (List 70), Vav con-

secutive and weak Vav (List 74), and List 76, use or omission

of the definite article 5
(List 77), likewise do not appear in trans-

lation. In all these instances, whenever no error occurs, we

cannot infer anything as to the underlying text.

Besides these groups, where the nature of the Biblical text

itself renders decision impossible, the method of the translators,

admissible or not as it may seem to us, is often the cause of the

difficulty.

Contractions and omissions are highly characteristic of the

versions. 6 We frequently meet with freedom in translation,

even periphrastic renderings.
7 Akin to this trait is the pre-

ference for a smoother reading, be it K or Q or even the result

of a tacit emendation on the part of the translator. The use of

the collective singular for the plural and vice versa is also quite

s It is highly interesting that what is on the surface so easily distinguishable
/

as variations between -]!?D and "jVon should in reality be so difficult. Latin

has no article, while Aramaic and Syriac normally use the determinate case
&.

even when no article exists in the Hebrew. Hence our only resource for this

type of variation is the Greek.

6 In Lev 25:30 nan V ne> is omitted by V. In Jer 31:20 voVn ITT and in

v. 40 niDin Vai is omitted by P. The entire Greek Joshua is an extreme

example of contraction of the Hebrew original; see Prof. Margolis' critical

edition of the LXX of Joshua.

7 The great periphrasis are Symmachus and the Targums, though no version

is entirely free from this tendency. Thus on Nu 3:51 onsn *]D3 V r. earn; on

Isa 44:24 'fltf 'jp, V r. Nullus mecum to guard against any infringement of

the Divine Power, even negatively.
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common. 8 Actives for passives,
9
passives for impersonate,

10
all

conspire to render the equating of text and version exceedingly

difficult. To make themselves as clear as possible, the ancient

versions will normally level all differences in a given proper

name that may occur in the text and translate it uniformly."

In all these instances, the underlying text is guaranteed only

by an erroneous or divergent translation. In fact we may say,

that a translation as literal as Aquila's would be of greater

value for textual purposes if it were replete with errors!!!118

We cannot forego one interesting instance where the Vulgate

substantiates beyond the shadow of a doubt a full verse and

more of our Masoretic Text and yet has not one word in com-

mon with it! In Ps 102:24 f. we read: Cp fl3> 1PD "Sjlia n$V

'!?{$ "IQfo 'SQl "!?? This the Vulgate renders: Respondit ei in

via virtutis suae: paucitatem dierum meorum nuncia mini.

That is: '^ -}&$ 'J3J ~\%p inlD ^^ J1JV-

We are now in a position to approach the residue of instances

where results are forthcoming regarding the reaction of the

versions to the KQ," turning first to the Septuagint.

8 Hence the equating of either vnnon or inNun (I Ki 16:20) with V "peccatis"

is possible, or (I Ki 18:36) ^nan or -pai with V "
praeceptum."

ThusonPs41:3cf. V, T.

10 Thus Ez 48:14 T3J> ^1 no' H^l nso' vb is rendered by V "et non trans-

ferentur" eq. T3j?n Taj?'. See also T to Ps 102:24.

" G orna is used for Hebrew n))14J, fini$J> ]}")$>
etc. In II Ch 13:9 the Q

]?19V is disregarded for the better known jli^y by LXX.
" Thus on Isa 9:6 n^ptJ, Aquila renders "measure", (n^zjn) substanti-

ating mpon without a doubt.

12 For the LXX the larger Cambridge Septuagint was used as far as pub-

lished, (through Samuel), except that Dr. Margolis was kind enough to favor

me with the manuscript of his new edition of Joshua. For the rest of the

Bible Swete's smaller edition was used. For the Vulgate the edition of Stier

and Theile Hand-Polyglotten Bibel (4th ed.) and for the Syriac, Lee's text

were utilised. For the Targumim, the edition of the Mikraoth Gedoloth as
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Nowhere else does one regret more keenly the absence of a

critical text of the LXX along Lagardian lines than in an inquiry

such as ours. In a large number of instances the most that can

be said is that manuscripts of the LXX read so, while others

contradict them. Frankel, 13 on the basis of his investigation of

the relation of the LXX to the KQ, comes to the following

results, which, in spite of differences in detail, are borne out by

our investigations as well.

I. The Q is preferred overwhelmingly in Judges, Samuel,

Kings, Chronicles and Joshua (when errors in proper names are

excluded).

II. The Q is more common than the K in Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezekiel and Psalms.

III. No conclusion as to KQ can be drawn from Pentateuch,

Minor Prophets, Megilloth, Ezra, Nehemiah, because of the

small number of examples occurring, or from Proverbs and Job

because of the inexactness of translation.

Our own numerical results will be found at the end of the

chapter. Suffice it to point out here that in no book of the

Bible is the K as common as the Q.

We are interested in drawing two conclusions from these

facts:

A. The marked preference shown for the Q by LXX, gives

us a much earlier terminus a quo for the tendency we have

noted in Rabbinic Judaism to insist on the Q as the only admis-

well as Lagarde's Prophetae Chaldaice and the emendations on the Targum

on Psalms in Luzzatto's Oheb Ger served as our text. Field's Hexapla as well

as the minor additions found in the larger Cambridge LXX, is our source for

Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, as well as for an occasional reference to

Quinta and ho Hebraios.

Vorstudien zur Septuaginta p. 219-242.
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sible text in public reading.
1* Yet this conclusion is partially

modified by the second.

B. The existence of the Q before the LXX can be imagined

in one of two ways. Either they possessed a manuscript with

the Qarian on the margin, or the readings which to-day are

our Q existed as ordinary textual readings in the codices used

by the translators. The former hypothesis appears to us highly

untenable. It involves the assumption of flourishing Masoretic

activity before 250 B. C. EM the date of the translation of the

Pentateuch. We must therefore fall back upon the second

view, namely, that in the manuscripts before the LXX many

of our Qarian existed as ordinary readings.

This is a powerful argument in favor of our thesis that the

later and larger group of Qarian are variants and not corrections.

Moreover, another interesting consideration supports this view.

The ratio of Q to K readings in the LXX is 1.68 to 1. If we

remember the fact that the ratio of preferable Qarian to pre-

ferable Kethiban is 1.5 to 1, it becomes apparent that there is

only a slight margin of intrinsic preference for the Q manifested

by the LXX. In other words, the Q is followed by LXX only

a little more than is warranted by the superiority of the Q

readings over the K.

Likewise supporting the conclusion that the LXX found our

Q as manuscript readings are the examples where the LXX
misread the Q. A particularly striking instance occurs in Josh

3:16, Q 0-ftp lfc!3 pdltf which the LXX renders IfcD

. It is much more probable that this error arose with

14 It must be remembered that the LXX version is really a long series of

translations extending perhaps for centuries. The latest book to be translated

into Greek may already have possessed the Qarian on the margin, and this

may possibly account for the predilection for the Q.
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in the text, rather than from a codex that read 1&D

D"^3i in the text and had D"J^D on the margin.

Similarly, in II Sa 21:6, the Q ]fl;
is misread by the LXX as

]F)\ Here, too, had the text contained the K ]n3' and the margin,

the Q ]JV, the error would have been much less likely.

Again, in Jer 51:13, the K VUDtf in the text with the Q flptf

on the margin could hardly have led to the misreading n!pfr of

the LXX, which is much more easily explained if the Q was in

the text. 15

In Ez 25:9 the K is nDJV"lp, the Q nWT")P- The LXX

reading of the Q HCP ni"lp as two words seems to derive from a

textual rather than a marginal reading, as in the illustrations

above.

For all these reasons, cumulatively viewed, we believe that

it is indisputable that the LXX had most of our Q as a textual

reading.

It remains to notice the passages where different Greek

uncials differ as to the KQ. In this list B represents the Vati-

canus, A the Alexandrinus, Aleph the Sinaiticus, and Q, the

Marchalianus.

Kethib Qere

IKil2:3 ircn B omits; ,
ai A

17:15 NTH Kin A; Kim KVI B

II Ki 17:31 onDDn^KB?; DTIBD vrW* A

Jer 48:5 ninVnB; rrnVn N

15 The last example cannot be pressed, as the final Yod could very easily

have become illegible or erased, so that the K could have served equally well

as the basis for LXX. Thus in Jer 4:19, the K '0BJ 'nj?DB> is rendered by all

the versions G P V T as "my soul has heard" as though the text were nyj?t{>

'B>B3 ; yet the late dates of V and T preclude the possibility of the Q occurring

in the text.
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Ez3:20

45:5

Nahum 2:6

Psalm 24:4

La 1:18

5:7

Ecc 10:20

Est9:19

Esr2:46

2:50

4:9

8:14

ICh8:25

12:3

Kethib

A sing. ;

rvrr A;

a (ace. Gins.) A;

B;

nrB;
n B

;

c.a.

D'D'BJ B
;

nan A;

B
;

B different;

vnpix B

B

na B

A

n B

Q
D'B33 N AC

omen B?

'D^0 A
O'DIBJ A
NTH A

B omits

A

A

From these examples the only possible conclusion is that B

seems to follow the K, and A follows the Q, waveringly in the

Prophets, and somewhat more consistently in the Hagiographa.

For the other versions, the reader is referred to the tables

with which this chapter closes, and to the detailed "Classifi-

cation of the KQ" at the end of the work.

It remains to notice Aquila's reaction to the KQ. The view

that Aquila follows the K uniformly has already been disproved

by Reider,
16 who nevertheless points out that Aquila follows

the K in cases where LXX prefers the Q. The following is a

list of cases where Aquila follows our K:17

16
Prolegomena to a Greek-Hebrew and Hebrew-Greek Index to Aquila,

p. 87.

17 We differ from Reider as follows: of his 13 K examples we accept eleven

and add eleven more. Of his 17 Q's, we accept 13 and add 12 others. See

pp. 94-95 for Reider's list.
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s ,TB ix 2 ,B 'tfl> ;n) so ,

,ao ;D'3iD 42 ,aa 'IT ;Biy s , ;
iflnjw 9 ,

,4 asp ;V-Q-T 28 ,np ;iav"in 20 ,y JPOTI 10 ,' 'nn ;rr ,29

,19 ,TDp ;-|m^in e ,nDp iK
1

?! 16 ^^p jD'avrcb

12 ,6 ;?)HB> 29 ,o
'' ;p 29 ,*o ;mayin 16 ,1

10 ,w 'n

Aquila follows our Qere in these instances :

;D"TK 16 ,a 'n1 ;m B> ,2 a
1

? 'ai na a 11 ,"? '-ia

3 ,a' '!? pmsn 23 ,a ;w^ 15 ,a '300 ;nrmni 27 ,T

,5 ,BD JDH'^n 'D'DI . . . Dn^lX 12 ,1^ '^ ;)'' 10 ,3

n^nxn . . . inot^n n ,a ;n'n^n s ,no nnmnai 23 ,a^ 'T

16 ,na ;mo 4 ^ ;ma 1 , 'nn par 43 ,aa 'n 1 ;a^3 34 ,

;i^ 15 ,a
"

;PIIJ; 5 , 'B>D ;v32c 2 ,nop n
1

?! 3 ,p ;mo *

.nnn 1

?! 24 ,D 'n ;
2 afl]3n ^ys 20 , 'np nntfn 12 ,

In brief, Aquila follows the K, 22, and the Q, 25 times, and

though conclusions from such meagre data are precarious, it

must be said that Aquila's fondness for the K is astonishing,

considering his close connection with Rabbinism.

The other direct emanations of Rabbinic Judaism are much

more closely wedded to the Q, Onkelos, Jerushalmi and Frag-

ment-Targum following the Q exclusively. The Targum to the

Prophets and the Hagiographa shows a preponderance of Q
over K of five to one. Even Vulgate with a ratio of three to

one and Peshitta with a ratio of two and a half to one, bear

witness to the widespread character of the tendency, which

later became law, of preferring the'Q to the K.

18 Cf. Aquila's rendering of Ps 45:10 ^J# by synkoitos.

19 Aquila (so S) renders "tottering," going back to jm. Hence more probably

the K njm.

20 Reading *\:s
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TABLE ONE

The Septuagint

KETHIB QERE
BOOK

Pent
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TABLE Two

The Reaction of the Versions to the KQ

KETHIB QERE
BOOK CERTAIN DOUBTFUL TOTAL CERTAIN DOUBTFUL TOTAL

LXX 213 38 251 320 51 371

Aquila 21 1 22 23 2 25

Symmachus 38 5 43 61 9 70

Theodotion 24 5 29 32 6 38

Peshitta 122 32 154 328 35 363

Vulgate 124 40 164 330 51 381

Targum to

Prophets 56 21 77 372 44 416

Onkelos 16 2 18

Jerusalem Tar. 15 1 16

Fragment Targum 2 - 2



CHAPTER Six

THE MINOR GROUPS OF KETHIB-QERE

The model codex of which we have spoken in Chapter Four,

undoubtedly performed a great if imperfect service in the

interest of uniformity; it established one text as authentic, by

which all others were to be corrected. Had photography existed,

it would have been possible to stereotype the text completely.

As it was, however, new errors raised their heads immediately.

We may be certain that the very first scribe who copied the

archetype was responsible for new variants. Nevertheless, the

archetype was of signal value in stemming the tide of variation.

With the destruction of the center of Jewish life in Palestine

and the probable loss of this codex during the destruction of

the Temple or the later days of Roman oppression,, this uni-

formity seemed irreparably shattered. The only resource left

the Masoretes was the compilation of rubrics, wherein the KQ
were catalogued under some common property. .By referring to

these lists, though no standard manuscript was available any

longer for comparison,
1 the scribe could keep his text reasonably

free from error. Nevertheless, a host of variations did arise,
3

which may most conveniently be divided into two classes:

(a) individual aberrations of scribes and (b) variations spon-

sored by schools.

1 On the famous Hilleli, Ben-Asher and other codices, see Strack: Proleg.

Crit. p. 14 ff.

* See the collations of Kennicott, De Rossi and Ginsburg, who surveyed

only a portion of the available material. The lack of importance of most of

these variations is evidence of the large measure of success enjoyed by the

archetype and its descendants; their frequent occurrence illustrates the large

liability to error on the part of scribes.

67
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By the first group, we mean those variations which an indi-

vidual scribe introduced into the text, consciously, or, in the

main, unconsciously. Inasmuch as they possessed no validity,

they could easily be eliminated by consulting the Masoretic

rubrics. Yet manuscripts are replete with these "spurious" KQ,

the chief value of which lies in their aid in establishing the

non-Masoretic character of the codices in question. Thus

manuscripts No. 3 and 13 in Ginsburg's collation are very

often at variance with the Masorah. But to revert to our subject,

from the comparatively small number (45) of manuscripts that

he collated for Genesis, Ginsburg elicited as many as ten spurious

KQ. 3 We believe that a short analysis of these spurious examples

will throw light on the method of error, so to speak, and possibly

be of service in estimating the value of other variations, where

no standard of comparison is preserved.

These spurious KQ in Genesis may be divided into the fol-

lowing classes:

A. Matres lectionis. In two passages 8:22 and 19:12, where

our text reads "1$? with a note in the Masorah Parva T"' HDn

(i. e. sine Vav; 14 examples all told of this spelling), several

manuscripts read "TJ7 Kethib, TIJ7 Qere. It is apparent that

these KQ are prompted by some scribe's attempt to guard the

reading with IJolem. In other words, these spurious examples

are kindred to the original classes of KQ the matres lectionis.4

Also in 48:11, where our text reads T3B Hfrn, there are manu-

scripts which have nfrH as K and IN"] as Q. Here we have in

3 See Ginsburg: The Massorah vol. II, letter Kaph, list #488 ff, and the

collations of Kennicott and De Rossi passim. The uncritical character of

Ginsburg's great compilation must again be mentioned. Not only are no

sources for his notations given, but the spurious KQ are in no way set apart

from the genuine examples.

< See chapter III and lists 3-8.
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the first place an alternative orthography for the infinitive

(He instead of Vav) and then a Q to guide the reader. Like-

wise in 49:10, the crux nV0 of our text is given by some manu-

scripts as containing n^'tf K and 1^# Q. Here it is manifest

that the Q is a guide against reading otherwise than with a

yolem. These examples bear obvious resemblance to Lists

#3, a, b, c, 4.

B. Erroneous KQ due to analogy. In Genesis 36:18, where our

text has Bhyj, some manuscripts read B^JP K, Bh J7J Q. This is

either a downright error for the KQ that occurs in w. 5, 14, or

is due to a false analogy from these genuine KQ. Likewise in

Genesis 39:22S some manuscripts have a K D'TDNn with a Q

DHIDIKiJ, an obvious error from the actual KQ on the same

word in 39:20. Similarly, on 50:26, where our text reads Dt^l

a spurious K, DtP"l Q DfcH occurs apparently based on the

analogy of 24:33,

C. Errors due to other causes. On Genesis 34:27 there is a

spurious KQ 3 3py '31 N3 K, IK} Q. On 36:15 we have a

K ]Din, Q l^'Ei where the Q in each case is our textual reading.

Though analogies for both these KQ may be supplied from the

genuine corpus,
6
they are unanimously rejected by all reputable

codices and authorities.

From these spurious examples, we feel justified in drawing the

following conclusions:

1. The spurious KQ are in no wise different from the genuine

groups, consisting as they do of guides to the reader and

manuscript variations. These variants, like those of the

genuine corpus, may consist of equally admissible readings

(D'TD, DH1DK) or of obvious errors. (So pin, |DV1;

cf.

s See Norzi ad locum.
6
Cf., list 7, 8 (Vav). On the latter see Jer 48:7 (0'oa).
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2. These spurious KQ are rejected not only by the unanimous

opinion of Masoretic scholars from Norzi downwards, but

by the overwhelming majority of codices. On the other

hand, the genuine corpus is accepted with equal complete-

ness by authorities and manuscripts alike.

3. This practical unanimity on the subject of the KQ, seems

to point to the same conclusion as their complete agreement

on other features of the textus receptus, as e. g. minuscules

and majuscules, dotted words, etc. Just as these character-

istics go back to one codex, so all genuine KQ readings

ultimately and largely go back to one source the same

archetypal codex which contained practically all the KQ
on the margin.

7 The spurious KQ being later, they never

were uniformly incorporated into the Biblical text.

Besides these individual variants which received no sanction,

the KQ plays a part in the divergences between the Madinchae

and Ma'arbae. 8 The difference between the two schools on the

subject of the KQ is of two kinds: (1) where the Madinchae

text is fixed and the Ma'arbae have a KQ (in which we have

noted this fact by appending the letters "Md" i. e. Madinchae,

to the reading adopted by them, be it K or Q to the Ma'arbae)

and (2) where the Ma'arbae reading is fixed and the Madinchae

? We say "practically," because one group at least, list #30, containing the

reduction of the Holem to Kames-Hatuph before Makkeph cannot be earlier

than the introduction of the vocalic system. A presumption likewise exists

that the Aramaic examples in the phonetic groups #22-26 may be preserving

the current Aramaic pronunciation of a later time. An alternative view is

discussed in the introduction to these lists.

8 On these schools cf. Strack, Proleg. Grit. p. 36-41, Geiger, Urschrift

p. 481-490, Buhl: op. cit. p. 90-93 and literature there cited. Weiss: Dor

Dor ve Dorshav IV, p. 252-4.
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have a KQ. These KQ we have classified in classes analogous

to our regular- lists, numbering them A, as e. g. 9A, 13A, 62A etc.

A study of the Classification will show that they fall easily

and naturally into the same categories as the original KQ. 9

They will therefore receive whatever elucidation they require in

the individual notes. What is of importance here is the ascertain-

ing of the antiquity of these Madinchae readings.

It may be said that the opinion of scholars10
regarding the

relative age of these variations is thoroughly substantiated by

the versions. What is more, we find no ancient translation

(except perhaps the Targum) that reads according to one school

exclusively. Often within the same book, readings of both

schools are followed. The only tenable conclusion is that

originally these readings were all current, and hence were fol-

lowed indiscriminately by the different translators. With the

later crystallization of definite Masoretic schools, some readings

were accepted as official in one school and others in another.

We now turn to the details of the reaction of the versions to

the KQ of the Madinchae-Ma'arbae schools, as evidence of

the antiquity of these variations.

SEPTUAGINT

LXX follows the Madinchae:

A. certainly in Josh 15:53 (K D'r);
XI 2 Ki 25:12 (K 0*33) ;

M

Isa 23:12 (K IB'Din); Jer9:21 (K nDTn Q mn both

combined in LXX); Jer 29:22 (Q 3$fl8 LXX Achiab)-,

9 The only exception is the fourteen examples where N'fl is spelled Nitf by
the Madinchae, like the usual Pentateuchal spelling of this pronoun.

10
Geiger: Urschrift p. 481 ; Margolis, orally to the writer.

11 Given as a Mad. reading by Baer.
13 Given as a Mad. reading by Baer. Codex A reads, gebein eq. o'ai. B reads

tabein an error for gabein in uncial script, where Gamma and Tau look alike,

likewise substantiating the K.
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Ezekl3:2, 17 (Q S?);^ Ezek22:4 (Q DS?); Ezek 22:13

(K "737); Ezek 43:26 (KrifiDl); Ezek 48:28 (K niano);
1*

Ps 22:24 (K mr); Jb 23:8 (K '!); Jb 37:19 (K 3$nin);

Lam 3:32 (K HDPl).

B. probably in 2 Ki 17:24 (D'nBDl);'5 Ps 139:16 (N
1

?!)* Jb 41:4

(N^).
1S In these instances, the reading may belong to

either school, since the K of one school is Q or textual

reading to the other. But inasmuch as the general tendency

is to read the Q (see chapter V), even on the part of the

LXX, the probability is that they belong to the Madinchae.

C. The Greek codices follow different schools:

2 Ki 18 :29 A follows K Md H'D ;
B 1TD Maar or Q Md

Ju8:22 A follows QMdlDN'l; B nDN'1 Maar or K Md

Jb 5 :S B follows K Md *1N0' ;
A *]K01 Maar or Q Md

Esr 10 :3 B follows Q Md nxyD ; c K a nxy3 Maar or K Md

D. Doubtfully. In these cases, the rendering of LXX is no

guide to the underlying reading, because the other is manifes-

tly impossible and the translator helps himself as best he can.

Ez46:6 (Q Md

LXX follows the Maarbae:

A. probably in Josh 8:13 (Ty
1

? bis);
16
Ju 1:21 (30' or K Md);

Jer 51:29 (n??R or K Md);
1 ' Ez 17:14 (moi;^ or K Md);

Am 9:7 (i?-|&' '33 or K Md) Mi 6:5 (no or K Md).
18

13 It is however possible that in translating, the Maarbae h$ is interpreted

as^y.

* All the readings barimoth (Cod. B) marimoth (Cod. Q) contain the long

vowel'
(

oth" of the K Md.
js Perhaps the LXX reads the Kethib of Maarbae.

16 See Margolis: Ai or the City in JQR, NS VII, 1917 p. 491 ff.

z ? The entire phrase is read as a singular: 'n n^^l^O V?9 Vtf n^R.
18 The Q Md 'p is an impossibility, so that even with that reading before

them, the translators would be constrained to read as do the Maarbae nip.
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AQUILA, SYMMACHUS, THEODOTION

Here too Mad readings predominate, though not exclusively.

A, S, T, read the Madinchae text:

A. certainly in Josh 6:15 ni^S (K) alii
1'

8:12 ]1N 1T3 (K) supplied sub asterisko.30

Isa 38:14 "my D'DD (K) Th transliterates ens.

Ez5:ll JTHK (Q)S.
31

Jb5:5*|K0' (K)AS.

B. probably in Ps 139:16 (tif? or K Maar).

A, S, T, read the Maarbae text:

A. certainly in Jer 45:4 NT1 pNn ^3 HN1 AS.3'

Th.3'

PESHITTA

Here too readings of both schools are met with, with

Madinchae in the majority.

Peshitta read the Madinchae text:

A. certainly in Jer 6:6 (Q i!?3) ;
Ez 13 :2, 17 (Q "?^) ;

22 :4 (Q HI?) J

32:26 (Q rrnn); 43:26 (KriDDl); Joel 1:12 (K 'sy^l);

Jb23:8 (K HW); 37:19 (K Mynn); Ecc9:9 (K wn);3

Neh7:15 (Q 'J^).
36

19 "Alii" means some undetermined translation of the Three.

30 Hence belonging to one of the Three. Field is unaware of the existence

of a Mad. reading here, and equates Bethaun with h$ D'3 the Maarbae reading!

" So Field.

" No "and" is expressed in AS. Perhaps merely freedom, though unlikely

in the case of A.
* This reading which is Q to the Md is greatly inferior to the K of the Md

H'n '^> pNn !?3 rmi, which the Vss. would certainly have followed had they had

that reading before them.
a< Here, too, the superior reading TppiJlp ny (Q to the Md) would certainly

have been preferred if Th. had known of the Mad reading at this point.
as On the Vss. here see Euringer: Der Masorahtext des Qoheleth, ad loc.

26 The Maar reading is 'W?. P reads '}}, the consonants of the Q Md '}?.
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B. probably in Ps 139:16 (*b] or K Maar); Jb41:4 (&6 or

K Maar).

Peshitta read the Maarbae text:

A. certainly in Josh 8:13 (TV
1

? bis); 2 Ki 17:24 (Q DTJSDPI);

21:12 (Qnyotf).

B. probably in I Ki 20:33 (Q 13DD niB^m);27 Am 9:7 033 or

K Md); Mic 6:5 (py HD or K Md).

VULGATE

The evidence from the Vulgate is extraordinarily hard to sum-

marise, because of the frequently periphrastic characterofJerome's

renderings. Nevertheless, a substantial number of Madinchae

readings do emerge. The Vulgate read the Madinchae text:

A. certainly in II Ki 18:19 HD K; Jer 29:22 3n Q (V

Achab); Ez5:ll yia Q; 22:4 flS? Q; ICh5:14 ilT_ Q

(V Jeddo);
2' 6:29 '#ip K (V Cusi).'

B. doubtfully in Ez46:6 D'DJ;! Q;'
1

Jb 22:24 Wti\ K;'
2 Ecc9:7

K'n K.33

TARGUM TO THE PROPHETS

On the adherence of Targum Jonathan to the Madinchae a

great deal has been written. Pinsker34 advanced the view that,

whether due to composition or final redaction in Babylon, the

Targum follows the Madinchae readings. This was energetically

v The Md reading noon its^m is impossible to convey in translation.

a8 The Q Md py 'D is meaningless.

The K Md and the Maar text is HI?!.

3 The Q Md and the Maar text is
'0'p..

s1 The Maar text Dp'ipfl is difficult and a singular is given by all the Vss.

3a The V expresses no "and", thus probably reading K Md rvp,' rather than

Q Md or Maar text n'^. G (A) PT express the "and".

The K Md is IR
1

?^ N'tf 'D. V: Haec est pars. Yet the feminine 'haec"

may be merely an agreement with the predicative nominative, the normal

in classic Latin. Cf. Vergil's famous line: 'Hie labor, hoc opus est".

p. 124.
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challenged by Weiss35 who submitted a list of Maarbae readings

in the Former Prophets. Our concern is of course only with

the KQ element in the Mad.-Maarb. variations. Within its

limits, our evidence tends to support Pinsker, notwithstanding

Weiss' strictures. Only four Maarbae readings emerge, and all

in the Former Prophets, while the number of Madinchae readings,

both in the Former as well as in the Latter Prophets, is much

larger. According to the view that the Targum was originally

composed in Palestine and redacted in Babylonia, there is no

difficulty in assuming that a small number of Maarbae readings

escaped the redactor's hand, tho the majority are Madinchae.

Targum read the Madinchae text:

A. certainly in Josh 3:1 7 ma ]TIN Q;'
6
Jul:22 >30' Q;"

II Sa 6:23 ift K; Jer6:6 1^} Q; 33:3 JTh^ K (Vide

Kimhi ad loc.); 45:4 KYI ^ pH ^D flNl K; Ez 5:11 jnaN

Q; 13:2, 17 Q ^i?;38 17:14 noy 1

? Q;" 22:4 ni? Q; Am 9:7

^fcnbr rra Q; Zech 13:7 trrpy K.

B. probably in II Ki 21 :12 VJJDtf (Md text rather than K Maar) ;

Ez46:6 D'J3$ Q.

Targum read the Maarbae text:

A. certainly in Josh 8:13 T^ bis;*
1

Ju 13:17 -p"m K3' 'D K;<
3

2Kil7:24DTIBDD1 Q.

B. probably in Ju8:22 nDN'1 (text of Maar and K Md):

Mic6:5 py n (text of Maar and K Md).

Dor Dor veDorshav vol. iv, p. 253 f. and note.

34 See note on list 77A for evidence that Q Md was here read.

37 See note on passage in Classification.

38 If not ^ interpreted as by.
39 If the vocalisation in the ordinary editions (no

1

?? 1?
1

? ea
.- Q) is correct

a very precarious assumption.

40 See note on passage in Classification.

*" On the confusion as to TV and y see Professor Margolis' paper quoted
above * * T: loans iwpjv HK.
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TARGUM TO THE HAGIOGRAPHA

This version shows a striking adherence to the Madinchae

text. In view of the persistent tradition of a Targum of Rab

Joseph, and the telling instance of II Ch 33:13, which will be

discussed below, we feel doubtful about the regnant view that

places the authorship of this Targum in Palestine. 43

Targum read the Madinchae text:

A. certainly in Jb6:21 vb K; Ecc9:9 Nn K; ICh5:14

HIV Q;4S II Ch 33:13 (discussed below).

B. doubtfully in La 4 :1 7 irJ'I? nj^HJ Tl^y , where the Targum

reads: tttt'S? JNBD "py, which may nevertheless be an

inexact rendering of the Maarbae text (Q) n

We now revert to the passage II Ch 33:13. Maarbae:

"IflV!! T^8 Madinchae np IDjn 3VD iniTl. It is the

latter text, we believe, that is expanded midrashically by the

Targum, who combines both the K and the Q in this fashion:

yoan (inn-) rmp *DTD mnn KDBQ wnnnoi tain iajn

It may be objected that the midrashic rendering of the

Targum has no foundation in a textual variant but goes back to

a play on the Heth and the Ayin. It is well known that in certain

districts like Galilee, Heth and Ayin were pronounced alike.

This, it seems, was also true of the Samaritan dialect. 46 Aleph

and Heth were similarly liable to confusion and served as the

See Buhl, p. 177, 182; Wellhausen-B.leek: Einleitung in das A T p. 565.

See Norzi ad loc.

* According to Baer, the reading 1iij is Q to the Md, while
'ifl.'

is K Md
and Maar text.

tf See the examples collected by Heller: Samaritan Pent. p. 6 note 5 where

Heth and Ayin are interchanged.
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basis for homiletic applications. In Genesis Kabbah 15 :12, we read :

non

Yet in spite of this fact, it seems almost certain that in our

case, we are dealing with an underlying textual variation. Our

proof is to be found in Debarim Rabbah section 2, where our

verse is quoted. The text reads: 0pa rro 'in D'TDiN irr vkv

miy Tin "P'fl^ ^apro *6i nawn

nnno yp-n n nnn n'apn ntyy no . . . ypn ?v

What we expect is 3VD iV innl, and there is no doubt that

the words are here quoted as from a scriptural text, because a

homiletic conceit is deduced from it.

TALMUD

It has been generally overlooked that the Babylonian Talmud

has Madinchae KQ three times. In Nedarim 37b, two Kethiban

vela Karian are quoted (mxom HN Jer 32:11 and lain lam DN

Ru3:5). In Sanhedrin 20a, the Madinchae K and Q of II Sa

3:35 are both used in a Haggadic interpretation: 'ND 3T tzm

rfrnnam-DnV npi nnanV anai in JIN nnan1

? ayn Va rcri

onnanl? isioai

Notwithstanding certain difficulties in the utilisation of the

versions for delicate textual purposes, they have brought

welcome evidence of the antiquity of both types of reading, as

antedating their respective- schools.

It becomes evident too, that the archetype was to some extent

ineffectual in stemming the tide of variation, and that diver-

gences, some individual and others sanctioned by schools, never

ceased to arise.

We append a chart showing the numerical distribution of the

Madinchae-Maarbae readings among the versions.
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MADINCHAE MAARBAE
CERTAIN DOUBTFUL TOTAL CERTAIN DOUBTFUL TOTAL

7 72-233 6

LXX
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This cumbersome formula was broken up into the negative

npn *?$ . . . "lO&OP and the affirmative npl ... 3T13,49 each

one, however, merely introducing a homiletic explanation based

on a play in the text. If this use of the Kethib-Qere formula

is kept in mind, some of the alleged discrepancies between

Talmud and Masorah, where the former has a KQ unknown to

the latter, disappear. We quote some examples of this type of KQ;

in each case the al tikre formula could have been substituted:50

Binp *6 3'ri3 i^ npns '3 ih "i'i 15 ,rr

ION avo ]i3*30 ji330' ")# n 22 ,3
'

'y ,ni3in3
fn> "'p^ya^ -ISTD^ prp nwao

piruo 'IT) avis noi noio ino nnp^i 20 ,n
'

*b ni^yn i
1

? ntoyn 9 ,3
'

13 "n onn3 -1:1103 irrnm 9 ,B 'm

p'D 3H3 D"n3 DTim 131D3 IHWl "13

s ^y *]& mt3 nas^i 10 ,1
'

'mn :a ,r nsiD 'IT) nrr

nyo TNI TODDIS* 14 'B 'nn

(31B

49 It is for this reason that we prefer to regard Qere as an imperative parallel

to al tikre, rather than as a participle passive, with gerundive force, though

the difference is hardly material for our main conclusions.

50 In Otzar Yisrael, vol. 9, p. 228, most of these examples are erroneously

taken to represent divergences between Talmud and Masorah. It will be

plain that they all occur in Agadic remarks; now a hypothetical Kethib, now

a Qere is used as the basis of the Derash. On all these passages, Norzi is of

prime importance, because of his full quotations from Rabbinic literature on

the affected passages. See also Ehrentreu: op. cit. p. 25, note 1.

51 Inasmuch as the Biblical text is inexactly quoted by the Midrash, it

may perhaps be emended to: np )^ ans t^ npnx 'a tib nowi.

SIa
Bamberger, p. 237 is puzzled by this KQ quoted in the Talmud.

sa This may refer to another manuscript written with the archaic ending

'W01- More probably the divergence is merely homiletic.

SJ There may have been a manuscript written defectiva.
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As Masoretic studies increased in importance and in popu-

larity, it seemed preferable to differentiate between the homiletic

and the textual applications of the formula, so that Al tikre was

reserved for the former purpose, and Kethib-Qere became the

regular means of transmitting textual divergences. Nevertheless,

we find the latter used homiletically down to Menahem b.

Solomon's Shoher Tob (1139), which may, however, merely be

quoting older sources.

It thus becomes clear that besides the existence of KQ in the

body of Madinchae-Maarbae variations, the formula occurs in

spurious examples, and as a homiletic device. These minor

groups must be kept distinct from the main body of genuine KQ.

The history of the KQ bears on its surface the marks of the

incessant flux and development characteristic of the Jew and

his heritage. Beginning with the Divine Name itself, the KQ
was originally concerned with the prevention of blasphemy and

indecency in the public reading of Scripture. In the absence of

a vocalic system, it was also utilized to aid in the correct reading.

Nor did these constitute all its functions. The KQ apparatus

was again invoked as an instrument for the preservation of

ancient textual variants.

It seems highly probable that these readings resulted from a

comparison of the archetype and several other standard codices,

shortly before the destruction of the Temple. On this view,

the KQ preserves the record of the earliest and most important

collation of Biblical manuscripts known.

Our investigation, we hope, has shed light upon the history of

Hebrew vocalization, the transmission of the text, and kindred

problems. But more important, we have gained some insight
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into the work of these pious and obscure men, known to posterity

as the Masoretes, who, under, varying and often difficult con-

ditions, toiled over the Biblical text and guarded it with loving

vigilance, that God's Word might be transmitted to the coming

generations, unchanged and unimpaired. The imposing edifice

of their work, vast yet minute, ambitious but unassuming,

arouses in our hearts a sense of awe and gratitude.
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APPENDIX A

THE DETAILED RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Relative Value of the KQ
1. K and Q equally satisfactory

a. definite 657

b. doubtful 58

Total 715

2. K and Q equally unsatisfactory

a. definite 25

b. doubtful 4

Total 29

3. K superior to Q
a. definite 108

b. doubtful 25

Total 133

4. Q superior to K
a. definite 132

b. doubtful 68

Total 200

GRAND TOTAL 1077

Lists #1-8 273

1350~

PERCENTAGE TOTALS

K and Q equally satisfactory 66.38%

K and Q equally unsatisfactory 2.69%

K superior to Q 12.34%

Q superior to K 18.57%
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APPENDIX B

THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE KQ

Notations and Abbreviations

1. The vocalization of the K is not Masoretic. It represents

the author's interpretation of the reading.

2. The symbol Md ID following a word in the Classification

means that the reading is both Kethib and Qere to the

Madinchae school.

3. References to the versions are given after the word in

question.

4. The following symbols express the relative value of the

KQ in the Classifications:

= K and Q equally satisfactory

3 Kethib preferable to Qere

p Qere preferable to Kethib.

# K and Q both unsatisfactory.

? doubtful; refers only to versions enclosed in

brackets. E. g. [?te]0 means that P (LXX) had the reading

definitely; te (Peshitta, Vulgate), doubtfully.

5. The names of Biblical books are abbreviated as follows in

the classification and throughout the book:

Gn -ia Jud w Jer -p

Ex DP ISa NDB> Ez IT

Lv n II Sa aop Ho in

Nu oa IKi ate Joel tev

Dt an II Ki ate Am DJ>

Josh rv Isa Ob
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Jonah mv Mai ^D EC np

Mi D Ps nn Est DH

Na Dim Pr B> Da n
Hb an Jb M Esra ry

Zeph BX Ca T0 Neh re

Hag in Ru nn I Ch wan

Zc ar La nD'N II Ch aai

6. The names of the Versions are abbreviated as follows:

Sam. 8tP Samaritan,
'

LXX, G v Septuagint,

G A A
Alexandrinus,

G B B
Vaticanus,

G Q Q v Marchalianus

A y Aquila D^py W w Dinn

Th n Theodotion ivn-nKn ^ av ouin

S D Symmachus D13D1D hv W Dinn

P B Peshitta B'PB ,mo Diain

V ^7 Vulgate ntsa
1

?! ao^ oiain

O Onkelos Di^piW

J,T,Tar. Pseudo-Jonathan on Pentateuch Diain

minn ^y Vniy p inav^ onvon

Targum to Prophets and Hagiographa

YJ Vy ]nav oiain

F p Fragment Targum to Pentateuch oiain

minn hy 'oWiT oiann npan ,yiap

Alii a The three Greek versions D'Oiainn nW
n'oy own

7. Other common abbreviations are:

BDB Brown-Driver-Briggs, Lexicon of O. T.

eq. equals

Ges-K Gesenius-Kautzsch. Hebraische Grammatik

(25th ed.)
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K Kethib

Md, 10 Madinchae reading

Maar, JJD Maarbae reading

mg margin

MI Mesha Inscription

MT Masoretic text

om. omits

Q Qere

r. reads

rend. renders

tr. translates

vs. verses

Vss. Versions

THE ORIGINAL GROUP OF KQ READINGS. (Lists 1-8)

In this entire group, no manuscript variation exists. The Q
is merely a guide to the Reader, against blasphemy, indecency

or ignorance.

LIST 1

A. GUIDE AGAINST BLASPHEMY

The Tetragrammaton is not pronounced, and the word for

"Lord" or "God" takes its place. This instance has been dis-

cussed in the body of the treatise.

np avo

HIPP <DyD 6823
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LIST 2

B. GUIDE AGAINST OBSCENITY

Where the text reads a word which might be too coarse when

read in the Synagogue, the Reader is enjoined to substitute one

of milder force.

np

27

30 ,ro

e ,n
'

9 n

oniniaa D'Bi?? 12 ,n

nine ^sy 4 ,1

5 *

25 ,1
'

(B) mitjo 27 ,

0) 4Driis ([?^]) orrnc 2? ,rv

.

16 f a

12 ,

2 ,3
'

2 ,T
'

C. GUIDE AGAINST ERRONEOUS READING (List 3a-8)

This list contains examples of nouns in the plural with third

person masculine singular suffix, written defectiva. To prevent

the misreading as a singular, the reader is cautioned by the Q
on the margin to read the plural. No variation is here intended.

(Against Fiirst: Concordance, who takes each K as a singular).
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np

4 ,3*7 '"13

noyi 11 ,D
'

(n> inysBo zs ,ro

TTIP (^B) 1TD 19 ,

irp"i3 11

1!T"I3 33

IT 22 ,J ''1

IT 21 ,?I3

133 33 ,3 '31

inixo 9 ,r

io,ra

133 9 ,3"?

irmsn 3 ,rt

1TDH 9 ,3
'

10,3

2,3

18 ,3

3,n

21 ,'

14 ,rp

H3y 22 ,n

in3313 12

5,33

m33")3 5 ,EJ3

11333 11 ,N

20,3
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np

34

Vn3 18 ,

23,33

14,13

22,13

1DB0D 38 ,1

42 ,n'

12VB3 1D3 34 ,1 'I

inn3TD 18 ,K'

5 ,33 '0

10,13

10, P 'T

ID* 11 ,r

8, ID

4,33

I3'JJ 4 ,3!?

Vn 33 ,33

20, 3 'n 1

21 ,r

21 ,n'

5,

16 ,

13,

rnn 16 ,

nsn 16 j
1

?

n3n 19 f r^

in^J7D3 6 ,D

6fl) 1^'1 9 ,
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np arp

(D) r^rii (0) iNm 21 ,o

6) A'Nl 21 ,0

AD) 10^'Nl 21 ,0

uibm 22 ,o

A) 10^l 22 ,0

noni 22 ,o

00) VO^tjn Afl) ID^Nl 22 ,0

OB0) V^N A) A'N 24 ,0

OB0) V0^l (^D) 10^1 24 ,0

25,0

26,0

26 ,0

00) lA'S A) A'N 26 ,0

29,0

29,0

<DB0) VO^^l A) 10^'NI 29 ,0

29 ,0

OB) VO^tjO AB0) 10V1 31 ,0

31 ,0

31 ,0

OB) r$jrn A0) wm 33 ,o

33 ,0

33,0

33 ,0

34 ,0

OB) lA'8 A0) AN 34 ,0

34,0

36 ,0

36,0

36 ,0

37,0
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np

Ofl) V^N 60) 6'K 37 ,D

37 ,D

11 ,3D

imin 11 ,ao

6) TT 26 ,30

imin 5 ,10

mtC3 11 ,TD

(BD) rni^i>D <^B ini^vo 6,13'

1HB 14 ,3

5,' 'nn

6 ,"T3

'

Ofl) 6iHDri 60) non 45 ,ip

0) 54
V13"T (^BnDj;0) 113T 19 ,Tp

8,3

13,1

13,1

25,33

10 ,h

69vri ni is ,n

ipn S,T

15,1CD

11 ,3

1 ,'

14,13

imi33 14 ,13

15,T3
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np 3fD

12 ,

1B33 26 ,

m"lBN1 30 ,

nns 17 ,

25 ,3

39 ,a

6) "r^iilso a?BiB in3i3 3,3'ry

33 7 ,"T

1331 10 , '31

LIST 3b

This group contains analogous prepositional forms, which use

the so-called plural suffixes. The Q here, too, seeks to prevent

the reading as a singular suffix.

np yta

13'31 4 ,3 Tr

10 ,3
'

13,33

5 ,13

inB>no 7 ,13

vriia3D ims3D 7 ,13

mB>"io n ,13

inB>NnD 16 ,13

innn 23 ,3 '3012)

vrinri innn 12 ,3

vrinn innn

8,3

l"? 9 ,33
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37D

I
1

?**
'

4 ,B 'IV

i^ 8 ,3 'sr

vrinri innn 13 ,B
''

im^no 14 ,a nn

There are a few nouns in Hebrew, ending in consonantal

Vav. Because of the danger that these forms be read with

Holem Vav or Surek Vav, the Q writes them with Yod.

np avis

32 ,' 'a
3 ' a>

40 fnp 'nn

ino 11 ,

This group contains nouns with the older masculine singular

ending Holem He. To avert the possibility of their being read

Kames He, i. e., as feminine suffixes, the Q writes the later and

clearer form, with Vav, on the margin, as a guide to the reader

in the absence of vocalization.

np a'na

21,13
'

a ,a*

21

nmo 11 (

n 4 ,33 'DB>

nmoD 26 ,33
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np aw
13 ,33

f

l

lm:n nmsi 36 , '03

nn^D0i 16 ,N* TV

nsifen 48 ,10

<[?31D) 173] n?31 50 ,10

f* Mk\ t rf MklC&U /& ttM%%M&\ MB Mk kkkft ^ 4% lUh f hM&*/ uiCr \itOyv) ruitZ' 49 its ii?

10,1':

25,0

1^P> nxp 13,0'

OB)"in33 (0) nn33 13,3

3 ,10 'I

3,3'T

21 ,3

6,n

10 ,n

10,10

(DJ7)
86"1^3 (0) r^3 7 ,3

mn is ,33

31 ,n

38,HO

15 ,' 'm

mry 14 ,3*

n^3 40 ,3

H31DH 18

rwon 31 ,:

n3iorr 32 ,3^

10,1*?

H31DH 11 ,1
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np

070) "lafna (B).na'ina 15 ,n

07B) 7b

in$iar) <0) rinNian is ,n

07B) 7laina <#) naina 21 ,n

07) 87ai7a <B n7a 2 ,r 'in

07B) *7ai7a (B nba 1 ,a mna

9 , 'an

15 ,

nry 4, a

naoa 9 ,' 'nn

n3D3 5 |D

(D) n"it5> 9 ,

10 ,

In the absence of vocalization, the Kethib N7 may be mis-

taken for the negative tib rather than an alternative spelling

for I
1

?. To prevent this error, the Q on the margin writes 'p

np avis

12 ,

7 ,

Probably belonging to the same category of doubtful words

are the examples in list 6. The orthography of D"3 and Q"a2ff

with two Yods, or the spelling D'tfax, makes an error easily

possible, which the Q seeks to prevent by writing the more

normal and hence less equivocal form on the margin. For

similar uses of the KQ terminology in Ochlah v'Ochlah rubrics,

and an alternative interpretation of these KQ, see the dis-

cussion in Chapter Three.
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np avis

19 ,'
'

2 ,-p

8 ,-P

0:13 D"J 23,rD

lax Q"as 22 ,CDD 'ai

(n> D'laxs D'Nasa s ,' 'in

10 ,tjy 'nn

Likewise forming part of the guides to the reader, are the

instances where the text, in accordance with older orthography,

writes only one of two adjoining and identical vowel-letters

(including He). This objection to plene writing made itself

especially felt before word separation was introduced. Thus

nWSD did duty for the later TIN N'3D. In nearly every case,

too, there are other vowel letters in the word besides the ones

affected by the Q an additional reason for omitting the

doubled letters in the K.

p ana

rm 'nom 2 ,n
'

21 ,KD
'

e ,a
'

15 ,W
'

35 ,

16 ,

non'n

n noni inon Dm 9 ,ND
'

oniasin ni^
1

?^ omaa niz^tfla 9 ,aa

13 '
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-iDn'i

np avis

inneh 29,D'-ia

inneh 28 ,a

20 ,ND "10

9 ,B
'

]
'naommm 21 ,r 'IT

ion 1 '

nay a 15 ,

At times, even one vowel letter was omitted, especially when

others occurred elsewhere in the word. Here, too, the Q notes

this fact only at the end of a word, where the danger of an

incorrect reading was greatest. In the middle of a word, an

omitted vowel-letter elicits merely a note IDfl "lacking" in the

Masorah marginalis. (See chapter 3).

ion '

np 3'na

12 ,a'

29,to

31 .1

iDn'n
i nr no nro 2 ,1

'

15 ,3 'B>

n no ono e ,n
fn

CD) "^n^i;) nyi e ,iy 'nn

is ,!?
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non'i
np avo

51 ,a
'

10 ,3'

19 ,r

H3T1 "DTI 7 ,3'
'

inarin rwrri s,33
'

l!?ap>l 'japl 26 ,E3 'DN

3,3'Ty

ion''

27 ,N '1

31 ,r
'

22 ,r
'

so.na'

13 ,op

2 ,n

THE LATER GROUPS OF KQ READINGS (Lists 9-85).

This group consists entirely of manuscriptal variants. (For

proofs of the inadequacy of the correction theory, the reader

is referred to Chapter Two as well as the introductions to the

various lists). The K is the text of the archetype; the Q contains

noteworthy divergences of reliable codices, based on a very early

collation. (Chapter Three). We have endeavored to ascertain

the preferable reading in each case, seeking to base our con-

clusion on a sound and a thorough interpretation of the text

in the light of Hebrew grammar and idiom. Where doubt

prevailed, the preference was given to the Q. The basis of our deci-

sion in each case will be found in the notes to the several passages.
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A. ORTHOGRAPHICAL VARIANTS

LIST 9

DIVISION OF WORDS.

This group contains examples where the K (the archetype)

and the Q (other manuscripts) divide the consonantal text

differently. That we are not dealing with corrections is proved

by the much larger number of instances where no KQ occurs

and where the textual division is manifestly at fault. Often

the versions follow the alternative word-division. We select a

handful of examples where no KQ exists:

Masoretic Division Proposed-Division Versions

19 too "n I#D :npv "i#$ :Q3i24? <0 .D ,

5 ,1 'in Nr; ni ^QBtiw NX* TJKS 'BBtfpi (tf ,D

13 ,"p '$o nnDto nrnrwi nnotpn rnnto
' T I T'-l-l I '"I"!

On the entire subject see Ginsburg's Introduction, chap. 3,

and Delitzsch, Schreib-und Lesefehler im A. T., par. 3a many of

whose examples, however, are highly doubtful.

np

2

12,

p laop niB7rpi moon ^717:3 33 ,:

p <"?>) "^nij^^n nnripi (0) nist?
1

? nnnnoi 9 ,

12 ,-T 'ry
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LIST 10

K, Two WORDS; Q, ONE WORD

In this group, are included only those examples of KQ which

differ, not in the consonants, but in the separation of words.

Here, too, no correction is contemplated; witness the large

number of similar forms unnoticed by the Q, such as Isa 54:9

and Jer 23 :33. For an exhaustive treatment, see Delitzsch op.

cit pars. Sa, b.

np 3'ro

p Ofi!?0) V9S9P VP'T 13P 1 '

p 0*?BDB)) D'3JT3 D'jy 3 3 ,

# o!?B) "'D'oa-ina on'na ina e ,

K, ONE WORD; Q, Two WORDS

Here, too, corrections are highly improbable, because of the

large number of instances unnoticed by the Q. Among the

most striking examples, where no KQ occurs, we select the

following (see Delitzsch, 4a ff.) :

Masoretic Text Proposed Reading

10 ,33 'D3 "1SD1

25 , '& ofl^ari -(Luzzatto)- ah?

1 ,N 'nn D3in -(Versions)- IDS n

1 ,ay 'nn

np

p

P

(B)

2 .

29 ,1 *T

10 , 'nn

4 ,
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np DTD

?p rnypn j myoma 1 ,

?p >m
typ) myoao e,

?p (*?fiti
iieD'rns DO D^ncon 13 ,a

THE DIPHTHONG "AI"

A characteristic of the older orthography was the writing of

the "ai" diphthong without a Yod, probably because it was

slurred in pronunciation. This may account for n^l? (night)

and D"in2 (noon) on the Mesha Inscription (line IS), as well as

such forms as nj-JS? and ]"JSJ (Ecc 4:2, 3) by the side of the

Rabbinic though more original form ]H^

In view of the known conservatism of place-names, we would

expect to find this older orthography frequent among them.

This expectation is not disappointed. On the Mesha Inscription

we read |nnp (1.10), p^n m (1.30), and ]mn (1.31), cor-

responding to the Biblical O'JTlp (Jer48:l), 071^31 JV3

(ibid 48:22) and D?3lh (ibid 48:34). We find also j^ (Gen37;17)

by the side of H^OX and ]$-)p. (Josh 21 :32) by the side of D^OHP-

The KQ supplies several other examples of the unexpressed

diphthong:

np

3,j'a0

nonnpi 9

o:riDTa onsn^a 19,10
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B. ARCHAISMS

In these categories the archaic form is usually, though not

always, in the K evidence of the antique character of the

archetype, Nevertheless, there are some exceptions, which

prove that no corrections were intended. For a fuller discussion

of the implications, see Ch. 4, and the individual introductions.

LIST 13

In these examples, the K writes the second person masculine

singular pronoun flK, which the Q changes into the.more com-

mon form nnN. Nevertheless, three times the defective spelling

is left without a KQ, viz. Nu 11:15; Deut5:24; Ez 28:14. It

seems probable that even the K intends the form with the

vowel ending: $8, as both the Aramaic Kethib (nn3N) and

the Arabic and Ethiopic cognates end in a vowel. The He

supplied by the Q is in reality a means of preserving the word

against a misreading as
Jjlbj:.

np 370 i

e & 'm ,22 ,r 'np ,10 ,N
'

,4 ,rnn ,

LIST 14

When an assimilation of a Tav occurs before the pronominal

suffix "ta", a He is usually written in order to fill out the form.

Thus niinj, is twice as common as HOI In our example, the Q
adds the He to the form in the K.

np ana

s ,x 'nn

LIST 15

K i AND CORRESPONDING VERB FORMS WITH YOD.

In a number of instances, the older, more original TIN occurs

in the K. This is true also of the corresponding second person

feminine singular of the perfect (*n^E3p). This final Yod was
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later discarded, as in Syriac, though kept in the imperfect and

before suffixes. (See Ges-K, par. 32, note 4; Stade: Hebraeische

Grammatik, p. 253). In these cases, the Q offers the later form,

without the Yod. That here too no corrections can be implied

is proved by the following instances where no KQ exists:

(Jud 5:7) 'flRJ-ja, 711310 (Jer 2:20) and (Micha4:13)

Q0

2 ,T 'I

16 ,-r ':

23,1

1 ,n

33 ,3 'T

5, a

19,1

30 ,T

21 ,*&

11 ,1D

13 ,rt) 'IT

18,TD

22, TD

31 ,TD

DO

43,TD

DO

wtoy 'ivtew 51 ,TD

13 ,1*?

3 ,a nn
4, a
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LIST 16

K OLDER SECOND PERSON FEMININE SINGULAR SUFFIX.

This older ending, which exists in Arabic, Ethiopic and Syriac,

was preserved in common speech long after it had fallen into

disuse among the more cultivated classes. Hence it occurs only

in folk dialect (where the Q changes into the later and more

normal form) and in passages where an archaic flavor was con-

sciously sought by the author, as for example Ps. 103:3, 4, 5;

116:7 etc. Here too, not all the instances are noted by the Q,

because the manuscripts did not have variants at all the passages.

np 3VD

2,-r'a
l

?

13 ,3 T0

LIST 17

K PARAGOGIC YOD, LACKING IN Q.

A remnant of the old Semitic case endings, which Hebrew

lost at an early stage in its history, exists in the now meaning-

less paragogic Yod. In the cases noted below, the Q reads

without the Yod, though an even larger number of instances

is passed over in silence by the Q proving again no intent to

correct, merely manuscript variants. The following are a few

passages where the paragogic Yod is allowed to remain in the

text: Gen 16:11; 49:11; Ex 15:16; Deut 33:16; Hos 10:11;

Zech 11:17 (bis); Ps 113:6, 7, 9. See Ges-K, 90, 3a.
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np

nsbin

23,33

13 ,N3

3,T3'rv

16 ,PD
'

21 ,

LIST 18

K ARCHAIC THIRD PERSON FEMININE PLURAL

OF THE PERFECT

In Aramaic, Arabic and Ethiopic, there is a special form in

the perfect for the third person feminine plural, as distinct from

the third person masculine plural (Katalu, ^9pj). In Ethiopic

and Aramaic, the ending is long a, Katala and N^pj- This

form once existed in Hebrew as well: n^j^ by the side of ^J9j!>.

Perhaps because of its possible confusion with the third person

feminine singular form (n^jSSpJ) it fell into desuetude, and the

masculine form I^WpJ became common to both genders. Never-

theless, it occurs at least a score of times. In twelve cases, it

is changed by the Q into the masculine form; the other eight

instances remain unnoted by the Q. The unchanged passages are :

22 ,DD '-12 my* m3a 26 ,N3 'T fiutfriD baa by nap
15 ,"r 'KDB> nop V3'jn 2 ,u 'IT H3D3 D'yn rnnbi

41 ,no 'T 'iai mnp mato 14 ,no 'nn ^DDS nsm nar

nnnn 10 ,y 'n3

On this lost form, see the monograph of M. Lambert: Une

S6rie de Qeri-Ketib (Paris 1891). This form has been independ-

ently recognized by Gesenius-Kautzsch, Ehrlich, and the writer.
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3T3

<p) rr
t
ni 4 ,

13BB> 7 ,

(>7B) 4b
r^ii <?#) nfti 4 JED 'n'

n;m B,P

njm 12 ,n

19 ,rr

tt>3 49 ,33
'

15 ,a 'T

6,33

6 ,3

2 ,3y 'nn

LIST 19

FEMININE ARCHAISMS.

On this group see notes to the individual passages.

np 3TD

no) mnorn njm 37 ,B
'

3 I27n nn 25 ,100

K OLDER FORM OF r PARTICIPLE PASSIVE QAL.

Corresponding to the Aramaic participle passive of Peal of

*/ verbs, '75, there are a few sporadic examples in Hebrew of

the form Ifey, where the Q reads the more normal, later form

^to^. See Earth, Nominalbildung, paragraph 123a; Ges-K 75,6,

Note 1. Even here forms unmodified by the Q occur, as Jb 41 :25

(fin '737 ItPyn) proving no desire for correction.
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np a'w

is

4 ,JD

isn 22 ,V *

LIST 21

K PAUSAL COHORTATIVE FORMS.

It is well known to students of Hebrew grammar that the

oldest forms of Hebrew verbs are to be found in the uncontracted

pausal or suffixed forms. Thus l^p> which appears in pause

as &%p, and before suffixes as 'Jl^pJ, is anterior to the now

normal form 1/Bp which is a violent contraction, probably due

to a forward shift in the accent. In the same manner, the

cohortative n^Bft^ is a violent contraction of an earlier n^bj^

due to a change from a penultimate to an ultimate accent.

This earlier form of the cohortative, written with Vav in order

to preserve the Holem, meets us twice in the K. Each time

the Q removes the Vav and vocalizes with Hateph Kames, the

later, more usual form. A similarly uncontracted form, un-

changed by the Q meets us in Ex 18:26 OBISJ^I) and in Ruth

2:8 (1$0).
On the other hand, our textual forms may be writing Vav

as a sign for Kames in the absence of vowels. For further details

see the introduction to List #31.

np
'

3'ns

?p
128n9E$ ngipB> 4 ,rr '&

?p
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LIST 22

K OLDER FORM OF THE IMPERATIVE.

These forms, like r"Dlb>D in the K, have occasioned no little

difficulty. Ges-K 46, 2, 2 merely mentions them together with

pausal imperatives like nty (IKi3:26). Praetorius (Stade's

Zeitschrift 1883 p. 55) vocalizes '31/Q as a secondary imperative

on 1"y analogy, which he correctly calls a very precarious

assumption.

It is our opinion that these forms are archaic imperatives that

are to be vocalized H^O, <>

I?'/D, O^D, etc. The following argu-

ments enforce this view:

1. The considerations adduced in the introduction to List 21

would imply that the ordinary imperfect from which the

imperative is formed, originally ran as follows: "^Ofl, 'D7Dri,

O/Dfl, rFJD7Df) etc. This yields an imperative of the type we

have postulated, when the prefixed letters are removed. These

forms, moreover, coincide with the present pausal forms of the

imperative, and are: Hp^l? M*?Q S&1S , (n^"?D) "fito.

2. The original form of the imperative of "a" imperfect

verbs is 'MJ^, 'rVI3#> W?t? etc., going back to the pausal

forms of the imperfect JJ)3tffl, 'V^f), ly^fl etc. We may

safely assume that an analogous practice existed in the case of

both 6-imperfect and a-imperfect verbs.

3. The analogy of other Semitic languages favors our assump-

tion. Aramaic has ^iBR, ^BR, I^R- (see Strack: Grammatik

des Biblisch-Aramaeischen p. 29) and Arabic has uktul, uktuli,

etc., to which the assumed forms are thoroughly cognate.

Hence, we feel that the K forms, as vocalized below, are

archaic imperatives.
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np

12 ,

8 ,rD
'

ris-jx ^Binx 2 ,D 'nn

K nn3K;Q

Here the K safeguards the original a-ending (nj;l38) common

to all Semitic languages. The later contracted form
Jjljg is

postulated by the Q.

;21 ,17 ,1 ;23 ,22 ,18 ,13 ,n ;i9 ,15 ,i ;io ,a ;ss ,37 ,31 ,29 ,a 'n

np

K PLURAL NOUNS WITH YOD; Q OMITS YOD.

In early Aramaic, when suffixes of the second person mascu-

line, third person feminine, and first person plural were added

to masculine plural nouns, they combined with the Yod of the

plural to create diphthongal forms, aich, aiha, and aina respec-

tively. Later speech contracted the diphthongs into ach, aha, and

.ana (see introduction to list 12). Whether manuscriptal variants

without the Yod lie at the basis of the K-Q of this group, or

whether the Q registers the current Aramaic pronunciation of its

time cannot be decided, though the latter alternative seems pref-

erable. This would mean a later date for this group of KQ read-

ings. See Chapter 3, note 56a and the prefatory remarks to

list 26; also Strack p. 18, Earth in AJSL, vol. 17, p. 203.
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4 ,3 '31

29^a

12,3

TO!?*!? Tfl^ is 3

16,1

24,1

TW 10 'n

23 ,n

4,T

s,r

?,r

19 ,r

11 /i 'ry

is ,r

LIST 25

ANALOGOUS PREPOSITIONS.

Prepositions with plural endings likewise underwent the loss

of the diphthong characteristic of the preceding group. See

introduction to list 3b.

np 3T.3

26 ,3 '31

12,3

18,3

14,1

22,1
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np a'ns

14 'n

16 'n

21 ,n

23 ,n

20 f t

C. PHONETIC VARIANTS.

In the following introductory paragraphs, some evidence will

be brought forward to make it likely that the variations of this

sub-class are later than the main body of variants. In the

absence of complete certainty on the subject, we have preferred

to include them with the rest.

LIST 26

K YOD, Q ALEPH BETWEEN VOWELS.

When a Yod occurred between two vowels, it tended to be

assimilated to Aleph, especially with gentilics and ordinals.

This process was common to Eastern Aramaic, including the

idiom of Onkelos, the Babylonian Talmud and the eastern

Syrians (see Noeldeke Syriac Grammar 40e), though it was not

in vogue in Palestinian Aramaic (Dalman: Grammatik des

Palestin. Aram. par. 39, 2.).
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That no corrections are implied by these Q needs no proof.

The reverse process (Aleph to Yod) also finds expression in the

Masorah (see List 27). Moreover, examples like I'^in^ (Da

3:12), where the "Babylonian" pronunciation is in the text, or

N!$"IJ2 (Da 7:24) where the "Palestinian" pronunciation is

unchanged by the Q, create a strong presumption that both

forms occurred in the manuscripts, irrespective of the dialectic

differences which later became so marked. On the other hand

it is still possible that we have here guides to the pronunciation,

which like groups 24, 25, were compiled at a much later date

than the body of true variants.

np a'na

18 ,33 'I

a:n 22,33

15,10,9,4,N'

5,3

10 ,3

n^ri^fi Nft^ri 39,3

40 ,3

3,3

25 ,a

26 ,a

32 ,a

4,1

14 ,1

21 ,1

22,1

29,1

31 ,1

is ,n
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ip 3'ns

27

K ALEPH, Q YOD BETWEEN VOWELS

This group is the reverse of the preceding.

np a'na

1 T

21 ,rr

so ,n

1 ,1

29,1

23 ,r

25 ,r

16 ,1

17,1

18 ,1

13 ,T

24 ,T

14 ,T

20 ,T

3,ns

nn nm 38 '3

nn nm 31 ,2

nn nm 32 ,T

rvj 19 ,n

nn nin ^^
27,1
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3TO

,n

N3J naa 14 ,1

ran

28

K VAV, Q YOD BETWEEN VOWELS.

A Vav between vowels has a tendency to change to Yod.

This accounts for the appearance of a Yod in the Piel of l"y

verbs, as e. g. 0$ as well as for a group of KQ.

np 3'ns

9,rv'i

9,T

LIST 29

K YOD, Q VAV BETWEEN VOWELS.

np

K HOLEM, Q KAMES HATUPH BEFORE MAKKEPH.

In these instances, the loss of the accent caused by the in-

sertion of the Makkeph, entailed the reduction of the vowel from

Holem to Kames Hatuph (See Ges-K 10, 3). Here too, the Q
cannot be earlier than the invention of the vocalic system when

the Makkeph was introduced. Whenever plene writing occurred,
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a KQ became necessary. Yet in Ex 21:37; Jos 18:20, no change

is called for by the Q.

In one case that we have included in this group, the normal

imperfect 7'J^ is changed into b 5 A\ resembling the jussive.

(Cf. however, Driver: Hebrew Tenses par. 70 and references

there). This may be caused by the heavy "prefix" nD (So

Driver) or by a recession of the accent before IfcD (So Gesenius

and Ewald).

np vro

15 ,33 '!

31 ,13

20,1

17 ,'

7,n'T

8 ,:

QDJ23 DiDpO 28 ,l

2,'

3,ID

i2,n'm

3 , Dim

1 ,3

2 ,3 'nn

29 ,l

8

2 ,:

-iinip 11 ,33

14,33

6 ,1 nn
10 ,n 'K31

14 .I
1

? '331
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LIST 31

K HOLEM, Q KAMES HATUPH.

A category analogous to the preceding. A Holem is reduced

to a Kames Hatuph when it loses the accent for any reason

whatsoever. See Ges-K 10, 3. As the notes will make plain the

change is uncalled for in a large number of instances. Even

where the reduction is called for, the Vav may be merely a

guide to the reader in the absence of vocalization as is common

in Mishnic orthography, as e. g. 13313
1

? equivalent to 133^.

Similarly the O'TDn "IBD (ed. O'DTIi *rp p. 184) insists that

the Siddur be always written plene to prevent error, as for

example "^"Tlp, "paiy for <?
J$'"JJ2 etc. See A. Ziphroni in the

Sepher Ha-Shanah p. 130.

np a'r

?p

?P

?P >ria 'riia 3 ,

15 ,D 'IT

21 ,rb 'nn

5 ,Kp

23 ,v 'm

12 ,

is,n
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LIST 32

ASSIMILATION.

This class contains examples where He and the Nun of ]D are

assimilated. Correction is out of the question, as the K forms

are all possible and in one case preferable to the Q.

np a'ns

?3 '"n-iysrrD nnysn JD 9 ,13
'

15 ,

i naip na-io e.

METATHESIS.

The category includes instances where consonants have been

transposed not through a scribal error, but in the actual language

(see notes). They are therefore as admissible as fra^ and 3l3,

and n^fc.
>

np aw

26 ,TD "iti

?pT 3 14 ,3 '3D0

4 ,10
"

a?Dyi) nvn
1

? 9 ,

nyjr
1

? 17 ,

(?B> 0^^301 4 ,T 'ry

s,t)3'33T
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D. MORPHOLOGY OF NOUNS

LIST 34

K - PA'UL, Q PA'IL FORM.

The normal form of the participle passive Qal in Hebrew is

p>,
The ^'tpp> form, normal in Aramaic, is almost completely

restricted in Hebrew to substantives. See Barth: op. cit. 123a,

126c. However, purely participial forms sometimes do exist, as

rrfl^, ]9#3 ITft? '*?? (II Sa 1 :21) and the Q forms of our group.

This fluctuation between pa'ul and pa'il must have been con-

siderable, as we find the reverse in List #35.

Moreover, each form of the participle has nouns similarly con-

structed, with vocalic assimilation (Sheva under the first radical) .

Their relationship to the participles is complicated. See Barth,

29a, b, 82e and Ges-K, 84a, 8, 9, 12.

20 ,B7 "13

9 ,13 '03

?3 is3j;^i H1JCJ 5 ,1 'I

3 ,T 'T

?p ^^1 'Pl
1

?^! 14 ,T

p (D$J> *^5^ ^13tt> 15 ,n*

16 ,rr

15,1
fm

15.KD

?p <
B
B or;5^n5 (e

1?^) D^i^^ria e ,3 mm
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np a'na

2 ,' '3t

DHinr 13 ,n 'DN

15 ,n'ry

24 ,

J5

K PA'IL, Q PA'UL FORM.

This category is the reverse of the preceding. The K has the

"Aramaic" form which the Q changes. Also, nouns of the same

form, with vocalic assimilation, occur in this group. See the

preceding introduction. A few similar, though not identical,

variations in the morphology of nouns have been included such

as pe'il, pa'il in the K against pe'ol, pa'ul in the Q.

np

5 ,1*? '-13

14 ,

21 ,

nip'rn.a 21 ,1

3^31 34 ,TB

("?S) nT3f 36 ,33

i^ns?] 13 ,

vrns 13,33

B>1D3 0*03 7 ,

31 ,33
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10 ,1 'in

14 P
'nn

(on) I67m"i rrN") 10 ,n 'np

22 ,1 'n

10 ,r
'

?= DniDB D'TpS 33 ,D

NAMES

It has been pointed out that Hebrew prefers the so-called

genitive ending (i) while Aramaic prefers the nominative (u) in

such nouns as 3N, FIN, and DO. Thus IH^ljt in Hebrew and

liTQfcJ in Aramaic. In the case of proper nouns utilizing these

elements, however, both forms are utilized in Hebrew, though

some of these examples may be due to textual error.

n 3TD

"?^n is ,ro
'

6BA0) ^pn is ,TD
'

OB) ^IDH 6BA
B?) ^pn 1 ,23

25 ,n

35 ,ro

44 ,'

?= ob>
A

ti no) V^pi V^ri s ,a

?= o^) !?'v; ^^y^ 11 03

?= O^B ^tf'iH ^^y'l 13 ,33

?- 0^)^'^ !?1IT 14,133
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LIST 37

GENTILIC NOUNS.

K preserves the uncontracted double Yod forms of gentillc

nouns, while the Q offers a shorter contracted form. That we

are not dealing with corrections but with manuscript variations,

is proved by the appearance of contracted as well as uncontracted

forms in the text. See notes to the individual passages.

np 3'ftD

CTD) DVfl? 12 ,33 '&

14 ,33 'IT

7 ,1 'DN

D'HIJTtf 1 ,n

DHirra crH^rpa 7 ,n

13 ,n

15 ,D

18 ,B

"8o^osa D'?nD^a 7 ,T 'm

10 ,T

7 ,13 '331

17 ,1

LIST 38

The variation in these forms may be, as has been suggested,

merely orthographical. According to this view, the word was

pronounced na'ara, even when the final He was not added,

cf.
IJiyi ,$$. Another view assumes an epicene origin where

na'ar was originally both masculine and feminine. (Cf. ho pais,
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das Kind, child) and only later was the feminine form differen-

tiated. So Hiller, op. cit. p. 276; Buxtorf, Tiberias p. 124. See

Ges-K 2, 5 note 1. The fact that the Samaritan Pentateuch

always writes my) proves nothing but the unreliability of this

text, as we have had occasion to show previously. (Against

BDB s. v.

np a'fo

12 ,3 ,T^ ;57 ,55 ,28 ,ie ,14 ,-TU "n
.29 ,28 ,27 ,26 ,25 ,24 ,23 ,21 ,20 ,16 ,15 ,3D '31

LIST 39

GROUP.

That we are dealing only with variations is proved by the

fact that K and Q reverse each other in different examples.

It has been maintained that 1$ and ^ are distinct forms, the

former meaning "humble, meek," the latter meaning "humbled"

as a passive. See Lagarde, Bildung der Nomina p. 48, Rahlfs:

'jy Uy in den Psalmen p. 67 ff., Driver: art. Poor, in Hastings

Dictionary of the Bible. BDB maintains that there is no clear-

cut difference in their use. Though a structural difference may
be conceded, there seems to be no perceptible difference in the

use and meaning of "Oy and my in the plural, at least.

np a'ro

D'?? D'w 7,3"?'^

!Hf 'W? 4,n'oy

QM 13 ,0 'nn

D'Utf 19 ,3

12,'

21 ,T

(B)D^ 19, TO
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LIST 40.

This idiom has caused a great deal of difficulty. For a dis-

cussion of its meaning see E. Preuschen: "Ueber die Bedeutung

von shub shebuth" in ZATW, XV, 1895, p. 1 ff. and Schwally,

ZATW 1888, p. 200. We are interested in the idiom linguistically.

There is first of all a variation in the use of the verb, both Kal

and Hiphil being used. The Kal of 31$ is intransitive normally,

and is here given a transitive force because of alliteration. An

analogous example where an intransitive becomes transitive is

furnished by Isa 2:21 pr$fl fhtf
1

?. The Kal is generally used

in the perfect ('131 3#}); the Hiphil, in the imperfect (3'$$).

(See Ehrlich on Deut 30:8). In addition, there is a variation

between 1113$ and 1V3$, which will occasion no surprise after

lists number 34 and 35. Among the roots suggested for the

noun have been H3$ (Gesenius, Preuschen, et al.), 31$ (Ewald,

Olshausen, Kuenen) and D3$ (Ehrlich).

Through a study of the KQ examples of this idiom, we arrive

at the following conclusions:

1. When the perfect of the verb (Kal) is used, either JV3$

(Ps 126:4) or 1113$ (Jer 29:14) appears in the Q hence

no correction is involved.

2. When a verb form with I (as Hiphil imperfect) is used

then the Q always prefers the "u" form of the noun:

ni3$ 3'$N never rP3$ 3$K. When a "u" form of the

verb is used, the Q has an I form of the noun '31V3$ 7131$.

In other words, the Q, but not the K, manifests a distaste

for two I sounds or u sounds in succession. Yet even

here the Q is not a correction, but rather the reading of

a manuscriptal group. Thus in Zeph 3 :20, two u sounds
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occur with no Q: DDm30 JIN '3103. Similar instances

are Hos6:ll; Ps 14:7; 53:7.

3. The same conclusion, that the Q is a variant, and not a

correction is borne out by Jer 49:39, where the K n$ 31$!$

JV3fi!> is changed by the Q into 1113$ n$ 3'0$, though

there is no cacophony present.

4. The tendency of the Q may originally have arisen as a

correction in ms. texts; it entered the KQ corpus purely

as variations. See our comment in Chapter 2, note 18.

np 3ro

DDrP30 14 ,B3 'T

310$ 26 ,&

JTI130 . . . 3'0$ D'30 310$ 39 ,ttD

53 JB Tr

25 ,

7 'a
'

nut? 2 ,ns 'nn

ini3t? 4 ,iDp

n'30 10 ,3 "N

14 ,3 n3'N

SYNONYMS.

See notes to individual passages.

np 3'na

CTD) ml?K ^V 24 ,D 'I

5 ,7 '0*

7 fno

5 ,N "V
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np avis

21 ,3
'

6) &3j 13 ,

17 ,N T0
24 ,19 'n

T r- -,

3 ISS^g

MISCELLANEOUS VARIATIONS IN NOUNS.

This group contains examples where closely similar forms of

the same word appear in the KQ. Usually both forms are

equally justifiable. See notes for details.

np ana

JTTS 3 ,T3 '-13

vnlixp 8 ,1

vniisp 4

13 ,3 'rr

10,N3

37 ,' '10

is ,y- T -IT

Ote i onto it ta
ij

fe* i.fci> M M f\c ^
/3 190

|NJIO JK|JO 25 /J

= *"ittn n^i^rt on 5*5IKM n. IKM ^u ,JJ

?p
192i

ri3"i;p 'nlS"]^ 16 ,1

= 193
i] (0) nipi 23 ,r

^0 41 ,3

nitnn is ,3 '3*70

]D 25 ,n

I97nan )n 16 ,u '0'

. .

14 ,T 'T

ODS) 199niDT 60) niD 13, P
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np a'ns

mam 3 ,rv

nyi? 10 ,n*

"oajvp-jgg nlDinn 2 ,co*

6 ,13

39 ,tib

1*N1 19,?
1

?

(ID) m 6 ,3D

in: 7 ,no

15 ,3

6 ,1 TV

3,1

(iD)W is,m

?p n) ^D'nn Q".nrj 4 ,t33

p ([?^B>]) OH^'3 D'lly
1? 25 ,1^

(?s> ^wi^noi 15 ,30

16 ,3D

16,E3 'in
~~

2om-j ni71 2 ,3 ''D

(B>) 03'V'V^OI 4 , '3T

nij?l 16 ,

nri^j? 16 ,3S 'nn

D21fl?*f S>^TA ?"l^S^TftS c M ^rt
I IW f Sif II fi\ r f * r IX

T I T I 'I

15 ,3

28 ,3

.
14 ' <l

(ID) MOD'JnW D31101 19 ,n* T I "I
222
|1B>3 (B ]lB>':i 20 ,3

(ID) D'3HD D^IlD 9 ,N3

(ID) D*3HD D*3llD 19 ,3

0*3119 29 ,33
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np 3TD

3

?=

IP

IP

HD)

DJTTIDnD

0) crpnen

Diiri'p

T 1 -
1

T t
-

1 T IT I
-

I

240

24,rD

21 ,13

15,T3

10, T3

20,T3

14 ,a nn

19 ,a

10 ,a

3,-r

4 ,N 'n

5, a

?, a

10, a

15, a

10, a

21 ,a

13 ,1

14,1

16 ,1

21 ,T

16 ,n

29 ,n

10 ,T

12,Try
15 ,n

26 ,r
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np 3'w

242innK nrm 30 ,3 'm
842V"in nrm 31 ,3

j'na 15 ,a
'

1? ,3
'

21 ,ID

E. MORPHOLOGY OF VERBS

LIST 43

K, VERBS TERTIAE-ALEPH, Q TERTIAE-HE.

This class contains examples of verbs used as tertiae-Aleph

in the K, and tertiae-He in the Q. In Mishnic Hebrew and in

Aramaic the tertiae-He (Yod) forms absorbed the Aleph-class

almost entirely, but the reciprocal influence of these two groups

upon each other must have been strong at all periods in the

history of the Hebrew language. For examples of tertiae-Aleph

verbs on tertiae-He analogy, see Ges-K p. 214, par. 75,

notes VI, c.

np 3m

24 ,N* 'notf

7 ,n 'm

8,1

LIST 44

K VERBS TERTIAE-HE; Q TERTIAE-ALEPH.

The reverse of the preceding. For examples of tertiae-He

verbs on tertiae-Aleph analogy, see Ges.-K p. 215, note 22.

Mishnic examples are: ]$$, QltifyU etc.

np a'jiD

12 ,
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LIST 45

K VERBS SECUNDAE-VAV; Q SECUNDAE-YOD.

This category contains secundae-Vav verb forms in the K,

changed by the Q into secundae-Yod verbs. On the relation-

ship between these two groups see Noeldeke in ZDMG, 1883,

p. 537, who maintains that certain secundae-Yod verbs, at

least, are essentially and originally Yod, and cannot be

included in the group. Yet such examples as ^'Pl and ^in (see

Mic4:10 ^in), \b and }'^ f
D'0 and DIP, make it certain that

an unusually close relationship between the two classes exists.

See Ges-K 73, 2 and notes. These forms are merely manuscript

variations, as is evident from the reversed lists 47 and 48.

np a'ro

2473H^ all
1

? 22 ,K3 "10

? 248-v -H0 6 ,rr
'

7 ,T
'

30 ,a
'

?p 249^31 ^3 ^31 ^13 24 ,33

SIMILAR NOUNS.

See introduction to list 45.

np 3'ro

p ('"?) V
A^) ^!^ ^^ 15 ,a

'

?p
250 ' ' 15 ,13

'

261313 ([?"7nB>]) aiJ 19 ,n 'B>'

3 252T? "iia 7 ,1 'T

3 (ID) 2S3
D'D] DID] 7 ,n

p (^BDB 254
rp!? a^D

1

? 18 ,33 'H 1

11 ,iy 'nn
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LIST 47

K VERBS SECUNDAE-YOD; Q SECUNDAE-VAV.

This list is the reverse of number 45. See introduction there.

np avD

LIST 4S

SIMILAR NOUNS.

This list is the reverse of #46.

np

'lp 32 ,y
'

e ,' 'tf
1

ie ,"? 'IT

15 ,

22 ,n' 'T

15 ,BD 'nn

12 ,

31 ,

PRIMAE-YOD VERB FORMS.

Verbs which occur with primae-Yod in the Qal perfect, are

currently divided into three distinct groups : a) originally primae-

Vav b) genuinely primae-Yod (Ges.-K par 69, 70) and c) a

group with assimilated Yod (Ges.-K par. 71). It is maintained

that the original primae-Vav verbs are much more numerous

than the primae-Yod class.
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Yet this view is inherently difficult and creates too sharp a

division between the groups. First, we find many KQ forms of

so-called "primae-Vav" verbs in Hiphil and Hophal, with a

Yod, where the current view would expect only Vav. To treat

them all as textual errors is summary and unnecessary. Second,

it is a priori unlikely that Hebrew possessed only eight original

primae-Yod verbs (Ges.-K, 70, 2). What is more, five of these

eight show forms on primae-Vav analogy, which makes it

plausible to assume that other so-called "primae-Vav" verbs are

really "primae-Yods" with primae-Vav forms.

We therefore believe that analogy has been much more at

work in these verbs than has usually been recognized. Each

group possesses formations based on the analogy of the other,

so that at times it is difficult to establish which are the original

and which the secondary forms. A mere statistical count of

forms in the Bible, or a superficial reference to cognate parallels,

often leads one astray in determining the true root, as is pointed

out in footnotes 266, 268.

It seems likely that beside the usually accepted genuine primae-

Yods, the following verbs also belong to the same class, or

preserve analogous forms ,<?>1D ,yT ,30' , JJB' ,1D' ,^>' ,"|b"

NX' ,p2T. The grounds for our view will be found in the

notes which are here of fundamental importance. A critical

re-examination of the etymologies of these words and a wary

acceptance of parallels from other languages are essential, if the

true nature of these examples is to be understood.

np a'na

17 ,n
'

5 ,1
'

# 6D0)T|P1D qp'D 18,TD

5 ,a'

2,no
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np a'na

13tf 18,nD'T

21 ,n

8,3

3 "inaaitfj o^fitf) natf'jrj 9 .n
1

? 'n

?p

D

9 ,n 'nn

/"?? 2? ,!?
'

z/sr 50

K, APOCOPATED; Q FULL FORM OF TERTIAE-HE VERBS.

Both forms are possible as the reversed list #51 proves. See

Driver: Hebrew Tenses par. 66-71 and our notes to the

individual passages.

np avis

14 ,n* 'rr

si

K FULL FORM; Q APOCOPATED FORM OF VERBS TERTIAE-HE.

np 3'ns

21 ,r
'

? ,3
'
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LIST 52

K WITH; Q WITHOUT HE COHORTATIVE.

It is possible, though hardly probable, that these are cases

where the final He is omitted orthographically. The reverse

list, 53, shows that we are dealing with optional forms.

np 3'nD

rnarn i^yni 16 ,33 'rr

mrwi jn^i 4,inn
B'an 1 ,n ro'K

3iBty 21 ,n

LIST 53

K WITHOUT; Q WITH HE COHORTATIVE.

np a'na

fcjil
8 ,13 TP

nnpjs is ,o 'n

K REGULAR (PAUSAL) FORM; Q "JUSSIVE" WITH VAV

CONSECUTIVE.

See introduction to list #21 on the pausal forms as original.

The Q gives the so-called jussive forms, that is, where the

recession of the accent has brought about a form similar to the

jussive mood. See Driver: Hebrew Tenses par. 69 ff.

np a'na

28 ,rr
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LIST 55

KQ, IN THE SAME CONJUGATION, BUT VARYING IN TENSE

AND MOOD.

np

282-ni
<3n "nnirr 13 ,

63 ,lt

14 ,P
'

30, T^

20,3D

p o?s0) 287nan nan 13 ,ID

23 ,r

il 10 ,N

2,35?

79 ,B'p

?D <noy> 29z sD (BB N2cb 35 ,n

6) T3n 39 ,

44 ,'

55 ,a
'

1

KQ, IN DIFFERENT CONJUGATIONS WITH IDENTICAL

MEANINGS.

7 ,TD

36 ,T 'D3

11 ,TB
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np

32,tO

8 ,y
'

*|D1 4 ,T3

2,3'

5 '3

(0) 30
<>]ri; 103! e ,*o

Btyafll 8,33

DTBnna 15 ,r'

6 "'

?= 0^33?] D^33:3 11 ,1^
fT

3 8M
ji3: p i?,3y'nn

P 808>TITV VLW$ 13,3rf3K

9 ,3 '3-T

ppr! 25 ,l!? '331

57

KQ IN DIFFERENT CONJUGATIONS WITH DIFFERENCES

IN MEANING.

HP 3VD

p C^Btf) ^S?
1^ 1^^ 20 ,10

'

p o^tfBtfj) 3inlry^ *!'$!? 3 ,n

p O/BI^ ,"TD) D3H D^n 44 ,HO

p O^fltf) '"D^lfeJ D^ntJ 44 ,3

14,1*7

14,HO
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np

3 (BD70) 3
3'0J 0) 310J 7 ,13 'nn

3 07B0) 31613iB2P la'BJC* 7 ,13

3 8i7yj (oyB7) iiyw is ,D3

?D (t?7PD0) 318101T 10'T 7 ,1D
I T "T

32 il3m T3JS 12 ,ry

32ionn o) OHO is ,BB

p 07) "1703! 17103: 16 ,1
'

T '

?P 0) *MnW (B7) nor 16 ,D*

3 CB70) 82W
]vnr! 1^00 5 '23

p 070) 827
nl2j3? n2fp>! 6 ,13

20 ,3 rD'N

21 ,n '31

I *
^

3 32l*13'3m OB0) 13l3m 4 ,H7 '331

58

KQ, NOUN AND VERB.

In these examples, the KQ differ, one using a. noun and the

other a verb of the same root. The preferable form is indicated

in each case.

3 <[?B0J) 322anD007 nDi007 24 ,30 '0'

3 324N'30n O^B0) N130CI 9 ,30

pnon so ,3 '0o

21 ,:
\
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LIST 59

K UNCONTRACTED, Q CONTRACTED FORMS

OF y IN BIB. ARAM.

np 3'ru

10 ,n

MISCELLANEOUS VARIATIONS IN VERB FORMS.

3TD

OK 1

?) s^D^n (t^D) Dto^l 33 ,13 '-13

21 >B 1{^

i f rr

'3'3'i?>in 24 ,3
'

13 ,rb "v

4 ,1 'o

24 ,ia 'ten

13 ,n

e,r

14 ,r

28,133

F. VARIATIONS IN AGREEMENT.

LIST 61

VARIATIONS IN SINGULAR AND PLURAL.

np a'ns

o T!3i 17

?3 5 ,
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np a'na

?p 60) 339
n:fiB3 <?>) nl::iB3 8 ,rr

p O^Btf) "o^
1

? >/ 4 ,K3

338<
?|"13"T O

1

?) Ylal 26 'n

13 ,:

12 ,3' ':

844
]3 '33 10 ,33

20 ,13 '&

6,n'T

23,3^

OB0) D3'3'V 5 '

(B
1

?) ^"rrjO / 20 ,TC3

25, TO

51 ,T0

13 ,1

14,1

15 ,1*?

o> ssa1

?!

1

?^^ (B
1

?^) Y 1?^ 20 ,TV
fnn

i^n ofl^B v^n is ,np

OB) 338i13"T 6y0) V"]3"| 28 ,Hp

OB) ^-mV 60^) Tl^lV 147 '

Ofl) 3367|-ia-fp!| (^) TI'-JSIPI 161 ,l

T*"l"l T"!"1
! i

6 ,nop

3657J-P (B) ^>-j 27 ,3 '0D

16,1

27 ,?13

O
1

?) 38813
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3TD

17,13

24 ,13

6) 369^K1D1 TtflOl 14 'a TB*

*jnbfe 3 ,a nn
6) 175? s ,1 'np

17,1

27 ,3 '31

28,3

12,13

24 ,D

12 ,' 'ry

46 ,a* 'n3

?l'ij 33 ,rr 'aai

VARIATIONS IN NUMBER WHERE A CONSTRUCT

RELATION GOVERNS A VERB.

np 3TD

1D1D3; 10 ,op 'nn

19 ,3 '31

LIST 63

VARIATIONS IN NUMBER BECAUSE OF

DIFFERENT AGREEMENTS.

np

7 ,13

3 ,a>
'

22 ,

CD) I'm 12 ,TD
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LIST 64

VARIATIONS IN THE GENDER OF NOUNS.

np 3TD

12, P '300

?p
373nn^ "rn 8 ,33

?p
37*inK nn 4 ,w '"?

I T r TV'
?3 0^0) 875n#B3 (?B) 1t^B3 24 ,3 "TT- I

- '

T T T '

877-ja na 24 ,r

(B) 378^D3 JlttSD? 27,HO

?= 879
ya-j rivan^ 2,r'ir

p 88 n0pn ODrr 3 ,n

?p
88i
nva-)i OB) ya-ii is ,^ 't^o

?= 88snna ina 9 ,1 Ttz>
i

- -

?= (?^) "'Win 0) tm 16 ,t3D 'K3"T

VARIATIONS IN GENDER BECAUSE OF

DIFFERENT AGREEMENTS.

np 3'ro

15 ,r
'

15 ,

(B) 38nro^ c ,"r) vr^W 12 ,

3 o!?> w'Da (BB na 32 ,b '&

3 o^sn) wi? wn 33 r

1

?

<?') "Tins (^BD TDK 17 ,10

(B) wrr ri is ,ay 'nn

0) Kim (B)

17 ,

s ,n 'np
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LIST 66

VARIATIONS IN PERSON BECAUSE OF

DIFFERENT AGREEMENTS.

6) 394 iay OBtf) 11317 22

LIST 67

VARIATIONS IN PERSON, NUMBER AND GENDER,

MAINLY Rhetorical.

In this group there are variations, mainly in person but also

in gender and number due to rhetorical causes.

A. The prophet, in the fire of his discourse, imperceptibly

passes over from his words to the words of the Deity

speaking through him, and speaks of God in the first person.

B. The prophet draws a picture in which a people is personified,

and addresses it in the singular, and then passes from the

singular to the plural with great rapidity.

C. The Psalmist implores God's help for himself (in the sin-

gular) or for the group of which he is a member (using

the plural).

D. A few changes in person are purely exegetical.

E. At times we meet a change from direct to indirect address.

F. Rarely, the author identifies himself with the subject of

his discourse changing from third to first person. See the

notes in detail.

np

9 ,3'

13T1 33 ,33

r^n. 34 ,33
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np a'na

27 ,3 'T

19,9

25 ,n

?|? C/B) INtP (t$) *Hfe^ DtP

18 ,33

20,HD

Ot0
> * T I

T M -J
*

11 ,3

DtP

DtP

13DDH DtP

DtP

DtP

DtP

34 ,3"? 'm

?P o"?Bytp) H13 ni3 1 ,

s 'nn

10, TD

11 ,P

7,D

20 ,y
DtP

0) i3^i;n Dtp
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np avn

7

4i3
ip~s>3 ODP) 'to 28

0) firm

BIBLICAL ARAMAIC THIRD PERSON FEMININE

PLURAL OF PERFECT VERBS.

In all these forms, the K uses the masculine form or termina-

tion. The Q seems to be more painfully exact in distinguishing

the genders in the third person plural. Yet it is likely that

this differentiation is not part of the living spoken language.

Thus both Biblical and Mishnic Hebrew (the latter in increasing

extent) rarely distinguish between masculine and feminine in

the plural third person perfect of verbs. In the Mishnah, a

common form is used for both genders in the imperfect as well

as the perfect (l^tpp, I^Dp?), a usage wherein one may discern

the influence of the spoken Aramaic as well as the normal process

of development, which tends to simplify grammatical structure.

?p "TW linap 33 ,a

?p

?p
41
Tn}9 linap 41 f

?P

?p
41
Tn}p lirup 42,3

?p

?p

?p

?p cn> 4

?p
418

|'rj'ra lirrrs DP

?P
419VO^ 1^3 19 ,T

?p ^ni'SJ'i ^sai 20, r
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LIST 69

SYNTAX OF NUMERALS.

The KQ fluctuate between the singular and plural, the con-

struct and the absolute. The notes will make plain the grounds

for the varying usages and will illustrate them by parallels.

n# 17 ,n

422m
v
few nifew 14,13

42 niK not* 17 ,na

G. VARIATIONS IN THE USE OF PARTICLES.

LIST 70

USE OR OMISSION OF THE PARTICLES BETH, MEM, AND HE.

3T13

aan 26 ,B
'

^nri 9 ,&o
'

24 ,p
'

n^na 5 ,33

ma naa n.aa'T

LIST 71

INTERCHANGES BETWEEN BETH, KAPH, AND MEM.

np a'ns
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np ana

15,13

25 ,B' "\V

6 ,N> '1

0) aha 9 ,

0) 428
^rDi2>3 (?B>) ii?tfla 24 ,n ':

10,3^ ':

a 33 ,33

4 ,3 'DN

Z/ST 72

ASYNDETON.

np aro

nnrn nnri 13 ,m
'

lypjrii 5 ,1 'T

rni'i 24 ,nT V

?3 (tf)
433

IT1!?1 JVB>' 16 ,3*

= (tthW) 434
11lJ 111 24 ,T3 'I

= OB ,1) 438li;i li; 7 ,3' -
1 - r

P Otl>)
438^3 ([T^lB) ^31 12 ,1

3 0*?S) 4M
D'Jpp (0) D'JpJT 16 ,1

3 436
]^1 <[?BD]tP)

|' 3,H

3 OS) 43flb6l (W) ^ 5 ,H

I T-l T" '

HI 01) H 43 ,3 ':

o) uuHhm 5 ,tj

LIST 73

USE OR OMISSION OF VAV CONSECUTIVE.

In practically all cases, the variation is one between Yod

(construed as the prefix of the third person in the imperfect)
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and Vav (taken as the Vav consecutive). We endeavor in each

instance to select the preferable form from which the variant

was derived by a textual error.

np a>na

"IN31 (BnBBO 1N3.'
T

5 ,1 'W

'3301 MO! 22 ,3' '3P
41 ,W

29 ,n 'W

13 ,D

3 439H3] O^BBO H3* 21 ,1 '"I
1

?= 0) 44 n i|m nTT 9 ,i* * 1 W I *

rrrn

5

15 ,1D

10 ,ro

OB) 1^0^ 3 ,3 D1H3

^V)k o U>M '"tn
VJ ~^N; s ,D nn

7,3'!

0)" T I

00)445^1 (fy

(&>^#: 4,3

on; 12 ,^ 'n

LIST 74

INTERCHANGES BETWEEN VAV CONSEC. AND WEAK VAV.

np 3'w

VHl ITT1

! 29 ,D' 'PlTt t t r**
23 ,n 'T

3 ,33 '!
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LIST 75

SYNTAX OF VAV OF INTRODUCTION.

On this Vav see BDB p. 254b. A clause of condition is often

followed by a predicate, which is introduced by a Vav. Thus

Hos 11:1 irnrjfc} ^8"$? "IS?3 '3 "when Israel was a boy, then I

loved him." Or the Vav of introduction may come with no

verb, as e. g. Gen 40:9 r\Vy[ '0^113 or Pro 10:24 ]'$} H^ID 13173

y\$~\. The more normal construction occurs in Gen 19:15 and

Is 6:1.

np 3TD

nnto nrm-ji 1 ,' 'a^o

1 ,n "v

LIST 76

THE USE OF 0$ '3, K; '5 IN Q.

This group contains two uses of Dtt '3 or '3. The first use

is in the meaning "but rather"; see BDB p. 475, 2b. Here '3,

with or without Dtf, is permissible, cf. Gen 32:29 ^81ty! D$ '9

by the side of Gen 17:15 nDB> n^ty '3. The second use is as an

intensive in oaths in introducing the fact sworn to: "that."

See BDB p. 475, 2c. Here, too, both the K and the Q are

possible.

np avis

'3 D '3 13 ,y '3JDP

3 D 3 21 ,113

? 12^ 'T
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LIST 77

USE OR OMISSION OF THE DEFINITE ARTICLE.

np avo

?P OP) 449V^$n y?$ 32 ,T
'

T T T T '

?p
45in33fen H??^ 20 f

?3 462Q-|BD (p) onBDH 8 ,N3T I T I
- '

a
4fi3|i'op[ (

B -A
tp) ]iDnn 13 ,T

'

?p (P) 4M"n7Dn ^|7JD 20 ,K'

osp) 4n^D (D) n^on ? ,T- y *'.. f

p

15 ,3*7

?D 467Dyn DV 19 .p *T
r T T T '

p OP) nisriD nisrupo n ^^

p <?P) 13T
T
n "I3"T 3 ,D

?p (?P) ^D'S^JDn O'?^? 32 33

p 4B2
ytb"irr yt^i 20 ,n* 'n*

"
(
A
P) D'DI? 18 t^

(D) ^SDn^S 3 ,

20,

78

Qere vela Kethib.

Not all forms of Qere vela Kethib are here listed; merely

those not susceptible of other classification.

1p

400133 13 >3
>w

*\ |J
~~ 3 /n i

OB) 462B>^ (^Pl) 23,T3
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np avis

p
*63

)3 20 ,rr

31 ,cr

--- 37 ,B>

--- 38 ,"? 'T

467 --- 29 ,J

6) --- 17,3

LJ57 79

Kethib, vela Qere, DUE TO DITTOGRAPHY.

See the preceding introduction. Only the examples of ditto-

graphy are here included. That these too are not corrections

will become evident from the notes to the passages.

3V13

16 ,

H. UNCLASSIFIED KQ.

In these examples the variations are not susceptible to classi-

fication. We have therefore catologued them according to their

relative value.

LIST 80

K PREFERABLE TO Q.

np 3'na

<na a 6p> 13:1 n
470DO^n DO^'pDH 1 ,

*7i
nia-)i;a nnara 28 ,10

10 ,ra

7is;a
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np 3'M

3 O^B) 474<IB>B33 (ty) 1ty"B33 13 ,rP
i
-

1 i
-

1

3 47 v^gh!? (Btftyj) i^rm
1

? 1? ,rr

n.3 23 ,3

HP 20,K3

3 478D!T1 (tfbl'Bty) Dm 15 ,33T **
\ I

m

3 478^iT3p (tf'^Bty) ^"[30 51 ,33

3 480
*Vn o^sty) i^n 17 ,n

?3 o!?) 4Mn^n ^nfcn 45,?" T V T '

3 o^) 47sr^n^ (B[?tyi) i^n^ 12 ,T ':
T Tt T I Tt T I

3 (^ty) 484D'pn] OB) Dp1"ll 6,3

3 ""S1

?} o!?B{y)1'33 13 ,P

?3 D5^^ (
B 'A

ty) D'33/"l 12 ,H3

3 (D^Bty) 4871D3 '3 10 ,H3 ''
I

** l

3 OB) 488 r)p (i?^tyi) 'ri p 24 ,T

3 () 489-j-ja^^ (^flty) TJ3I|$ 20 ,3 'T

3 49on^rriN n^in 19 ,T

3 (W ,ID) 49iD3ro (
B
ty) D'ano a ,n

T\ I -T

?3 07fly)
492t

?jrin^ ^ril"ii? 11 ,iw

3 o) 493nT (*?B{y) T s ,r

3 oty> <s?iiri ri^n 23 ,B3

?3 O^B) 496
3l^1 <B "1B>1 15 ,3 'n 1

?3 (S) 49 D'3D (
A<Q

ty) D^alD 42 ,33

3 (Dys^) 497 ai (jy) ian 12 ,n 'in

| |Y
3 (D'^Bty) 499

liNBpl 113p: 6,T
I T I * I I T I I

*

3 obsty) 5 n3i* (oy) n3"n 10 ,' 'nnT|' T T I
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np avD

3 0) Boavjpn (B^iion n ,03

3 ><1^ <noy ,^BP ,10) *6l 16 ,B^p

3 ob) 8

np_? <BW ip.i 27 ,r
'

808iV!33 6) D'133 16 ,D

607Q{j>^ DltfW 20 ,33

3 (noy^BB>)^^> *liyi 5,33

3 6) 808
1

I

? ([?B]{y)^ 2,13

3 6) 81 ' IK 4 ,tib

3 O^fl) fil 3 <tt 103 30 ,B
'

3 ot?Bty]) '"Hm 6) bin' 20 ,

3

3

3 <nt?) fii

*njB>ri OB) rn^ri 22

3 (n^Bty ,no) "3iii ani 19 ,

3 (D'W) 3'#J 31^ 12 ,

3 (?*?) " 7<6 ([?^]n'fl^ ,10) Vb 4 ,

3 618yi^ 39 ,3 '31

3 (nB[?B>i) M n3i n^3i 19 ,

3 6t^) 62"33 0) 133 11 ,1
'

5 <?*) Baio^'^n (flW) o^i^rj 18 ,a

3 (B) 2
2D3^3n OBty) D3^3n 10 ,n '331

3 <?')
6233T 6) 3ll 27 ,13

3 6

LIST 81

Q EQUAL IN VALUE TO K.

e ,

12 ,n
'

16 ,n
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np 3'ro

31B '3 25 ,TtJ 'it?

3,3

23, P

2,3

9 ,'

OB) 631
NlpJ!n tO_p?1 24 ,3'

31 ,3'

37 ,33

(B) *prrt>N 47 ,

534__
jA'j -jo yn

T

N*? 10 ,n

6) i3)3 13 ,T

inj^l 15,TE3

B88nTi in 21 ,P

4,3

13 ,'

0) H'3 32 ,'

niin: n'3 niin^ '33 7 ,3

Tjib>n 20 ,3'

o?03

I T
*

I ' T

24 ,33

QV

15,3*
|

10 ,1

(B) m_B>9 (H
1

?) 1B>B 13 ,1

16,1
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tt is ,

'33 (B>) 133 7 ,33

OS) 848
]3:i 6tP) 31 16 ,3!? '331

LIST 82

Q PREFERABLE TO K.

np a'ns

p ON^BIwfr tib 21

p pNb>sp) irnp? ni^-ip: 5
,

p ON^BP) ni2: iniso 10 ,n '31
I T * T 1

I V "
I

- '

I T "

P(^j v\\ fisoni^v'^n i^n ikfc^^rt 10 n^\ r V / 41 |m% 111 I J f |K>^ |i I IS/fM

I T '

p (B) 660HI T|: 13 ,"T

p (p^B) nrifcrii (^) n3"]rii 27 ,T

i
- -- - -- *

P

P

p (^SP)
'Jf

13m 17 ,33

P n'3n n3nn 22,13

I
~ T *" T """

I T -
I

'

I vv-i rr-i '

p c"?Bty)i^ ^ is, rD

p o"?Bti>) HI^
1

?^ D'^B> 13 ,33
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P

p

p

p

p

p

'p

?p

p

p

?p

P

p

p

?p

p

p

p

p

P

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

?p

np

.rrhjpp

Tirisrin

88

OS) K31

O^SB' ,

'0 20 ,33

21 ,3'

S^D 33 ,3'

33 ,B
r

17, TID

23 ,D*

5 ,BD '&

2,33

21 ,D

9,3D

25 ,3 'T

'31DJ7DH

o'nynn

HK31

D'33iB>

HDlp

ITT

16 ,l

20,3D

11 ,3D

36 ,DD

6,3

21 ,33

s,'m
5, 3

7 ,ro

24,ID

9, ID

o ariri; 10 , 'in

s ,n 'oy

2,T3r
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np

P 07Boyp) DID w& ni>0 16 ,H3 'nn

p 07BP) 'anfc fl'^Ljfe 17 n '

PP^BtP) ""SI *3B1 14 ,1E)
..

,
f

'

Tl
'

P P7BB>) nji&n <D) na^in 26 ,33
* T I

' T V t
' '

VI * V S

p([?'/B$] ,"10)^3131^31 in33in31 12,13

?P PB$) "C**!]
1

]* (7)
l

j")f|
l
>

11 7
i t t

*

p 070) n3j? 'n'3j? 5 ,n nn
* "it "\t I

p (B7[?01) 667pnT pD"]! 6 ,3'

I | | |

p 1710 H70 29 ,3 '31

p nioD n?E3D 21 ,1

?P "^'B
1

?^ D'B
1

?^ 10 ,T

p (nW) m
v3n?i <B) nann 10 ,'

p (Btf) i7i "7i 2 ,Try
I i :

r

p ^!]?1^ '3?1S 9'"1

p (B) 67 ni^i a?7]$) n^ii 17 ,n

P D^'S; o^iy 2 f
*

p (7) B TDin (BB 1TD'1 15 ,3 Tl3
i -i -t -i -i

P (7#) ion ipm 17 ,B

p 07B n3 1? 18 ,' '331

I M *

> Tit" * I I
'
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LIST 83

K AND Q BOTH UNSATISFACTORY.

np a'na

so

3

# 0)

# 676na"inp rpannp n ,

# 6743-j^i 3>B)> 8 f1

-1I0 21 ,

?# OB) "'I? ) * 2

nan D^ e

(B) rra 4 ,

" a
nris? <i?nDi) ny 43 ,

ss ,a* 'm

4 ,j
'

K PLUS Q EQUALS TEXT.

In these examples, which are unusually difficult, a solution is

available if we combine the K and the Q to form the reading.

It would seem that of two similar words, one set of manuscripts

preserved one, from which our K is derived; while another

group of codices is responsible for the preservation of the other,

from which our Q is descended.
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mpon t3D3tsn np 3'na

ri ft # (B) ri OB) ft 16 ,3
'

nfey -ifey 49 ,33 'rio

niKD niDN 16 ,30 'IT

68*ft ri i ft (ftsnop) ri 7 ,3'
'

rii I (ftBP)ftl ril 20,N>

UNCLASSIFIED PROPER NAMES.

np

?= 6s) ^Kjnoi ^^DOI is ,T

?= (ftsp) 68Bb
nD^pi^i noixn^i 22 ,0*

?= (ftflB?) fi86C

]^l3 ]ft3 8 ,3

?= (ftBB 68S
]bi3 ]ft3 27 ,3

?p (
A
t^)

68B 133I72C3 (^BnBty) DY3I72^3 11 ,H

?= (b) 6Marii'3a (DBt^) n^i33 is ito*
'

T l

?= nl'33 n s!33 19 ,I9

22 C3'

?= ni'33 n si33 oty

?= ni'3p n s

j3p 1 ,3

I *
"

? # (ft) ]^ ;B>1
25 ,3

?= (ftp) '3Bh ISBh 16 ,3
21 ,M3

8,33

9,33

nsn mn 35.33
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np

? # 69 n3iin na,"]2$n is ,13

? # H3]1 HJ31N 18 ,"T3

p O^fl) pB>'$ <
B
tP) p$1$ 25 ,T '!

OB) 69in30N 6) rmt*

- T I

6BP) D3Bnri 16 ,3 'T

OB) 69*n3'P (B H!3'0 18 ,13

8,0

17,NO

5,no

<B) 596-1^113133 C?
1

?) 112:113133 28 ,30

o> Hiring (noy^siy]) linn'
1

? 1 ,^ 'nn

0)

6061^313133 11^313133 1 ,3 'ry

46 ,3

50 ,3
8

-

(B^) 698
113|1 (

ABO 113T1 14 ,n

(B) nlDT 29 ,'

35 ,'

37,'
~* ~

6) n: 43 ,'

20 ,3 'm

43 ,T

(B
1

?^) D'DB)1B3 52 ,T

73 ooab aosfj^^g (B^) ni^3 54 ,3

20 ,'

17 ,'

...
^ ,

14,3'
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np 3T13

?=
I T T -J ~

*j )

T I - T I
*

?P O(?[?D
A

]) imTin imHin 24 ,3
I l - Tl - '

20,1

(B) D'rron 41 ,1

n'^ 20 ,1

?= 07BB>) n?n3 nlna 31 ,t

?= c
1?^) "nam nan* 34 ,rT \ I T I

~

0) OTin ([?^BB>]) DTP1 1 ,"P

5,3

9,33

25,13

29,T3

11 ,1

Dnin <[?^B^]) DTfl 10 ,B

29 ,D

19,3'

18,T

0) rr?3' C?AP) n'?'3? 3 ,13



APPENDIX C

THE CLASSIFICATION OF MADINCHAE KQ.

LIST 3A

'H3-IJ7D np 3VD

vom voqi im 22,:

7wvi^rj non 32 ,:

LIST 12

i i

11

LIST 17

LIST 16

5 ,bp 'nn

np iof? nopj 15,T

31 ,no 'T

6,3

nana D3 mm 10 ,r 'n3

2P

13 ,*?

12,1

159
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1"NB3

myr
1

?

11BD1

nnnn 1

?

nmai
6>

6>

0)

to

HOP

LIST 33

np

HB33
T I T

rrhan
1

?

Dti)

mss 7 T'

46,33

14,33 'T

35 ,3 '3DP

0) I?! 23 ,1

D'33bn 12 ,ro 'sto

[D"Wn 21 ,D 'T

0)

2 ,y 'rv

17 ,3'

13 ,33

8,30

22,3'^B

14 ,1^

12 ,D

19,?
1

? 'T

5 ,i^ 'n

22,3

7,1

1 ,n

18,3'3n

20 ,rv
'

31 ,

D1KD
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np a'na

nono ano norro 12 ,3' 'np

DHB33 7fl9Q-]B3a 2 ,1 'TO

14,''!

D1D3 D1D3 <n) >D*D3 14^

21 ,T'i

n3im 3ini nairii 19 ,33 TV

53

H'3H1 9 ,13 i"P

LIST 54

opm D^rii oipfii e,mi

LIST 55

ID'tP'l O^Biy) 10^1 ID'tfl 34 ,3^ 'I 1

11131 (B^l'B) 11131 1113' 24 ,33 Tin

1N31 1N3.1 13' 10 ,r ''

rrtfi 6) n^ 1 24 ,33

ipin ipin
7n
ip*n 4 ,r 'iv '-11

LIST 60

8 ,3 D1TO
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d? 1

aw
aity DM

nano

noip

LIST 61

np

"
I

DM

nano

LIST

O'D

aiw DM

IIDM'I

noip

21 ,M 'IP

4,n'T

28 ,l

22 ,n 'w

6DP) may 1

?

nya-iM

LIST

14 ,r 'i

21 ,i

nD
nan1

1JDD

"IB

1t^B31

L/5r

LIST 66

IJDO

*nDi; 0)

6 ,1 'T

r 29 ,IT ':

31 ,no '-p.

5 ,T 'in

'

7 ,a 'ar

ins 19 ,n
'

13 ,aa 'M

19,1

6 ,1D
'

12 ,aa
'
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np a'rp

'Dip (B
1

?) 'Dip IDIp 12 ,33

779;ppy UTy' 19 ,5D '1*

'npn 'npn inpn 7 ,3 'B*

rfp

1 ,no

59,^3

6,1D

70

HD HD HD3 25 ,D 'I

m^ys m^ys m^ys i5,rn

11313 11313 11313 3 ,PJ "\W

i iytP3 iyt^3 lyiyo 13 ,T 'wto

23 .I
1

? 'T

9 ,3' 'n'

nxys 3 ,' 'ry

c) to to toi 12 ,\

73

nisi nis' e ,T3
'

nyipi 23 ,1^ 'T

(Bt) 11B31 26 ,3D 'n

29 , 'ry

25 ,
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-1BDH

rwm

mxom

nnvin

no

TJ?
1

?

77

np

0)

"ISO 1BD.1

D'33

nrwo

12,3*7 'T

2 ,rr 'rv

2,rnp
1 ,1 '331

79

mxDnnKi n ,3*7 'T

78il?3 ^3 n 5 ,3 nn

27

11 ,n 'n 1

26,3^

no 5 ,1 'D

81

'a> i3,n'n'

29 JD 'PI*

0) '33

'33

OB)

LIST

in'n'^ym

7 ,3 'BS

21 ,1

8,n':

25,1

31 ,N'
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HP 3TD

D"3m D"3m Di3m 22 ,' '*6o

]3 ]3 '33 24 ,13 'T

n'ban v

<miy 07tp)ny ly 4,33

2,0

N'3'l N'3'l N13'1 3 ,D

3,10

8 ,10

12,Tin

OB)rm n nn n,3Din3

1'3 T3 '3B
1

? 10 ,1 '3T

3 ,30 'nn

4,3p
W^VS Vft^VI Kk"^V1 -it V 'SK>
KJJikl CSJ^> I CS^iA I/ , K

1'13 1'13 784113 13 ,0'

iy2f03 1SJ703 24 ,13 '331

o) inyi 0) 78nnn'i 13 ,:

n'3 12 ,

53 ,'

OB) 3ntOl (7W 3NHN31 3HN31 22 ,B3 'T

(B) '33 '133 15 ,T 'n3

n'3'D 35 ,3'

789'irp 14 ,n 'i

6) 'tyip 29,1

mo mo n'D se,T
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LIST 86

np Kin :rm

16 ,z ;i8 ,? ;i? ,13 us ,3 ;2o ,n
s
;48 ,46 ,TD ;i? ,T ;? ,> ;ia , 'n

12 ,a Dim



NOTES TO THE CLASSIFICATION

* In all these instances, the difference m meaning between K and Q is very

slight, such as can exist only in a living tongue evidence of the high antiquity

of this group of KQ. Arabic 'afl means tumor in the vulva or in the anus;

tahara means to eject, inip to strain at the stool, see Targum Ps 78:66. (See

BDB s. v. -int)). It occurs twice in the Kethib, I Sa 6:11, 17. See Geiger:

Urschrift p. 408 f.

a *?W has the meaning "to ravish". The word bj# as "queen" occurs in

Ps 45:10 and Neh 2:6, and as a Palmyrene proper name, but it is a distinct,

borrowed root, according to Lagarde: Bildung der Nomina p. 51, 153. See

Feigin in AJSL, Oct. 1926, for a discussion of its etymology. Jakobs (die

Qeri-Kethib in Buche Jeremia, 1922) points out that the verb may have an

obscene meaning which the noun does not possess. He compares the German

"Gatte" "consort" and the verb "begatten". Geiger (p. 407) maintains that

the Q is an incorrect form based on a mistaken view of the n in Gen 19:34:

'3tt rm 0DK TU30, where the rm was taken as a sign of the accusative instead

of the preposition of accompaniment. The Q was invented merely to parallel

the K. A renders the K, using the same root as he does for hy$ (Ps 45:10)

synkoitos.

3 The K as two words can only be translated "dung of doves". Geiger's

suggestion (p. 409) that we read the K as O'jl'-Jfl

" Menschenmist" has much

to recommend it. The etymology of the Q as well as the grounds for its choice

are obscure. Geiger finds a root in Arabic and Rabbinic Hebrew, meaning

"to drip, overflow" (ibid.). Rashi connects the root with 31T "flow".

* The root nn and ton occurs in later Hebrew, Aramaic, Mandaic (see

Noeldeke: Mandaic Grammar p. 56) and Arabic hari in the meaning "dung".

H$12; is a general word meaning "filth, uncleanness".

s The root ]'0 or its cognates is found in all Semitic languages, so thun in

Aramaic, mathana "bladder" in Arabic. The Q is an euphemism which is

common in Rabbinic Hebrew as well.

6
Though a singular is permissible (see Gen 41:42; Jer 27:8, 11), a plural

finds ample warrant (Gen 27:16 et al). Yet the following notes will show that

a singular is impossible in many instances of this group thus creating a

strong presumption that even the doubtful cases are in reality only plural.

7 Only plural, cf. infra Q'loyn.
8
Only plural, cf. v. 27, myata TIB).

9 Cf. other plurals in verse. Probably defective because one Yod already

occurs in the noun and no desire to write two Yods in one word.
10

Plural, both hands used in blessing, as in the Priestly Blessing today.

167
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11 Cf. VT 'ne>.

12
Strong probability that only a plural is here intended.

13 Cf. rpn parallel to iniXD. It would therefore seem that in 7:9 and 8:2

only a plural is likewise meant.

14 Cf. Vl}$ in same verse.

Js Cf. vm in verse. G uses the singular even when plene writing occurs,

hence inconclusive.

16 Cf. parallel O'ytfl.

x * Cf. the plural verb.

18 Cf. the plural verb.

x> The idiom is
'

TJ73 aitan, only plural.

20 V. note 1.

" V. note 12. G read mriBB>b, substantiating the K? Margolis.
22 Cf. the parallel plural rnama.
*
Probably a plural, especially after Va. See Deut 10:12; 11:22. Singular

occurs once, Deut 5:30.

*< Cf. na-j.

* Cf. 1 Sa 18:7.

36 The K can be only plural because of its form.

"? Cf. rmaa by.
28 Cf. ojnp'i.
2 The plural is normal when referring to men's clothing, cf. Gen. 37:34.

30 The idiom is '> 'ry Km, cf. 3:27; 4:19; Isa 51:6 etc., BDB p. 670b.

31 No singular of this noun exists.

32 Cf. vmpn in the parallel stich.

33 Cf. VO1. Stier-Theile print diataxin.

Cf. J3.
35 Cf. the plural verb ib'b'n'. G reads thaumazete "wonder!", perhaps a

free rendering of l^p based on the frequent phrase iiJ'JBh btfD.

36 Cf. Q'-ny, D^D. G imperative "behold" te$.

31 Ginsburg: Masorah, letter Kaph, list #498, vocalized the K as ioj!

38 Cf. the verb 1DXJ?.

39 In his Masorah loc. cit., Ginsburg prints 'J'J7 as the K. In his Bible he

prints 13'y, as does Baer.

39a Cf. the plural verb.

40 Cf. the plural verb.

41 ^D prefers a plural, cf. v. 24.

42 See note 41.

43 Cf. plural verb.

44 The first two examples could be taken as singular, but the third is neces-

sarily plural, man V*afe' 'Lntfi.

45 All these architectural features of the proposed Temple are plural, and
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cannot be construed otherwise. G transliterates aileu, apparently rendering

the consonantal Vav.

4sa G "to it" V 1

?,^
P "go up" nlty? V "go up to it" apparently a

combination of both interpretations.

*sb V" per earn" V^yp?
*6 After ^3 a plural is preferred though not indispensable.

u Cf. mpn in parallel stich.

*8 Cf the parallel V3J. G reads 1rw$9 substantiating the K.

Certainly plural, cf. the Vav after the Lamed.

Certainty is impossible, but it is taken as a plural by LXX and Vulgate.
' It seems probable that nyD' is the subject of VHB (village chieftains

LXX dynaston,) though the verse is very difficult.

s" V3TI is the subject of iV'n' "Prosperous are his ways."
s Cf. the parallel '0p3.
M Cf. the parallel V1900D, vpn .

ss Though the singular is permissible (as in D'D0n 32f), the plural occurs

in Ps 103:21. The name nlK33S 'n cannot be invoked here as it probably refers

to the Lord of the Hosts of Israel, see I Sa 17:45, and Driver: art. Lord of

Hosts, in Hasting's Dictionary of the Bible.

6 Cf. I'nyaxtO. V uses the singular, which is, however, inconclusive as

I'nyaXN is also translated by a sing.

" The singular would be IIT)^.

58 Only the plural occurs, as in Isa 24:2, as a plural majestatis.

* Cf. the plural verb.

60 Cf. the parallel QB> and especially 4:18.

60a No singular of this noun exists. S. r. "his sin", interpreting perhaps

"youthful sins". Indeed, Hitzig renders the word in question, "Jugend-

suende".

61 Cf. the plural verb.

63
Ginsburg's Masorah, letter Kaph, list #514, vocalizes the K as lyjjj!

Only the plural is possible, cf. the plural verb.

63 Doubtful instances.

< Cf. the plural verb.

65 Only the dual of this noun occurs. Cf. verb '31313.

66 Cf. the plural verb.

67 Cf. &1tf.
68 Cf. the plural verb.

69 THE) is probably a loan word from the Arabic fafcd "Sinews of the thigh

(or thighs)". The singular seems to be preferred by BDB. Decision is difficult.

70 The singular would be mijx Cf . Isa 1 :3
injj?.

71 An Aramaic plural. The singular would be 1nj3. Cf. from n^pj the form

Dan 1:5.
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1* Cf. the plural verb

The singular suffix form 13'3 is more common, and perhaps we are dealing

with an error in the Q. Yet the plural suffixes are used in the plural persons,

and perhaps Vjfl! offers an analogy.

w Prepositions take plural suffixes, either because of their "b source ('!?{$,

'^J?> "14? i being the original forms of the prepositions ^M, ^j;, and iy respec-

tively), or because they are essentially plural nouns, (irta'ap, nltffcjnip, n1^"}9

so Lagarde) or because of analogy based on the other prepositions (so Earth).

See Gesenius-Kautzsch par. 103, 3 and note.

w That the Q V3J? was intended to ensure the 1 , ending was already seen

by Dillmann (on Nu 12:3) and Koenig: Lehrgebaude II, I, 76.

76 The danger of error was greater inasmuch as the word is a hapax legom-

enon, as is uy in the singular.

" In practically all these cases, the context makes anything but a masculine

suffix an impossibility. For further details, see the discussion in chapter

Three.

78 The Q contains the same spelling as in Rabbinic literature. Cf. Aboth

1, 3. V Socoth, P tOiD eq. n?1lP. The G as given is the restored reading of

Prof. Margolis' edition of the Greek Joshua.

79 See the preceding note. P and G (alpha) eq. K iTJIfe. Origen, with Omega,

eq. Q.

79a v r. "liba quoque vini" equals |?!tf f|3? This would prove the K.
80 Place names, as is well known, are highly conservative. These instances

ending in the o-sound go back to the time when the Holem He was the com-

mon spelling of the pronominal suffix. When the liability to error in this

orthography was recognized, the Q noting Holem Vav was placed on the

margin.
81 The K may be not rftlfe (his bough) but n?1fe (a bough). So Baer,

Ehrlich. G leaves suffix unexpressed, eq. n^1t> K?
8l G. Nechotha eq. n^toj K.
8a Cf. the masculine verb ^".
8J The suffix refers to 'rm.
8< In agreement with his predicate jnr.

85 The Q is merely a direction as to the reading of the textual n^3. Yet,

there is no doubt that the textual division is incorrect here. 'JlV^pD nVa

should be 'Jl^P DO"?^- (See commentaries, Delitzsch: Schreib- und

Lesefehler, 3n). Here we have another indication that the correction of errors

was not the aim of the Masoretes. P and perhaps V also r. 'jl^Vp DnVs.

G "My strength has left me in those cursing me", implying n^ perhaps.

sa G diateleo eq. n^?
gsb Ar. "O honorable one".

86
Probably 3K1D is here construed as masculine, as in vv. 25, 26.
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*? Cf. the masculine suffix of VBJK1.

879 Gr. n^>, cf. Wahl: Clavis Apocryphorum s. v. synteleia, which equals

n
1

?^ in Jer 4:27; 5:18, etc.

8 'b Reading Kames He.

88
Ginsburg proposes iD^DIjl, comparing Jer 4:7. Baer offers as an alterna-

tive reading for the K n^D?, which is adopted by Olshausen, Hupfeld and

others. Yet the difficilior lectio nSp^i is to be preferred, ^b is a by-form to

rgD, as pn is to nj?n. See Jer 25:38.

88a See note 88. G (B), S vocalize il^D?, expressing no suffix.

88b S vocalizes
iTJ'lp, hence no suffix.

89 A expresses the feminine suffix n i .

898 The word ^ is spelled variously, I
1

?, wb (I Sa 14:30; Isa 48:18; 63:19)

and
K^. Besides the instances noted by the Q, see Job 9:33 ITD10 irra #' M^

and elsewhere. Thus D. Yellin in his Exegetical Notes on Job 3:10 (Jerusalem

1927) makes many changes of vfo into 1^, at times, however, with insufficient

warrant.

90 The K, in ordinary texts and in Baer and Ginsburg, has one Yod,

though several Firkowitsch mss. write the K with two Yods (See Kittel,

Biblia Hebraica ad locum). The form with one Yod is even more liable to

error in the reading, hence the Q.

91 Cf. the parallel passage in Ps 137:7. fiN cannot be construed without

the definite article.

92 Perhaps the K could be construed as a singular verb preceding its plural

noun (See Ges-K 145, 72). Yet, in view of such passages as Gen 43:28, where

no such explanation is available, it seems best to take the variation as ortho-

graphical.

That only a plural is possible is proved by v. 19 nDN'1. The LXX shows

an inner Greek error, eneteilato for eneteilanto. (Margolis).

94 The impersonal, idem per idem construction, nplbn np
1

, is possible here.

The LXX likewise read a singular lepsetai, yet in the absence of any accentual

system or even word separation, it is more likely that we are concerned with

another case of unwillingness to write two Vavs in succession. GT np)?;

PV
,np;,

95 Another proof of the absence of sentence division. The second word

belongs to the following verse.

96 The hypothetical '? is uniformly construed with the imperfect.

So in Ps 39:2.

98 See the large number of omissions of Aleph in this root in list #7, due

doubtless to the Vav in its root. G "and they came", eq. lajl-HNlr.!.

99 Rabbinowitz and Obronin in their Hebrew Commentary on Job (Jaffa

1916) ad loc. remark upon the tendency to omit the Aleph in Job. IB$ occurs

four times without Aleph (17:15; 19:6, 23; 24:25) and other defective spellings
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are: lae^D, 1n$)3, 113, ]']$, npp. In our passage the Q is essential to prevent

an erroneous reading.

100 That these contracted forms were favored by common speech is highly

probable. Parallel to the K in Ez 8:6 we have the common Mishnic word

inp. Yet each word might be wrongly read and therefore the Q.
iooa QPV different "will break down her gates" (fTppp) with nyi appar-

ently unexpressed. I cannot determine the underlying reading.
101 A Niphal reading of the K, yjpj (cf. Isa 40:24), is possible though not

probable.

102 The K may be D*-J9 as in Num 3:49 or
Q]~fi

as a plural abstract noun,

meaning "ransom", like^YIJ? in v. 48. We prefer the second view. O def-

initely=Q K'pnfi. GJP "redemption" may be either D*"j?n r the abstract

noun
D!*J9

of the Q, more probably the former.

1(* Cf. especially Gen 22:13 and II K 3:27 for the pronominal suffix in this

construction.

"
Certainly plural; cf. in the same verse lpj?Pl.

Ios Certainly plural; cf. in the same verse ira'l.

106 See other examples of this word in the same passage. B has the singular,

A and its group, the plural (Margolis).
10 * In Ps 16:2

fl-)ip$ occurs without a KQ, as in II Ki 18:20 (Cf. the parallel

passage Is 36:5 'fl^D^). It may be due either to a shortened form like Aramaic

n^tpp or, more probably it belongs to older orthography. See Ges-K 44, 2,

note 4.

108 Note the large number of Yods: n0jr 'D Vljn', which may have brought

about the loss of the first.

109 The article with N'aon makes an article with H'21D imperative.
I0 a G. difficult.

110 So Ehrlich ad loc., who prefers the form without the article as being

the form used exclusively in poetry.
111 So vocalized by Baer. Ginsburg and others vocalize with a Kames:

. Both are unsatisfactory, see Delitzsch, op. cit. 4a, 95a. V reads:

1?,
P Dfl'Ciialrrp, T OiTnmpl, LXX (freely) "in their places."

112 This verse nas always been a crux interpretum. The Q, as it stands, with

m a word of Persian origin, is impossible. Whether the K can be utilised

either in the meaning of the Assyrian root "isdu" (foundation) or the Syriac

root eshad (to pour) or the Hebrew noun
ri'lt^lSj (Josh 10:40 and elsewhere)

is highly doubtful. Emendations like nV?^ B> or IT]pv
*

B>$ have been

plentiful. See Dillmann ad loc. P an', G aggeloi eq. "strong ones" from

nntfN? So Field.

113 A highly instructive example: the two words that the K has joined belong

to different stichs of the verse. This is already recognised by the accentua-

tion, Rashi and Kimhi. P imu )D eq.
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"* Though the word occurs in different forms: n^^D PS 10:8 and

10:14, its existence is indisputable. The Arabic halaka "be black" is parallel

to the Aramaic, i|1i0q "poor, unfortunate" (cf. Pro 22:29). Whether the

Masorah meant the two forms quoted above as equivalent to ''j'p'D
a d ^lV'CT

as is asserted by Olshausen, Delitzsch, (par. Sa) and Cheyne, is uncertain.

Yet Kimhi (D'tfVmn my) and Ibn Ezra (o'KDJ 103 D'3) definitely interpret

it as two words D'^3, ^'0 "an army of dejected ones" an explanation impos-

sible linguistically. V "pauperum", perhaps a a guess. T 'jy; P NJn*TO3

K3N31 eq. the Q?
"s The K is followed, and rightly, by LXX, Vul, Tar. Kimhi's attempt to

interpret the Q as "proudest oppressors", though preferred by some (see

BOB) is to our mind unavailing. Parallel to D'jJNtf we expect one word

D'jVtJJ. See Delitzsch ad loc.

116 There is really no variation here. The K knows no final letters, and so

the older, non-separated writing is preserved in the archetype, while the Q
has already separated the words and employs the final letters. In Jb 40:6,

the Q is incorrect.

117 This name shows several fluctuations in orthography. In I Sa 25:32,

^J'SiJ occurs, unchanged by the Q. See Noeldeke, ZDMG, 1883, p. 537 n. on

this name.

118 Its etymology has been variously given: 1) from IT and
D^?tj>

"a founda-

tion of peace" (Gesenius). 2) from Uru (city) and Salim (nomen Dei), so

Sayce, Jastrow. On the Tel-Amarna tablets it occurs already as Urusalim

(see Zimmern in ZA, 1891 p. 252-4 and Schrader: COT, Glossary for the

Assyrian forms). Whatever its etymology, it undoubtedly falls into our

group.
" The K is vocalized by Baer and Ginsburg as Tl^lnj. We prefer to

assume the same diphthongal absorption as in the other members of the

group, 'pfl'i
and ]$1 are exactly parallel. Perhaps the LXX loadeim (Alex-

andrinus loadein) goes back to the diphthong "ai" contracted to "ei".

120 Cf. the locative form found in the K: nnVtthT.

UI This view is opposed by Ges-K 32, 2 note 4, who maintains that a late,

contracted'form
JjibJ

is implied by the K. This has however no warrant any-

where in Hebrew. The form
ljl$

which occurs three times as a masculine is so

vocalized because of an unwillingness to leave a vowel at the end of a word.

133 Ges-K par. 32 note 4, insists that these forms were construed by the

Masorah as first persons and hence left uncorrected. This is unlikely in the

last instance, Mic 4:13, and is difficult in the others. It seems more in accord-

ance with the spirit of the Masorah to maintain that, in these isolated cases,

no variants presented themselves, as in the exception to list #13.

1333. G: "you beswore me" eq. D'V$ tf$> with the verb interpreted causatively.

M2b G: "you have sinned to defile your ways", reading perhaps for the text
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niy]i7 n$ D3 some such text as . . .*? fljnij J?8 DJ. I am unable to

restore the missing verbal form that resembles T\iah graphically, and means

"defile".

IMO Vss. all read the Q flygtp, vocalizing as a third person feminine singular,

thus T\yi$y. This seems to be the interpretation of the accents, viz.
'JjlVP-l?

'$>B3. Nevertheless the K is undoubtedly correct, and the verse is to be divided

as follows: non^D nynn '0B3 // 'py&ip "isitf Vip.
"3 In the same verse the later form occurs in the text without any KQ.
3a G:^ eq. K.

* G(B) reads nJ3tf.

"" Cf. Zech 11:17 ]NXn '3tJ7, ^NH 'JH.

"<a P read the entire phrase as a singular: riSBtp vb 1J-

"4b G read niNXin as a singular, perhaps induced by the K.

"* G omits niNXin and rend, flyy]
as a singular.

125 G: r?3Bf
sa Q 3D is feminine in the Mishnic idiom niB' 'B 13D3; cf. BDB s. v. n.

126 The older form of n"^ occurs in Lev 25:21; 26:34; Jer 13:19 and Ez 24:12

iincorrected by the Q.

127 The Q is an impossible form. Perhaps 'p^Jj^l is intended, parallel to

'felfel? n'.lp. Cf. nj irjzpp MV equivalent to 'P^IJ 'fV (?) As & stands, the

K is preferable to the Q. G: emen meaningless; Complutensian read ainen.

"?a G S P T r. the participle passive. V "circumspectans" eq. nD5 or per-

haps '1B^ in a middle sense, cf. Can 3:8 a-jfl 'fln$ and the common Mishnic

forms like inD.
128 Cf. Isa 27:4 nyftptf'

129 K is a plural "on its sides", cf. Bevan, Driver, et al. Cf. also the idiomatic

Rabbinic phrase (Hullin 3a) V3J ^y noiy VKnl'l and the plural use of "mix

before suffixes in Biblical Hebrew.

w The K is pronounced "meyoth", so Koenig op. cit. I, p. 287.

131 So throughout the book of Daniel. It is possible that this pronunciation

came about in order not to pronounce ^. More probably the variation is

purely phonetic: "Da ni'el" became "Da ni'yel" in rapid pronunciation.

See note 130.

i3w ySSi r:
"
t ije prophet", which may be either K or Q.

133 Po'el participle with Mem omitted. (So Driver). The root is used in the

Pi'el in Rabbinic Hebrew in another connotation.

133 K occurs in Ez 47:10, with no KQ.
J3sa G (B) r.: hoi eisin eq. Nin^. G (A) Danaioi eq. Q?
1)4 Q is the form that appears everywhere else, and the K is probably a

textual error. Yet it may be that iTn and nin offer an analogy to the n',0

and njtf of our passage.

135 The K is an erroneous form based on the analogy of "6" imperfect.
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Errors of this type are very frequent in Arabic and must have played an

important part in the history of Hebrew. The reverse error occurs in the

Ashkenazic ritual in the Amidah: ^ ^fll? instead of u'j ^hJ?.

6 The K has Mishnic orthography.

w The Q occurs in MT in Isa 14:14; Am 4:13 and Jb 9:8. We have here

an archaic feminine construct like 'Ololn, '010NT? with retracted accent

before a monosyllable. See Ewald 211d, Ges-K 87, 5; "ba md the" not

"bd mo the". The Holem is reduced to Hateph Kames because it is now

distant from the accented syllable, as e. g. "M mo the yam". Yet the K can

be preserved with the receding accent thus: "ba m6 the yam". Probably the

Q is preferred on euphonic grounds.

*3 8 The word is a hapax legomenon, and either orthography is equally

satisfactory.

'" Here the explanation given in the prefatory remarks seems to apply

with peculiar force. The Vav here is merely a guide to the Kames, namely, it

stands for the vocalization '93"] rather than '^-p.

w The Poel form is correctly given in our K with Holem. A form similar

to our Q occurs to my knowledge only in Is 44:13 (the second time) im.tjfj',.

There the Holem may change because of its distance from the accent, a reason

which does not hold in our case.

'' In all these examples the distance from the accent probably caused the

reduction of the vowel. On the K cf. I Sa 5:3, 6.

*<* On K cf. II Ch 24:26, but see preceding note.

1423 p n N>JJ7.

x The Q is the normal form. On the two forms of K and Q cf. O'
1?^ and

D'Vcih, similar pairs like Ti?$ and TiT^, and other examples in Biblical

Aramaic.

x See Ges-K 102, 1, note. Normally, though not always, ]o is preserved

before the article. Yet Q is possible cf. Jud 20:15; Ez 43:6. See note 147

below.

'
Exceptions to the syncope of the He occur quite frequently, I Sa 13:21

et al. See Ges-K 35, 2, 2 note.

** For the assimilation of this He cf. Isa 23:11; Jer 39:7; Pr 24:17.

w See note 144. Before softer consonants, ]D is often unassimilated. Cf.

')? 19 Joel 1:12; I Ch 5:18 and !?1p ]Q, ^"$1 ]Q Ps 104:7.

x*8 The explanation of our KQ will not differ from that of $13 and B>3', pi]

(Ex 2:9) and pr (ibid.) and perhaps 00' (Gen 50:26) and D'P. We can assume

either a metathesis of roots or that these are conjugated on i"y analogy and

vice versa. See Ges-K 70, 2, note 2 end.

x< The stem ^>np has undergone quite extensive metathesis in Hebrew.

Cf. npJjV ^flP? > and our verb root n^p. For a metathesis bringing about an
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aspirate He at the end of a word cf. D'fl^SZp Esr 4:4 and note 151. P om.

Vss. "gathered". The reading is indeterminate.

150 The K occurs in the text in Isa 28:19 and the Q occurs elsewhere. Not-

withstanding Ibn Ezra's objection (see his commentary on Isa 28:19) meta-

thesis is probably the best explanation of the two forms. So also BDB.
isoa AS read "tottering", from jm, perhaps eq. K. G (Qmg):" dispersion"

so also Th in 29:18.

'S' On the K cf, Isa 17:14 n1n^3.
'* A hapax legomenon, and hence both forms are equally satisfactory.

153 The K in the meaning of "bed, couch" is common in the text. Perhaps

the varying form in the Q intends to differentiate between this meaning and

that of "the lower projecting story of the Temple".
Js4 The Q occurs normally; the K once again in 48:4.

s<a G: "ropes". A: "paths" eq. Q.

*5s The noun occurs in varying forms. Besides the two forms of our KQ.

we have n1p")t^ Jud 5:16 and np>"$ several times more.

sa G: eis Zogora eq. TC\!$t.

6 The word is an hapax legom.

* The Q occurs in Ez 42:5.

8 There is doubt here as to the K. Cf. Baer and Ginsburg ad loc. If the

form we have adopted for the K be correct, the Q is preferable, occurring

in Hab 3:6, Jb 6:19, Ps 68:25. Yet the K is not impossible. Cf. Neh

12:31, rb'fOfl. According to Ginsburg, the K is DJTD^m. Printed editions

of Targum read ]l!V3nD3, the rendering of this K. Lagarde's text reads

JirDnoa agreeing with Mad., as normally. G (A) PV plural. G(B)

singular.

159 BDB prefers the K in the meaning of "unattainable secrets". Cf. Jer

33:3 onyT V nmni. G: "grown together". V "Fortified" eq. K? T
renders "your strength" eq. Q?

160 On the K cf. the Q on Isa 10:13; on the Q cf. Jb 3:8.

161 The K as a pure participle is preferable: "those placed, i. e. dwelling in

Casiphia". P: "placed" eq. K. V: "Nathinaeos" eq. Q. G. Ton Athaneim for

which read Ton Nathaneim. Yet the underlying text is uncertain.

161 See list 34.

I63 The K may be vocalised nip'flT like p'^jf, or
nip'fl")

as a parallel form

to
nlpj^") (raphe) in Isa 40:19. The only warrant for the Q occurs in a dubious

passage, Ez 7:23 plm? ntpjj.

l6* The Q form occurs in I Ch 2:21 and is given by LXX Segoub.

165 Cf. the proper name "iiaj.

166 See list 34 and note 160. G: "strong ones" from fjisi "itflV (Isa 14:9),

hence Q.
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Ifi 7 The word is a hapax legom. P HOTBOT, G Ton lnoran eq. Q: JYlN
1

].

S: "sight".

168 The same KQ in Jer 52:31. The word is a hapax legom.
' The word proper is a hapax, though similar forms occur in Jer 5 :20

18:13. On the form cf. Earth 82e.

170 Perhaps in the meaning "your treasure", the substantive form of the

K is to be preferred.

'?' Cf. TVJ in Aramaic and "iiyr in Syriac as parallel to our forms. How-

ever, the K is probably an error.

i7 p 31(0! goes back to Qere. GVT eq. Q.

" Cf. ^Cfl'aK II Sa 3:4; I Ch 3:8.

* On the K cf. Gen 32:31; on the Q cf. Gen 32:34. G (B) r. Pheliel for

which read Pheniel equalling K.

JM The K occurs in the text unchanged in Jer 2:10; the Q in Isa 23:1 and

elsewhere.

' On the Q cf. Ez 24:8; 26:4, 14, fl'fl, and the noun PII^D^ of which

this may be a plural. The K is almost certainly an error. We have included

it here because of its superficial resemblance to the other members of this

group.

i7sa p r Nry -^sjo, proving a mis-reading into D'ry, derived from K n"jy

rather than from D'UJ? Q.

"tf It would seem that the complete form preferred by the Q is m3t{> 3'IJ^.

See conclusion 2 in the introduction and the examples in detail.

J" The variation between these prepositions is not based on textual errors,

but is inherent in the language itself. The same confusion is frequently met

with in the Aramaic papyri of Elephantine and is often the basis of Madinchae-

Ma'arbae variants. Other examples of this interchange of Vy for b in the

Bible are common. See BDB s. v. ^y, 7c.

f 8 The meaning called for is "put to shame", see BDB. The Q is the Hiphil

of 013 which always appears in this '"B form, except in Ps 44:8 and 53:6. Yet

the K from the root 0N3 gives a similar and satisfactory meaning.

" The K from m "to fashion"; the Q from ns' "to create, form".

180 The K is to be preferred on the principle of the difficilior lectio. The

root occurs in Arabic bafrila in the meaning "to be avaricious". Yet Rabbinic

literature offers a far better parallel. ^rja means "to hasten". Thus in

Mechilta, Bo, Pithcha 2 N31 3'3n ^IV3 "when the ripening of grains came

very early". Cf. Jastrow s. v. ^ri3 for other references, n^ruo n^>m means

therefore "a premature inheritance".

181 For the K cf. Isa 65:22 and Canticles Rabbah at 5:15 iniN n?3D -inl;

for the Q.cf.Jb 36:11.

l8a Both the K and Q have no warrant in Hebrew. The few examples quoted

by Jastrow sub verbum are plays on words and the Syriac parallel
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(boards?) is very doubtful. See Budde ad loc. p. 6 bottom for further refer-

ences.

l82a G:"tomake rare".

183 For etymology see BDB s. v. The K occurs in the meaning "food supply"

in I Sa 22:10 and "food" in Ps 78:25. The Q occurs in Gen 25:28 and Neh

13:15.

l8* The K is the plural of nyp) on Aramaic lines (See Lagarde Bild. der

Nomina p. 10). Other forms are found in Ex 30:5; Ps 65:9. The Q is plural

of n^R, forms of which appear in I Ki 12:31; 27:4.

I8s On K cf. Ez 16:51; Hos 2:3; on the Q cf. Jb 1:4; 42:11; I Ch 2:16. The

Palestinian and Constantinople recensions express our text; Egyptian and

Syrian recensions omit. G r. T'3 !?3 nw, thus showing 'n' of our Q (Margolis:

Joshua).

186 This plene writing of rmtfNl is by no means isolated. In Jb 8:8 and

15:7 ]W) appears and in the Samaritan Pentateuch the Yod is always written

in all forms of this word (see Koenig 11,1, 255 note).

l8?On the K, cf. Cant 1:9, 15; 2:10, etc: 'J^yi; on the Q cf. Jud 11:38;

Ps 45:15. The Q goes back to nyi a feminine form of nVT which occurs in

the K of Pr 3:28; 27:10. See below in this list.

188 The K is preferred by BDB as exhibiting the root form.

I8 The K may be an example of the so-called apocopated plural, (see Cheyne

on Isa 5:1), or we may be dealing with an abbreviation which was commonly

practised in Biblical manuscripts. See Ginsburg's Introduction. The pos-

sibility of the K's being looked upon as an apocopated plural (or perhaps an

abbreviation) of D'Xn must be taken into account in judging the rendering

of the Vss.

w The correct form is in the K, see Driver. The Q form is influenced by

l^iD. It occurs in the text in Ez 44:5.

x x The Q is impossible. The K is the softer form of $l; cf. Aramaic 'n'N,

Arabic aisa, Mich 6:10 tftffl and Prov 18:24, tffl.

'' The dual is usually found, Ex 26:27, Ez 46:19 etc. Yet the K is not

impossible.

193 This K, which meets us again in Jer 31:38 and Zech 1:16, is perfectly

satisfactory. Thus n$3 (Jer 48:29) by the side of NJ (Is 16:6). 1
1

? 3^ V~\\

(Deut 33:7) has been plausibly explained as equal to 1^ n^T V"JJ (as in Jud

9:29), based on Ben Sira 30:23 n (equals nflS) and 37:23 DJ (equivalent to

npj). See J. Klausner in 13D)B> 1923, p. 49. Vss. are indeterminate, except

G synegmenoi eq. "brought together" from mp hence eq. K.

w The Q is a poetical form, see Ehrlich.

195 The singular is NJJ,
the plural nlK'J, like r\]l and D'fl'I. On K cf. Ez

35:8
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'tf On K cf. I Sa 10:14 |; Jb 8:2 ]$ ny; Mishnic ]$. The Q is more com-

mon with Mem, see Gen 29:4, 42:7 et al.

'" On K cf. Gen 3:22; Is 54:15.

198 "Uth" and Ith" forms of noun are common. Cf. main and n'3in,

niDin and n'Din, nitfon and n'Bten. They are equally frequent in Aramaic.

" Earth, 124c, explains the K and forms like Tin?, ^?13J and Dip), as trans-

formations from "ivfl, !?V3, etc. The ending may be the same here as in

'T?W '^8 etc ' The meaning is connected with "HD and mD "sinners", see

Targum, Rashi. The K and Q are therefore at least of equal value.

900 The contracted forms
3jii, ^3fl, titf (Nu 23:17; Jb 2:6; I Ch 11:25) D3ftJ

and DJfl are very common. The Q occurs in Gen 20:16 et al.

301 The idiom njnn n ny occurs in Gen 39:9, Deut 31:18; jnn DM nJJ
in II Ki 21:7 and elsewhere.

303 The K is a collective noun "the gate of potsherds" i. e. where they were

thrown, nlD"jg being the plural of D"}fl, cf. 3^(7, nl3"}!J Another view of K
in note #198. G charseith, ASTh, arseith all eq. Q.

a The pronoun nM is 1r plus the feminine ending n. Here we have another

feminine ending n. superadded. Similarly in French "le demain" became

"lendemain", which takes another article and becomes: "le lendemain".

a(* The K is construct, like njR from nap,. See note 193.

a s On the two forms of K and Q, cf. II Ki 19:13 1'$ and its parallel Is 37:13

7\l\j,. The K may either contain an anticipatory suffix, like Ex 2:16 intnm

T?'n nN, a common usage in Aramaic and Mishnic Hebrew, or it may be a

petrified suffix like r^fl.'.

aofi The K is the plural of 'JN (Wright: Comp. Semitic Grammar p. 99).

It is the regular form in Mishnic Hebrew.

3 i See end of note 205. The KQ are identical in meaning.
ao* See note 198. The Aramaic forms are both N1}"$1N and 1$i, so

that Hebrew can have either the Yod or the Vav form. Thus Aramaic ]iizn

yields Hebrew ni'110"! similar to our K.

ao The etymological form is best shown in the K. Yet the Q is the usual

form of the adjective.

ai The K may be an error due to
'tpjp.

Nevertheless Kimhi's interpreta-

tion (nSDU TV) is borne out by such forms as '^fl by the side of Y$ I Sa

20:36. To the Madinchae, our K is Q.

a" The K is vocalized by Ginsburg D'^CJ. Unless we are dealing with a

textual error, nfl Ex 35:22 may have as a by-form 'fltj,
whose form exists in

our K. The Q is normal, see Ez 19:4, et al.

aia We prefer to vocalize the K with a Sere, cf. above ^Blflfl and Mesha

Inscription 1. 12 ^iON. Geiger (p. 292) maintains that in many instances *?$

was changed to ^'H "tendenzioes". That this has anything to do with our

K spelling, is doubtful.
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"3 On K cf. Is 14:6; 32:10, Hos 8:7; Jb 41:18. On the Q, Hos 7:2 et al.

" As we have vocalized the K, it is a variant noun form to the Q. It may

perhaps be vocalized D'JHi? OiJ'V'Vv^ D^'STW- B'^'/V would be the

plural of ntyy,. Cf. D'Dn, O'ntfB, O'Btf, O'Jl', O'Vnn, etc. Cf. Ehrlich Rand-

glossen vol. 1 p. 8 for a discussion of these plural endings. G "from your

deeds", as above!

"s The Q is here definitely an older form than the K, evidence of mere

manuscript variation. The K occurs unchanged in Jb 5:16.

216 K meaning "God's knowledge" is preferred by BDB. On the form cf.

rrnanW Cant 8:6.

"i Perhaps the Q r\$W goes back to n$)0, a metathesis from njtjtf our

K; cf. nyjf and njyj. More probably our K is merely an error.

218 The K goes back to HJD (as '55 to n;>a); the Q to ]JD, "apparently a

parallel form", (BDB). So also
D'J13,f

from
)jj

and njj. The difficult verse

Ps 45:14 HD'JB "^0 D3 pni33 ^3 has been emended by Krochmal and Graetz

to D'3'JB. Perhaps the textual np'JB is to be vocalised PJI^JB, as in our K.

On the final He as the ending of the oblique case, cf. Ehrlich 1, 6, Earth

p. 352 and Ges-K 90, 2c.

ai The K from nV"i; the Q from yj. See Ges-K 93, 3, 4; Koenig II, 1

p. 78 f., who point out that the original "ay" is contracted to "e" before suffixes.

Cf. DiyiDt?!? Is 5:12, Da 1:16; DD'fltpp Da 1:10; }W1Q Gen 41:21 etc.

220 The Q occurs in the text only twice, Pro 18:18; 19:13; and is an inexplic-

able plural from ]1iQ. Either a'Jlllp (cf. ni1p!J from Dip!?) or D'H 1? (on

Aramaic lines), which occurs in the text 6:19 and 10:12 deserves preference.

m See notes 187 and 219.

222 On the K cf. Pro 7:9 as well as Deut 32:10; Ps 17:8, Pro 7:2. The KQ
is a hapax legomenon. G "eyeball" eq ]1tt)'K K.

2 We have vocalised the K with Kames, against Baer and Ginsburg, as

a sign of an undetermined accusative, cf. Arabic abadan. D. Yellin in his

paper in the Abrahams Memorial Volume discusses ]ft3% as an old accusative.

The K would be an accusative on Hebrew ground, see Ehrlich I p. 6, Ges-K

90, 2c and Barth 216b.

22<Cf. onKIsalS:!; 16:3; 21:11.

"s The K may differ from the Q only orthographically.

236 Unless it be an error, the K bears the same relation to the Q as D'JpriR

to D"jp,; or it may be vocalised oi"llp3 so Baer, Ginsburg and BDB, and we

may compare nini? and nod-

"7 The K is derived from liDCJip; cf. Isa 4:6 Tint?*?, by the side of IJjpl?

and Obad. 1:6 VJIS^JP from TiB^O- Or it may be vocalized D^'l^rjO- Cf.

note 214.

328 The
) ending is no longer looked upon as an Aramaism. Besides such

passages as I Ki 11:3; II Ki 11:13 and Prov. 31:3. it occurs also on MI, as
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for example ]i$hy. See Ges-K 87a. Vss follow Q. Ho Hebraios (eq. Aquila ?,

so Field, Reider) transliterates K. thanin, if the final letter may be trusted.

MS
Qif-j^ cannot refer to the dwellers but to the dwelling places, cf. Deut

3:5; I Sa 6:18. We expect a word in apposition to DHin'n. The K suits our

text perfectly it occurs in the meaning of "dweller in hamlet" in Meg. 19a

?1")D topi 10V ]3 ?ne and is a participle passive used actively like
'jintj

Cant 3:8 or TQI? in the Mishnah.

930 The Q is the more usual form; yet the K shows the etymology more

distinctly, see Koenig II p. 146.

"3' The Greek Kitharis, the Syriac "kitara" and the Latin "cithara", would

seem to favor the K. Yet vocalic changes in borrowed words are common.

The Targum in our current text reads Dlinp in Isa 5:12, but this is of slight

value. See Krauss: Lehnworter I, p. 193, II, p. 573.

asa This noun occurs as rPt?bZ?lD in Da 3:5, 15; in Syriac as N'JIDJC. See

Krauss II p. 376, 390, on later forms, and Bevan, Book of Daniel, p. 41, as

well as BDB for further references.

a33 Both etymology and meaning of the word are obscure, see Montgomery
ad loc.

"34 The K is not regarded as necessarily a Hebraism. W01JK occurs in Naba-

tean inscriptions frequently, see Lidzbarski: Nord-Semit. Epigraph, p. 222;

S. A. Cooke: Aramaic Glossary p. 219.

"35 The K is the original form: N'lip with suffixes, which meets us in the

Elephantine Papyri constantly.

'36 \Ve follow Baer here against Ginsburg's contradictory text. Many
etymologies have been proposed from Persian and Greek. See BDB for a

full discussion. Our vocalization is based on the Persian "ham ya nah" as

its derivation.

w The K is the plural of 13*1 ;
the Q is the form more familiar in Hebrew.

The assimilation of 331 is very frequent in Syriac.

"38 On Q cf. Isa 8:7. Cf. the KQ on Ex 37:8 in this list above and notes 184,

and 185.

33 K has the more original form.

3* K is not a Hebraism. It occurs in the Aramaic of Jer 10:11 and in Nab-

atean. See Cooke p. 241, Lidzbarski p. 264.

a ' Cf. the Targumic forms
'"pjj

and 1^}J in Jastrow. See also note 198.

a<2 The K may be an absolute form like ii?8 and ty% (Cf., Ehrlich: Komm.

zu Psalmen note 1). Perhaps it occurs in Pro 28:23 K^? ]fl '-j^ o"|$ 1T310

(see Ehrlich ad loc.). It is perhaps used to vary the narrative in our passage.

a<3 The Aramaic orthography ofm 1 meets us in II Ch 16:25 and elsewhere.

See BDB p. 432a on this form.

a-4 On the K's orthography cf. I Sa 22:2; Isa 24:2 et al where the vocaliza-
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tion is however on '"b analogy. On the Q cf. Deut 15:2; Neh 5:10, 11. P r.

D'tflpJ" carrying".

a The K form occurs in I Ki 12:33; the Q meets us in the Talmud, Nedanm

lOa o'Dsn natf ]i0b.

a 6 The N*
1

? form of the Q is very poorly attested, Deut 28:66 and the dif-

ficult Hos 11:7. Normally the K form occurs.

a ? Besides the K in Pro 3:30, we have a1n in Jud 11:25, 3*1 Jb 40:2, as

examples of }"y forms.

a*8 Though no other instances of }'y of this verb occur, the proposed emend-

ation of Jb 33:27 nfeM into T0; (See BDB) is unnecessary, if it is recognised

that TB> may occur in Tie) forms.

'4 See Noldeke ZDMG 1883 p. 537. The possibility of Ty forms is not

excluded. PVT r. "to rejoice". Gr. "rear well", perhaps due to a mis-reading

of bw ^13 K as ^37 VlJ. The suggestion is however very dubious.

as The root is ^1N and occurs in Ps 73:4 as oblK '131.

's' The verb is 313; the Q occurs only in Malachi 1:12. G V "fruit" eq K.
as Q a hapax legomenon.
ass Q a hap. legom. On K cf. Isa 38:14.

"s Q normal form. The K 310 occurs in different meanings in Rabbinic

literature. See Jastrow s. v.

ass Q, the normal form, yet the Arabic cognates are all Yy forms: "ring",

frank'," width", bawak.

as On K cf. Is 26:17; Ps 55:5; on Q, Jer 23:17; 30:23.

as7 The K occurs in another meaning in Is 33:21. The Q is undoubtedly

right.

On the K cf. Ps 57:7; 119:85; on the Q cf. Jer 2:6. 18:20 et al. Perhaps

the difficult mtPN on Mesha Insc. line 9, 23 by the side of n'PN Ben Sira

50:3 may also be compared. G "
speech"=K ni}'l?!

On the K cf. Isa 45:16 D'T '#3C1 "fashioners of idols"; on the Q cf.

"I12C and especially the feminine mix. S "strong", a reference to God, cf.

BDB s. v. ni2 p. 849b. A "character" eq. Q from mis.
260 The verb is usually l"y; Ps 22:20; 38:23 et al; yet the adverb is '"y cf.

Ps 90:10, and an ''y form may well exist in our K.

a6x The word is a hap. legom.

161 The eight '"a verbs are atfl', pf, YP\ "IX', "?'?', 10', 03', ]'. Forms on

the analogy of the VB occur as follows: aijno, l^ii, Vji0, (Q in Mic 1:8, see

note below), itfin (Ps 5:9 K) and 0'3ln (II Sa 19:6).

a'J Though the K is the normal form, the Q is a perfectly possible form.

Another '"B form of this verb occurs in the K of Jer 50:8 (See below). See

also the Aramaic fcttTtf.

afi4 The normal Hiphil of px' is on 3*B analogy, cf. ip'SI] II Sa 15:24. The

imperative Kal preserves the Yod in Ez 24:3, like the genuine "fl.
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** The LXX read D30tf ipio and Rashi interprets: "a roof beneath which

one sat on the Sabbath." Kimhi assumes "jD
1 as a root which occurs once

more in Ex. 30:32. The form and meaning are obscure. G seems to be sub-

stantiating Q. P apparently secondary (from G) ND30 n'3.

266 As we have vocalized the K, we have here merely a variation between

Pu'al and Hiphil. For the K we have ample warrant in the Piel of Jb 38:12

and the Pual of II Ki 10:11
;
Ps 55:14 et al. Yet we prefer to assume a Hophal

of a '"fl in the K which is to be vocalised njn'D, as a passive to the Hiphil.

Cf. rVO'D in Bib. Aram., taken as a Hophal by Lambert, Earth and Strack:

Gram. Bib. Aram. par. I7b. The view of Miihlau-Volck that jn' is a Tfl

because of the Arabic wada'a (ponere) was energetically and successfully

contested by Delitzsch: Prolegomena p. 26 note, who compared Assyrian "idu"

and Ethiopic 'ayda'a "to announce"; "J?T von Haus aus . . . ein eigentlicher

Stamm primae Yod ist. Woerter wie yylD sind Analogiebildungen." BDB

recognises the primae Yod character of this root. Yet practically all forms

commonly met with look like primae Vav!
2 * The K has the Hiphil on I"B analogy. Cf. Ps. 5:9 below. See BDB for

cognates. The Sabean ini is a TB ;
the Arabic yasara is a '"B evidence of

the danger of invoking cognates uncritically.

268 The asyndeton of the K is preferable. Besides our passage, a '"B form

of 30' occurs in Ez 35:9 K 11J30'fl (See note 271). Arabic watkaba "to spring"

and Ethiopic 'awsaba "secum cohabitare facere" have nothing in common

with the Hebrew root. For an altogether distinct etymology of 30' see Ehrlich,

vol. II p. 323. T. r. '3in} eq. '30^. Perhaps T should be vocalized '31^ eq.

a6' The known antiquity of place names makes the '"B form in the Q prefer-

able. Sabaean shows yfl'D. See BDB s. v. Read for P ny'BO nj?B'0 eq Q.

270 The proposed vocalization of the K wyi as an imperfect is impossible.

We vocalize it as an imperative. See note 263. G read W$], derived from K.
2" The Q is impossible, coming as it does from the root 310. On this use

of 30' of the K, meaning "to be inhabited" cf. Ez 29:11 300 wV and often

Ehrlich's assumption that the K is merely a plene writing for nj^0p is unneces-

sary, in view of our remarks in note 268.

272 Though an error may be present, it is difficult to say whether the K or

the Q is original. The form nDID may be an "Analogiebildung" exactly like

jniD, see note 266. G tr. "space". T N'XTlD l^SPD eq. nly^iH n1"H?!9

eq. K.
2 The Q ^10 is explained by BDB "apparently, barefoot, stripped".

In Jb 12:17, 19, where this word occurs, an entirely different meaning is

required. We prefer the K as a Shaphel formation of ^' (always '"B) in the

meaning "wailing". We shall then have perfect parallelism, for each stich

will express the idea of mourning: a) niBDN b) ^V'0 c) nBDB d)
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"M On the K cf. Isa 45:2; on the Q cf. Pro 4:25.

" Unless the K is a textual error, we have here a '" noun from
*]"?'.

Cf.

Ex 2:9 '3'V'D- The other Hiphil forms are on I'D analogy. Yet the possibility

of the K being a plene writing of nls^'fl from il^CJ must not be overlooked.

276 K jussive (though not always so, cf. Ges-K 109, 2b); Q, simple futurity.

In the Commination of Deut 28:15 ff., we have both jussive and simple im-

perfect forms mingled constantly.

*?6a GV from NT. P omits. Targum eq. Q.

*ii The Madinchae reverse the KQ, proving the purely variational character

of the divergents.

378 The K can be construed as an adverb, so LXX, or as a verb like the Q.
2" The Yod in the Hiphil imperative occurs in Isa 43:8; Jer 17:18; Ps 94:1

et al., while V'ttpo forms occur in II Ki 8:6; Ps 142:5 (0'3H) and elsewhere.

The K may therefore be vocalised B'3fl or CJ'gt}. The b'tpptf form of the

imperative occurs frequently in later Hebrew.

280 Cf. the non-jussive aiBty, n^T.3 not KTJ.
381 The K is certainly a scribal error. G omits. Palestinian recension seems

to have read
JJtplj equal to K? (Margolis)

282 The usages of -jbn are various. On the Q cf. Isa 3:16; Jer 50:4, BDB
s. v. -jbn 4c. Either one of the two infinitives of this construction may be

changed into a finite verb: Jos 6:13 lypfli -[iVi?;
II Sa 13:9 np.VI! "]&% Or

both may occur as finite verbs (Cf. BDB s. v. 4d) I Sa 2:26 h"$] "^ft II Sa 3:1

PVQ] T^ft- The variety of construction renders our K a possible reading.

G unexpressed. Palestinian recension r.
"jlViJ,

since yipjjl
is likewise tr. by

a participle.

283 K, present time; Q past time. See Driver, Hebrew Tenses.

28* The K, though called an error by Delitzsch Schreib etc. 58b, Olshausen

224d, Gesenius 67i, is defended by Ewald 238c and Koenig 1 p. 305 as a

secondary form of the infinitive. Cf. I Ki 6:19 )EflV-

38 On the infinitive as an imperative see Ges-K 113, 4d and cf. especially

II Ki 4:43.

386 The infinitive absolute of n"!? verbs in the form nl is doubtful. Hos

10:4 ni
1

?^ may be a noun and Isa 22:13 nlni^ is the only remaining example.

On the other hand, the K offers excellent sense; the parallel ijip^ is an infini-

tive continuing a finite verb, cf. Ges-K 113, 4e. The K is preferred by Ehrlich

and Bermann (in his Hebrew commentary on Isaiah or Bahir).

387 Though BDB explains the K as lacking in a relative, it is manifestly a

textual error.

288 The K is translated by LXX, Vul.
"
vulnerans" ; the Q means "hammered,

beaten" (so most, cf. I Ki 10:16, 17 et al.) or bloody shafyata (so Ehrlich).

28 Finite verbs after 'nb3^ occur in Jud 27:18; Jer 23:14; Ez 13:3, as well
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as after ]D and |yzj^. See Driver, Hebrew Tenses (par. 41 obs.) on these

anomalous forms.
___ ^

390 The Q is a normal imperative, but the K is the precative perfect. Cf.

Driver p. 19 ff. for an illuminating discussion of this use and compare Isa 21 :14

lD"]p, Ex 24:5
iVtftpi

and Ps 68:31 115 etc. For the Arabic cf. Caspari-Mueller

par. 367, 6 and the common formula salla 'allahu 'alayhi wasattama,

" The K means: lit. "and I am ahnost moved-of-foot" (D.'b.D "IB})-

393 K has a paronomasia: D'?fl 'l^b '^b '3 "he who finds me, finds life."

For the paragogic Yod see list 17. GP vocalize D'?D 'B 1D '8& (fr m $1b).
* The verse is of difficult construction and the KQ variation is slight.

K, Kal, cf. Deut 2:12, 21:22; Q Hiphil cf. Deut 9:3 et al.

a s K Kal; Q, Hiphil. See Dillmann ad loc.

396 On the K, Niphal cf. Gen 8:12; Q, Hiphil.

"'* The K may be either Poel form in the perfect or it may be vocalized in

the meaning: "and Saul was told that David had fled to Gath and that he

should not continue to seek him." The first explanation is preferable.

498 On the Kal passive of i*y> cf. Isa 9:5 and elsewhere; the Q is in the Niphal.

399 The Q is construed as a Kal by Olshausen 241c, who compares tflhl from

ritN (II Sa 20:9). Stade and Ges-K take it as a Hiphil: "exhibited delay".

The K, as we have vocalized it, is a Piel (see Ges-K 68, 2 note). Other vocali-

zations have been suggested, as e. g. lfl';|j equivalent to 10^11 from "ICH^-

3 On K cf. Lev 24:20; Est 9:13, where a jussive force can be sensed in the

imperfect. G r. Q as
]fl?.

301 The following Btylfll as well as the parallel in Ps 18:8 (Btyafll) makes the

masculine form of the Q untenable. Vss. all seem to follow K. Q is impossible

grammatically.

3" On K cf. I Sa 23:26: II Sa 4:4 et al; on Q cf. Ps 31:23; 116:11.

33 The K is Polal passive to Polel, which meets us in II Sa 1 :10 (incu?1$)

Ps 34:22 and elsewhere; the Q is the passive of the Hiphil.

34 On K see the Kal in Jer 31:29; Ez 18:20, 27; on the Q cf. Deut 17:6.

305 Parallel to the Hiphil of the K is the Piel, which likewise has the transi-

tive meaning "to bring into bondage". See II Sa 8:11. For the Q cf. Jer 34:16;

Neh 5:5.

306 The Kal of the K meaning "to increase" is preferable to the Niphal of

the Q "to be propagated" (cf. |]j
"fish" and f"10. nn, and their denominative

verbs). So BDB.
307 Koenig I, p. 511 assumes only one root B>1D used both in the Hiphil and

the Kal (against Boettcher). On the K cf. Isa 46:7; Ps 55:12; on the Q cf.

Josh 1:8; Isa 59:21 et al.

3 The root nij? meets us in the Bible in the Polel illy Ps 146:9 et al. In

Ben Sira 4:11 we find, as in our Q, the Hiphil ra D'raa hzb TJjni. In our

passage then we have an excellent example of chiastic parallelism: abba,
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"P'jm parallel to -pnJK and nD"TK parallel to m0N. See the writer's paper

in Journal of Theological Studies, Apr. 1933, p. 162 f.

so* On K cf. I Ki 11:8; on Q cf. Jer 44:23.

310 The K has its object, "the enemy", understood, so Jud 6:11 0'?$^. Its

advantage over the Q lies in the fact that ID'JJ] and iy'1',3 nave a common

subject "Gideon's men". Moreover, these two words may be joined to the

following verse. That the word in question cannot very well refer to the camp

n3Q9 is evident from the fact that it is referred to throughout in the singular.

See verse 22.

311 On the Hiphil of the K cf. II Ch 28:33 D'-J}V&- Probably a scribal error

of Yod for Vav accounts for the anomalous form in the K.

312 See Kimhi. T: n'ty pJ'lT&n pW eq. (?J?n) nV'JIB
'
9 and so m Jer

49:19. Geq. MT.
On the K cf. v. IS.

3I* The K is a masculine verb followed by its feminine subject n'#&n a

perfectly regular phenomenon. It is preferred by Ehrlich. The Q implies a

subject Tayon T3JP with ivtftn as object.

3I* The K makes jnn subject of nrc>j; the Q makes 'n subject of 3'tpj with

jnn as its object. The difficulty with the Q is that, throughout the Psalm,

God is addressed in the second person, not the third. P=3'$l and seems to

go back to Q, or perhaps Q goes back to this reading.

316 The K is in the Hiphil; the Q is in the Kal. Both conjugations are usually

transitive, cf. Ex 2:2, 3. Yet Ehrlich prefers the K on the ground that the

Piel and Hiphil often have a reflexive or intransitive meaning, where subject

and object are identical. Cf. Gen 41:14 nVj)J, Deut 22:12 HD?!?, and Ps 10:1

D'^Jffl. Our K therefore means: "hide themselves", which cannot be extracted

from the Q.

317 We need here an intransitive meaning, which only the Kal of the K
supplies. See BDB, Ehrlich and cf. II Sa 15:20 Q.

318 Ehrlich accepts the K in a very forced manner. The Q is probably

correct.

31 The K makes "God" the subject; the Q makes toy. The suffix on 1DJ7

makes it probable that the K is correct, so Ehrlich.

320 The K means; "to keep in remembrance", cf. II Sa 18:18, Ps 45:18; the

Q means "to remember".

ssoa xne Verse is of difficult and uncertain construction. GPV r. D'H^I K.

Th has Q.

3" The K has "God" as subject; the Q has W\p. which is feminine.

3"a The Q demands an object; the K, being m the Niphal, is reflexive in

meaning.
3" The Q makes D'^HJ subject of the verb and is to be preferred to the

transitive Hiphil of the K. Ehrlich reads n'0)?:.
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3"a The K is a Po'el of nDtf, the perfect of which meets us in Isa 16:13

It is a perfect parallel to
D'J,H3-

So Duhm, Klostermann, Marti.

3*3 The Q is correct, cf. the parallel }jnj.

323 The Q is preferred by Kraeling. Yet such constructions as n^flfl '}$,

TUfty D?18 render the K not unlikely.

334 The Q must make "God" subject to extract any sense whatsoever. The

K is natural and unforced.

*** The K Ninon is the subject of the verse. Ehrlich cannot understand

how the Masorah could err into correcting the K. But no real correction is

here intended ;
the Q is a variation which in this instance is inferior to the K.

3*s The slight nuance in meaning favors the Q here. See however list #56

and note 304.

3sa The root pno "to cleanse". The K yj? p'198 y$$ nll^D is: "blows

that cleanse away evil". The Q is: "blows are a cleansing of evil". On K cf.

Delitzsch, Nowack, Wildeboer, Ehrlich.

y* The K: "do thine eyes light upon it". No other example of the Hiphil,

which the Q offers, is to be met with. See Toy, BDB.
36a Tne K: "bareness are his bones". The Q: "his bones are laid bare".

The noun occurs elsewhere Nu 23:3 et al. The verb is unique in the Pual.

P interprets the word in question as eq. to yp^, but in any event as a noun,

and hence eq. to the K.

327 No other example of the Hiphil (but see Ehrlich ad loc.); the Q is normal.

37a Tne Q is a contraction always used in y"y verbs. See Strack 22a.

3*8 We have adopted Ginsburg's vocalization of the Q form nntf Kal. The

Hiphil has a declarative force. Either reading is possible. See BDB s. v.

GS "chatter" eq. fl'typv Another reading transmitted in the name of Sym-
machus is

flitffl)
"is low".

sasa The K occurs without change in Gen 50:26. It is merely a phonetic

variant to ofcl'l. (Cf. German "u" and "u" umlaut) Cf. Ex 30:22 TjD'? from

JJDV and Strack p. 31 bottom. V passive. O WitP J mo are impersonals

equal to passives and therefore Q. G "he placed", as an active, is the K.

3a Though the Q as an impersonal plural is preferred by Kautzsch 47,

g3, Bevan p. 105, and others, the view of Behrman and Prince seems to us

more acceptable. The K i]y is a Pe'il thoroughly parallel to the Pe'il T")tp.

3a9a K is an Aramaic imperfect; the Q is the Hebrew form.

33 See Est 4:4 below. Both forms are possible.

x The K has the less common suffix, cf. Hos 8:3 iB^]-
33 The K has a Yod in order to preserve the Sere reading in the suffix.

The Q suffix a-=- is uncommon, see Isa 66:5 '|V'"Pn and Ges K 60, 2.

333 On K cf. v. 9; on the Q Gen 31:39. See Ges-K 72, 5 and note.

334 See note 330. On K cf. Ps 45:16; on Q cf. I Sa 17:10 et al.

33s The K has for its root n*xn, whence rQ^tJ. The Q has for its root
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On the form see BDB s. v. and Ges-K 53, note 4 and 55, 3. Our vocalization

of the K follows Baer, as a Hiphil; Ginsburg vocalizes it as a Piel: D'"lfl )?'

33 fi When the verb precedes a plural noun, the singular is perfectly permis-

sible. See Ges-K 115, 7 and cf. Gen 1:14; Isa 13:22 among others. In referring

to God's discourse, the singular is used 394 times (e. g. Ps 105:42 itflp

and the plural is used 60 times (e. g. Jer 23:9 iBhp nm ), so BDB s. v.

III, 2.

33? Perhaps the plural use of 3'1N is generic, like the Latin hastes, which is

always used in the plural.

33" Examples of both m and D'01 are plentiful. On K cf. I Ki 2:33; Ez

18:13; on the Q cf. II Sa 2:19; I Ki 2:32; Ez 33:5.

339 Perhaps the K is an abstract noun like DlVl^, n1"Hn:? (see Ges-K p. 385)

meaning: "open battle", as opposed to guerilla warfare. T may be expressing

the plural form in the K by his rendering: j'Tnno fconp H3J7.

340 See Rashi for a Talmudic attempt to harmonize K and Q.

341 On K cf. v. 26, 33, for the plural; Q refers only to Nathan.

34 On plural of the K see v. 31. The singular in the Q is collective. See

Burney: Kings p. X.
343 Cf. on K, Gen 42:37; II Ki 22:5; I Ch 25:2a et al; on Q cf. Jer 5:31.

33:13 I Ch 25:2b.

344 Ehrlich excludes the entire word on the score of dittography. Cf. 15:8

and 18:16 for the Q, which is correct.

345 Not only the plural in the parallel ^'yjCJS Dut also t*16 abnormal vocali-

zation of the Q instead of
'^Jjl'jn , points to the superiority of the K, see Bermann

ad loc.

34 fi As the summation of many individual acts, the plural of an abstract

noun may be used, see Ges-K p. 385. The K means: "course of their lives"

BDB.
347 On the plural of the K cf. Is 24i5; Ez 44:24, Neh 9:13 inter alia.

3<8 The idiom is 'fl |'y Din, never the plural. Cf. Gen 45:20 et al.

349 On the K cf. Ezek 16:26; 23:8, 17; on the Q cf. 16:15, 34, 36; 16:22 et al.

35 The K refers to Samaria in the main, cf. v. 46 and also v. 52. The Q
refers to all the "sisters", Sodom, Samaria, etc.

35 1 The singular is translated by LXX and Vulgate and is somewhat to be

preferred.

3s On the K cf. the plural in Jer 18:15.

353 The K is preferred by Ehrlich, who points to HJV9 I Sam 14:14. The

Q is unattested. Both the rendering of G "lawlessness" and of V "their sin"

are derived from the K Dm3J?D (rather than the Q) from
)1jj.

354 On the K cf. I Chr 17:19, 21; on the Q, Ps 71:21; 145:3; Est 1:4; 10:2.

355 The idiom is always in the singular, cf. Gen 31:29; Deut 28:32 Mi 2:1;

Pr3:27.
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3s The plural is preferable in regard to the seven things hateful to God.

3S7 Cf. v. 23 for the K; Ibn Ezra ad loc. experiences difficulty in making the

Q intelligible, but see 17:4 ]}$ nflty. Normally, though not universally, the

plural is used.

3 8 Either the singular or the plural is possible.

359 The plural occurs; see Job 41:1; Dan 1:15 and Ges-K 93, 3.

3On K, cf. Ex 2:26; Deut 21:13; 22:3; Isa 3:6, 7; on Q, Gen 35:2; 37:3

44:13, et al.

3fil Though the idiom occurs in the singular in Ecc 1 :8, the plural is possible,

see Delitzsch ad loc. For the plural verb cf. Mi 4:11: irry ]VX3 mm.
3fia See Kautzsch: Gram. Bib. Aram. 54, 3,b. We should expect the plural,

yet cf. JlTflpKI.

3*3 The Q is slightly favored by the parallel py, ytfa.

3' See Bertholet. Decision is difficult in this obscure verse.

3fis Chariots were driven with both hands, cf. II Ki 9:23.

366 In the construct relation, the verb usually agrees in number with the

genitive not the nomen regens, because of its proximity to the former. Cf.

Gen 4:10; Ex 14:4; I Sa 2:4 etc. and Ges-K 146, 1 and note. The K therefore

has 10105; in the plural in agreement with 1a'rj0tp, and UEUjty in agreement

with 'ijisjB- In both cases the K is to be preferred to the Q, so most authori-

ties.

3*7 Vmp' tf'N is used collectively and may therefore take a plural verb,

see Ges-K 145, 2 and cf. Jud 1:12; I Ki 20:20; Mi 4:3 etc. for other examples.

De Rossi manuscript #20 reads '33, perhaps induced by the K. The G hoi

huioi likewise points to the K. T: e>3 niONl V: "responderunt viri", may be

a rendering of the Hebrew collective.

3*8 The K is more strictly grammatical, using a plural verb before a com-

pound subject, cf. Gen 40:1 lon Job 3:5
in^NJ' and see Ges-K 146, 2 b. Yet

the singular verb agreeing with the nearer noun, in this case DJ73T, is well

attested. Cf. Gen 7:7; 24:50.

J6 The singular verb before a plural subject occurs frequently as e. g. Jud

13:17 K; Isa 13:22; Jer 51:48; Ps 124:5, cf. Ges-K 145-7. The author or

speaker starts with the simplest form of the verb, the uninflected third person

masculine singular, and leaves it in suspense when a plural subject is then

added, somewhat like an impersonal verb. G r. K, om. 'nay.

37 The K agrees with the subject of the clause; the Q follows the rule of

agreement with the predicate noun: D'l) 'lib
1

?. This practice is met with in

other languages, as in Vergil's famous line: "Hie, labor; hoc, opus est".

37' Cf. note 368. The K is the plural subject of TIB and in"?yi, the Q is

somewhat more normal in agreeing with the nearer noun VI9.

3?a The Q is masculine, agreeing with the normal gender of niDlpD. On the
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other hand Dlpo is construed as a feminine in Jb 20:9 inipO Tiy UTltfn "?.

See Albrecht, ZATW XVI, 1896, p. 52.

373 See Albrecht ibid p. 76. The noun DJ7D occurs as a masculine in Jb 16:28,

I Ki 7:30; normally DJ7B is feminine as in the Q.
3M The form of the Q occurs in the following verse, yet the number of

examples of the use of QQ*\ are too few to establish its gender definitely.

375 In this verse, the K is masculine in agreement with the subject JTJB,,

which is masculine and is preferred by BDB. The Q is manifestly influenced

by the following n^tjlt^.
Kimhi ad loc. attempts to make of n^B, a common

noun.

376
0j>p(p

is feminine in Ju 19:34; masculine in Gen 19:23.

377 na#, in itself feminine, has been influenced by its constant association

with 01' to become common in gender. On the feminine of the K cf. Ex 31:12;

on the Q, cf. Isa 66:2, 6.

378 The word in question refers to Moab, which may be feminine (when

personified) or masculine. Cf. verse 20 nnn '3 3NlD tf'aln. Cf. also Nahum
31:15 for a similar change in gender.

379
*|33 is normally feminine as in our Q; cf. however II Ch 3:11, 13, where

it is apparently masculine.

380 It is possible, though hardly probable, that we have here merely an

orthographic loss of He. The K is most likely an error.

381 Cf. preceding note. Yet in these abstract enumerations we find feminine

as well as masculine numerals (contrast w. 24, 29 with v. 21). The parallel

however argues for the Q; yet here the He may be due to dittography, and

the older orthography nontfW should perhaps be resolved into
nzjlil tfVt^

instead of our text. The K would then be of equal value with the Q.

382 The Q is more normal; on the K cf. Zee 3:9, 4:10 where ]]y is masculine.

383 Normally masculine as in our Q, )iDn nevertheless is used in the feminine

in Jb 31:34 mi ]lon p"IJ7 '3.

38< The Q has myj as antecedent. The K, normally held inexplicable, is to

be preferred on the ground of difficilior lectio. 0B3 3'0n occurs in Ps 19:8,

35:17 and our idiom a!? a'tfn appears in Mai 3:24 o'J3 *?y 1YI3N 3^ 3'0m.

The antecedent of the K is therefore naV- The verse is therefore to be trans-

lated, lit: "To speak to her heart, to regain her estranged heart". See Ehrlich's

entertaining remarks ad loc.

385 Decision is here difficult.

386 The Q has njn as its antecedent, see Kimhi; the K has the abstract idea

K'3D 'JN HtfN DN as its antecedent, and hence the masculine is permissible.

See the beg. of note 381 on the gender of abstractions.

387 Kimhi struggles with the Q (runon 'I0JN3 D3). From the connection

the K seems far preferable (so Behrmann in Or Bahir ad loc.). P apparently

read the K and vocalized na.
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388 The Q seems to refer to n^ft which is feminine. The K refers the pronoun

to lltt^ and is preferred by Ehrlich and Behrmann ad loc.

389 This highly difficult verse has been variously interpreted and different

nouns, masculine and feminine, have been suggested.

390 The K agrees with nttf the'subject; the Q with ^sj, the predicate nomi-

native. See note 370.

391 See preceding note.

394 The K agrees in number and gender with iJ'J'y ; the Q can only be inter-

preted as a casus pendens: "still are we our eyes are longing".

393 In this crux interpretum it seems that the K agrees with pifct; the Q
with ]l"in'.

G (B) construes Kin with "j^n hence Q. G (C) supplies Kai before

Basileus, and construes with )1"in',
as do the Masoretic accents; but still

masculine, i. e. Q.

39< The K agrees with its own clause, where the king is referred to in third

person; the Q may be referring back to the preceding clause.

39 The Q goes back to verse 9: '33N. The K is in the third person, because

it seems to be third person in its own clause. Cf. the benediction of the Eve-

ning Service !?M"lfe! ^NJ 'n nn "Tina for a similar laxity in grammatical

structure.

396 On the use of the first person cf. verse 6 13
1

? nn^ DniaN 1

?.

397 We follow the Q of Baer, cf . Norzi for the contradictory Masorahs.

The K is more in line with the rest of the verse.

398 The parallel in Ps 18:33 is of no value for our text because of the change

of verbs. See Yodel: Konsonantische Varianten etc. p. 25, who can make no

sense of the Hebrew in Samuel because of the verb 101], whether from Tin

or nnj. So most commentators.

399 The K agrees apparently with o'Dn and the K in the preceding verse.

The parallel in Psalms agrees with the Q as it does in the preceding verse.

See note 398.

4 See Kimhi ad loc.

01 For the K cf. '3$ in the parallel stich; for the Q cf. D'll?^
*M The entire discourse is in the feminine singular.

403 On the feminine cf. v. 19 n^JPl and in the very verse
TJ

I

J>, ''JCn^fl. Yet

the Q is preferable in the clause DDTV lNip.

4 * On the K cf. ptfiy as a collective plural as the antecedent; on the Q cf.

s On the first person of the K cf. v. 16, 'n ")D il3 v. 17 'XMD^; on the

third person see v. 16 'T 'BD N^, v. 18 nan (primus). A striking instance

where the prophet identifies himself with God is afforded by the Pesikta

Rabbathi ed. Friedmann p. 131 b (reprinted in B. Halper Post-Biblical Heb-

rew Literature I p. 16 ff .) where we read Vni331 VJ3 I^BJ 31'ND n'DT

'in -prm "jsoa n!?BJ IODI iann ISDS 'n'jDJ avo Ynuai 1'aa i^taa
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406 For the third person cf. I

<7 On the K cf. v. 10 OHBO nrvni; on Q cf.

" G Katelaben eq. 'H'lpfl. See on this Greek verb Margolis in AJSL,

vol. 22, #2, p. 117.

< 8 K has an antecedent "Pharaoh"; Q, "God". See Kimhi ad loc.

This verse is usually emended to itey 1D? iTJCI '"I", with the verb

referring to ti%\. Ehrlich prefers the K nw on the ground that 0SJ would

be addressed in the masculine, and he compares Ps 3:3
]' '003^7 OHB1N D'3T

<10 On K cf . v. 9 thruout.

*" V. 18 uses the singular, v. 20 is doubtful, v. 21 again the singular, a com-

mon fluctuation in the Psalms.

" No KQ according to Baer, see note. On the other hand see Ochla |ve-

Ochla list 131 for Ps 108:7.

The KQ puts these words into Elihu's mouth; the K makes them the

words of the penitent sinner. See Rabbinowitz and Obronin ad loc.

x Antecedent

Antecedent

*l6 Antecedent 'IBS.

w Antecedent jyastt.

i'8 Antecedent NTlp.
' Antecedent njn.
*

Usually in numerals below ten the plural of the noun is used, see Ges-K

134, 2. Yet examples of the singular like our K occur cf. II Ki 22:1; Ez 45:1

as well as II Ki 8:17; 25:17 K.

" The use of the apposition in the case of the number "two" occurs twenty-

six times, as e. g. Ju 11:3 D'tfin D'Jtf (BDB). The construct in the Q is more

usual.

** See Ges-K 134, a, b, for optional methods in the use of numerals.

*y On the use of the construct in dates cf. Ges-K 134, 4 note. It occurs

without any KQ in Jer 46:2 and is common in Aramaic viz. fnn nJ03.

*> The K is locative; the Q is accusative. See Ges-K 118.2 and 90, 2 res-

pectively.

w The repetition of the Mem is optional. See II Ki 17:24 Q against Prov

28:8 Q and see note 426.

*6 See note preceding. An instance where the preposition is repeated is

furnished by Ex 3:22.

M The K is to be translated: "the water stood, very far away, at Adam".

On this use of Beth meaning near, at, by, cf. BDB s. v. II, I and cf. I Sam

29:1; Ez 10:15, 20. The fact that the Jordan was crossed on foot at Damieh

in 1927 (S. L. Caiger: Bible and Spade, 1936) tends to confirm the K, rather
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than the Q: "the water stood very far away from Adam". G r. for

thJ? IK? hence Q. P eq. Q.

*'8 On the temporal Beth see BOB s. v. V, I and Gen 2 :4; 4:8; on the temporal

Kaph see BDB s. v. 3b and cf. Gen 19:17; 24:30; 29:13 et al. G om. Pales-

tinian recension, en, equals K.

* These two passages reverse each other. On naya cf. further Jos 24:2, 14

on "iay, II Sa 10:16.

Cf. Jos 12:7; 24:15 and note 429. G (B) iameibein is an error for Baiemein

eq. K.

l Kimhi: K means to read D'^tflTa ia^a.
a Often the absence of the Vav heightens the poetic force of the verse.

<tt Though the Q as an infinitive in place of a finite verb, is possible, (cf.

Ges-K 113, 4 and examples there), the K seems preferable as a parallel to

4 On Kef. Ex 17:16.

s On K cf. Gen 10:19; on Q cf. Gen 19:4.

6 In all these cases, except in La 5:7, the asyndeton is preferred on purely

subjective esthetic grounds.

The Q, and the accents, have an awkward division of words, viz. :

.al
1

? na-]* '13 iai .orj^aw ^V- D^JRW DO '3

The K (especially if bflK is taken in the sense of "family", cf. 'ahl in Arabic)

yields a far better structure:

.a"i^ naiK na ina 1 orrVrmi ,i^j?' omprn an 'a

GP r. i^on n nay oyn *?ai. nay from nayi?
G r. Kai parestekan. It is hardly likely that it read

8 K, a jussive; Q, an imperative.

The K gives a far better rhythm (Kinah) thus:

.Tra' ijhi 1^1^ //rnrn D'bi ma aa

The Q is halting:

nai//iyni iai^ nnv //n'jai ma oa

The Vav of apodosis is in the Q, cf. Driver Hebrew Tenses 136-8, BDB
s. v. Vav, 5a, and examples.

<* The K is asyndetonic, but the Q seems smoother in the connection. For

the same reason, the K of 46:15 is preferred. G r. My].
w After n'ni the simple imperfect occurs circa 100 times, the perfect with

Vav consecutive 85 times (See BDB p. 225a).

In all these examples, the asyndeton and the imperfect is preferable,

perhaps, to the perfect with Vav consecutive. We have indicated them as

equal in value.

<* The Q offers better parallelism, cf. Dfljfl. though the Vav of result occurs,

cf. Jb 4:6b i'am om qnipn; 36:12 npn "?i vaa> nsoo; T: vira

eq. D^I OH?* *j^p) eq. K.
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445 The sense of the passage according to the K is: "Justified is the first

party, in his dispute; let his opponent come and cross-examine him" i. e. when

one side of a case is heard it seems that that party is in the right, but let the

other side come and expose the weakness of his position.

44 On the K cf. Deut 28:29; on the Q cf. Gen 1:6 and Driver 135, 5. The

progressive tense may come either in the perfect with Vav consecutive or in

the imperfect with weak Vav.

M The parallel Itfjyjl
favors the Q with weak Vav. The K is erroneously

vocalized by Ginsburg "1TJD?) which is meaningless.

44* The form DN '3 occurs in the text with no KQ in II Ki 5:20.

44? The meaning of the verb, both K and Q, is in doubt, and the K without

the article may perhaps be acceptable.

iso Cf. Nu 7:3 117^ -ntfi.

4s Perhaps there existed in Hebrew an assimilation of the article in common

phrases like a construct relation. Thus n^tyD "l?y became n^ljn^yi!?

exactly as oi'fl? became o1'3. etc. The Arabic article has a connective Aleph

which in continuous discourse loses its vowel and this would perhaps offer

an analogy: 'almalik but baitul malik. This view would account for a large

number of K in our group. Note also the frequency of "|Von D'3 in this list.

This hypothesis we advance tentatively, and have marked each Q as prefer-

able.

45' The DHDD have been described before (v. 9) and we should therefore

expect the article, yet cf. Est. 4:12 where no article occurs in the text.

453 In "7tnfe' yionn "733, Vfcnfe' is in apposition with ]lonn. Cf. Hebrew

Tenses, par 190 (3rd ed.). On the other hand ^3 often has the article fol-

lowing. See Ges-K 127 note 4 and cf. Jos 8:11 ; I Ki 14:24 Jer 25:26; Ez 45:16.

G (A) om "zfcalP'. Reads K only.

4 On K cf. I Ch 18:27; II Ch 25:11; on Q cf. II Sa 8:13; Ps 60:2. G (A)

Gaimele; G (B) Remele for which read Gemele eq. Q without article.

455 The K uses the article for the general statement.

4s The K offers better parallelism (?) "\y^ "7DH31 // ^1?"J3^ "DID n'm

457 Cf. note 451. Ehrlich holds both K and Q to be incorrect; he emends to

l'D'33 1J?tt>; see 38:7.

458 Cf. the parallel p'nxn npns.
459 Cf. the parallel D^D *PJM. A apparently *]33 ^3 or D'B33 *7J?3.

4fi

Probably '33 fell out of the text before ]'33. Cf. however v. 25 NS'l

]'D'33. One Greek ms. om. '33.

4fil The K is perfectly satisfactory. The river par excellence is the Euphrates,

cf. Gen 31:21; Ex 23:31; Nu 22:5; Isa 7:20 etc.

4fi2 The K has the impersonal idem per idem construction:

Cf. Gen 48:1 and 48:2 rjpi'
1

? i$tf], 3pVl"?m
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*6* The Q is absolutely essential, p fell out before p.
44 The parallel passage in Isa 37:32 reads niN32 '1. Yet the K alone offers

excellent sense.

465 This Q is evidence that no corrections are here intended. The informa-

tion offered by the Q could be gleaned only from manuscripts.

" The Q is regular: nmail D'N3 D'D' mn. On the form offered by the K
nnm aw run cf. list 75.

6 * The K is superior rhythmically perhaps.

467a Origen adds V&
468 That we are not dealing with corrections is proved by the large number

of examples of dittography uncorrected by the Q. Without subscribing to all

his instances, we refer to Delitzsch Schreib-und Lesefehler par. 84-88. Cf.

especially Ez 44:19 where three words are erroneously repeated. Or Ez 16:6,

where four words are so repeated (doubtful).

* The LXX read the K which is preferred by most moderns. See Ehrlich

and Spurrell ad loc.

w Though the Q occurs in I Ch 20:1 and is preferred by Driver, yet Graetz,

(Geschichte I p. 254), Klostermann, and H. P. Smith prefer the K: "When

the messengers of David went forth".

47' Though the Q occurs in I Sa 17:16 (as a proper name) a long catena of

scholars prefer the K (Thenius, Wellhausen, Driver, Buhl, Ehrlich etc.): "the

fords of the desert".

*i* The usual explanation of the K, following the accents, is
' 'What have

you and I in common, sons of Zeruiah, if he curses and if God told him to

curse David, who shall, etc". The Q is thus interpreted: "Let him curse,

because God has told him etc." Recently I. Eitan has published a new inter-

pretation of the K which disregards the accents: "What concern of yours

and mine, sons of Zeruiah, is it, if he curses? For if God has told him etc."

See Shvile HacUnuch Tishri, 1929, p. 247 f.

<w The Q is by common consent impossible. The K has been emended into

Vj>V?i this *s unnecessary. Our vocalisation 'M^3 with the suffix as an objec-

tive genitive "the sin committed against me" is perfectly satisfactory. Cf.

Gen 9:2; 16:5 'P^0 "The wrong done me". Driver in his Notes on Samuel

claims that Don would have been used in this sense in Hebrew, not ]iy. How-

ever this use of ]iy is to be found in Medieval Hebrew. Thus in the Rule ot

Asher ben Jechiel (I. Abrahams; Hebrew Ethical Wills, I p. 122) we read

noa ]iy ^ noN^ "p^ nar ^>N n!?'no uoo tfpa^ rjs
1

? ym which

Abrahams well translates: "I am the injured party etc." GV "My affliction"

eq. "jya.

<M K meaning "against his life" (sc. Absalom) is preferred by Driver and

H. P. Smith. On this meaning of tfflj cf. I Ki 2:23; Pro 7:23; La 5:9.
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The idiom with tf'N is singular, cf. Gen 10:5 uieM tf'N. The Q may be

no manuscript variant, merely an erroneous mater lectionis.

'6 The K is preferred by Driver, Wellhausen et al. in the meaning "Carians".

It occurs in the text unchanged in II Ki 11:19. For another view of 'ma
'nVei see B. Levin: "pw D^D'JW.

" The Q is universally recognized as impossible. H. P. Smith reads iTJI?.

Yet our K requires no change. In Nu 13:22 nil)? tf'fl appears; here |"jj?i

is the corresponding form, like tri?.^, nti?!?; nl'fl, D'?D; O'PD. nltflfl. (See

Ehrlich vol. 1 p. 6). The
] ending to which Driver objects as being chiefly

late is well attested; not merely does it appear in IK 11:33 ]'ns but also

on the Mesha Inscription ]'a!?D, proving the antiquity of the form. G Madon

eq. Q. A "Adversary"; P "measured"; T "hero"; all indeterminate.

478 gee parallel in Psalms.

w In this difficult passage, the K may be taken as an apocopated plural

from D'tfVlpD (so Ehrlich) or as D't^i} (so Wellhausen, Graetz). T

may be the K vocalized as O'tf
1

?!?- Cf. 23:13 where D'B^B>n is rendered

without "thirty" being expressed, though previously ni^tp Q is tr.

'13J. P r. K as a'tfty.

480 K refers to David; Q to Solomon.

4gl The Q offers manifest difficulties. Stade pointed out that the Vav before

n"?n D^an ^>a nl is unnecessary, which he accordingly deleted. If we

keep the K, however, translating: "And all the vessels of the Tent" (cf. I K.

8:4 = 11 Ch 5:5) the Vav is in place. The difficulty of
bflfcfl D'!?atf ba can

be partially overcome by assuming this as an example of apposition. Cf.

Ex 39:17; II Ki 16:12; Ez 8:29 'n JV3 mat?
1

?* (Driver, Hebrew Tenses, on

Apposition and Ges-K 127, note 4). It is possible that our K was changed

because of the distasteful idea that Hiram built the vessels of the Tent. Yet

the preceding verses do attribute to him all the Temple utensils.

" 8j The K occurs in the text of Ez 47:19, 48:28 and is preferred by a long

catena of scholars. See Burney ad loc. and BDB s. v. Palmyra (Tadmor) is

too remote a locality for our context. See Buhl Geographic, G. A. Smith,

Historical Geography p. 270 note 2, p. 580, note 2. G (A) Thermath eq. nD"in,

error for nDin = Q? Stier and Theile r. Thatnor.

4*3 The Q is unintelligible (Ehrlich). The LXX cf. II Ch 15:18 translates

the K. V "etvoveraf'^BHp^? GPT: V^pj.
* 84 The capture of Elath by Rezin of Aram would presuppose Araniean

settlers. To maintain the Q, Burney deletes ]'3fj and changes D"JfcJ "J^D into

D'lft "j"?a, basing himself on such passages as I Ki 9:26, II Ki 14:7, 22 where

Edom is spoken of as the original owner. Yet 3'B>n may not mean "restore to

its previous owner", (cf. II Ki 14:22) but rather "annexed". Moreover,

there is no reason why the Edomites should only now be described as settling

in a city admittedly theirs. S. Raphaeli in Sepher Hashanah, vol. 1, p. 78
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maintains that Edom and Aram had so well intermingled by this time that

both K and Q are correct.

*** Rashi's ingenious attempt notwithstanding, the Q is impossible. The

K was vocalized by Burney on the basis of the Targum as nth hj] N'3.J

(r^B "?3 nBD ^3). G !$'?}. PV like T.

M The Q occurs in Jer 52:16. On the other hand, Jer 39:10 reads

0'3T) "vineyards and fields(?)", from jaba "press". Koenig, 1, 2, p. 105

derives the Hebrew of our K meaning "plowman" from jawba "pit". See

Burney ad loc. G (B) TABEIN error in uncials for GABEIN eq. K.

8 * See Jb 9:3 for the reverse KQ. Ehrlich, Behrmann, BDB et al, prefer

the K, comparing the following simile of the swimmer to substantiate it.

Parallels to the Q 13, occur in Jb 27:14 1D
1

?,
in the ordinary 13, and in the

K of Jb 9:3. S hos eq 103?

*88 For the K cf. the parallel ^fi,
489 The verse can be translated according to the Q only as follows:

"
Because

of yore did I break thy yoke, and I burst asunder thy bonds, and thou didst

say, I will not transgress." Yet the context is against this interpretation and

practically all the moderns vocalize and understand 'matf and 'npnj as

second person feminine forms:
'ljl"}3l$

and
'Jjlp>El} (see list 15). In accordance

with the K, the following interpretation emerges: "For of yore didst thou

break thy yoke (of obedience), didst thou burst asunder thy bonds, and thou

didst say, 'I will not work'." See Ehrlich and Giesebrecht ad loc.

The Q from brp is impossible (so Giesebrecht). The K is from "?in

(see Kimhi: 3N31 ^'n 'lin).

91 The Q has a vague parallel in the Arabic wazana. The K means "lewd"

(Delitzsch, Prolegomena p. 73) or "well-nourished" (Kimhi, Ehrlich, and

most). See Giesebrecht for references.

a This crux interpretum has been variously explained Bassist" (LXX),
"leave over an end or remnant" (Tar., Vul., Rashi, Kimhi), "loosen, free"

(Dunash, Kimhi), and preferably "strengthen" from "ntf (R V). Inasmuch as

T$ is an intransitive verb, it has been proposed to read
^'fl"}"]!?

or
^rjlntfij

see BDB, but the change of a verb from intransitive to transitive meets us at

times. Cf. Isa 2:21 y~M% Y^$ and l Ki 1:6 r?$ 1aVV &] Thus the K
can mean "to strengthen". G "Make straight" Yfl-jtf? nearer to Q. Other

versions Tm0 from n'"]8# see Kimhi ad locum.

The K is from NT (Cf. iST Isa 44:12; 49:8; Jer 1:5 Q on the form) par-

allel to
j^-jj.

M The Q has the difficulty of one determined (jJll'n) and one undeter-

mined noun (iy\). J. D. Michaelis
1

interpretation of the K as nyj yj* in

has won general acceptance. Ehrlich's objection is ungrounded.

On this verse see chapter 3. The Q Qtf D'3B>' nan 3#N1 is unintelligible

(Ewald et al). The K is to be preferred.
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6 The Q is a nomen gentium but is inferior to the K "drunkards" (cf.

Pro 23:20). See Davidson. T -nno TinD eq. D'331D D'31D or 3<3D. Yet

perhaps the K O'fcQID is taken as equal to D'331D, thus Nt3 eq. m. Saadia

likewise works on this theory in his translation of Job.

w The K occurs in Jonah 4:11; I Ch 29:7, and is preferred by Hitzig and

Ewald. "Though I write ten thousand of my laws, etc." Wellhausen's pro-

posed 'Chh 3*1 and Graetz's 'fl-ifi H?l are both unnecessary and unlikely.

The Q is the plural of 3*1 which occurs nowhere else. The verse is of great

importance in weakening some assumptions of the Higher Criticism. G r.

'tnhl 3*1 eq. K.

* 8 The text is uncertain here, see Baer and Ginsburg. The Q is impossible.

The K as vocalized is a Hiphil, though 1l{ty$} as a Kal is also possible, cf.

Hosl2:9;Jb 15:29.

499 All the varied interpretations and emendations are unsatisfactory.

Perhaps the verse can be thus divided: JIN^R! rrhRJ // TiN nft! vb where

the phrase n1np,J TiK (Cf. np,J mj in Jb 31:26) is divided in the parallel

strophes. The verse would then be translated:

"There will be no light,

And the splendors will be congealed." V r. ]1$pfl n1"lp,V

s The K is taken as Kal perfect (Gesenius, Olsh. Del.) "and she is crushed",

as an adjective (Cheyne), "and crushed". Perhaps it can be taken as a noun,

a by-form to i\i, (cf. lp> niE>) meaning "the poor". The parallelism of the

stichs is then improved. The Q is manifestly inferior, making n3"j!, ntf?, as

well as ^sj), verbs with the subject a't^D- G V link the word to the pre-

ceding verse ns^J 1fll{h3.

soi gg;, Nfeo occurs in Deut 24:15; Hos 4:8; Ez 24:25
aipjpj Kt?0 in the sense

of "to long, desire". The K is the only possible reading in our passage. T
has double rendering iTB> N3T1

1

? fcOptf ty 'Dl *71. First half eq. ttfeU

'n 6>B3 hence Q (Cf. Kimhi ad loc.); rt'tflpj eq K.

s 2 The K is translated by LXX, Vulgate, and occurs in the text of Pro

1:13.

s3 According to the K the words are thus divided: '}01p)J "hpfl 'Cl^W par-

allel to '"nitfS '?$!! D'flVft. "My God will send his mercy to meet me, God

will show me joy over those who hate me." Dnp in the Piel takes both an

ace. rei and personae. Cf. Ps 21:4: 310 ni3n3 UOnpn '3.

504 D13 *!I3$ V is translated "obgleich ihrer keiner noch gekommen war"

(Ehrlich) or "before any were formed" (Briggs). The Q is meaningless.

ss The K on Ij^l
is parallel to Vjfpyi ^Ipin. It is unanimously preferred.

s 6 The K offers a better parallel than the Q to n[ in the opposite stich.

sf The Q is meaningless. The K is not entirely satisfactory either, some

word like ^IDH before Ditt^tj) being apparently necessary. See BDB s. v.

and Toy ad loc.
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* See Ehrlich.

The interpretation of the Q (Ibn Ezra, Rashi) is forced. The K offers a

simple sense.

*10 For emendations see Toy ad loc. The Q is difficult. We have vocalised

the K as itf a noun meaning "desire, appetite" from njtf like 1 from nj2f

etc. That some such meaning was necessary was already seen by Killer and

Schultess.

*" K preferred by Behrmann, Driver-Gray, Ehrlich.
x

SM Here as well as in Ecc 9:4 (See Levy ad loc.) the accents follow the K
rather than the Q: BUD nrVal 'JDD 1TB>' ^FV '' oyo Kl^iT The Munah

links *0J to
^"IflJ. According to the K the verse is to be translated: "Lo the

fewness of my days soon ceases, let him turn from me that I may recover a

little". The Q, making both words in question imperative, is awkward and

unrhythmical. For a new interpretation of this passage, see Gordis in JQR,

NS, 1936, vol. 27, p. 40 f.

** The interpretation ]n WV Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, Rashi,

Ibn Ezra, Delitzsch, R V, is the best for this difficult passage. See Driver-

Gray for the history of the interpretation of this verse. G hule eq ''<$. A:
1

judgment" =1IB>; so, also PVT.

*14 In the vocalization of the K we follow Olsh. Del. Duhm etc, who render

nj^9 as equal to
n^ljl,

and parallel to pn. The verse is then to be rendered

'Thou liftest me up, making me ride on the wind; and dissolvest me in the

roar of the storm". Cf. Beer: Text des B. Hiob, ad loc.

* The K an is parallel to 31&OD, see Ibn Ezra:

.m ay nr D'on^J anan n^nnn inrntf man 'B^I

l6 The K is to be preferred either a) with an Athnach at
*jjj-}l

as in MT
or b) with the stop at aitfj so that the second stich reads:

it> inn 10)
So Merx, Bickell, Buhl, Driver-Gray, Ehrlich.

s1 ? The only sense is furnished by the K.

l8 The Q occurs in the Targum of Ruth 4:4. Montgomery ad loc. says that

the K is right historically, being an old accusative with penultimate accent.

He compares K^sj Da 6:3.

s' The K so vocalized by Haevernick, is vouched for by the Ahikar papryi,

APO, papyrus 52 col. 1 line 5: 'naP ]'~inN 1JJ, and similar usage in Syriac

adverbs. (See Nold. Syr. Gram. ISSa, Torrey, Notes on the Aramaic of Daniel,

and Montgomery ad loc.).

ao The Q is incomprehensible (Kautzsch). The K is second person, the Q
is the third. (See BDB s. v.).

" K preferred by Curtis in I.C.C. and generally.

D'5yj in the sense of "garrison" occurs in Ben Sira 46:18 '3'^
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1^ and is preferable to the Q. Thus on II Sa 8:6 D'a'X] is ten. by N'

"garrison". P apparently r. K plus Q.

w K preferred by Ehrlich inter alios. Q is meaningless.
2
1 See Curtis ad loc.

S2S For a discussion of both readings, see Geiger p. 188 ff. The K: "who did

not take her"; the Q: "to whom she was destined". The K and Q are com-

bined by Rashi nfcy K 1

?! ntfN
1

? I
1

? nD'3DH^ I
1

? H'H ~\tiK who follows the

Halachah. The Q is rendered by Onkelos, Jerusalem Targum, Vulgate, Ibn

Ezra; the K by LXX and Rashbam.

s2sa G omits. Pal. recen. eq. K.

sj6 G omits. Pal. eq K. T has doublet, K plus Q 'J73 Nmpa.
26a On the K cf. Gen 27:1 pnr ipr '3 TPl; on the Q cf. Est 1:10.

327 Q; t,y Him are actions regulated"; the K: "and misdeeds are not tol-

erated". Cf. Ez 18:25, 29; 33:17, 20 ]y^ nfr (So Ehrlich who prefers the K).

For another interpretation see Kimhi. G r. n1^'"?V ]^ *?$]

528 Driver and H. P. Smith assume an error in the K, yet after the word

nJD, D'ne>^D nnyn would be: "from the Philistine caves".

2 On the K cf. Deut 32:29 nT 1^'3B>' 1D3FI lb. In our passage the apodosis

is interrogative. The Q calls for no explanation.

3 On the form in the K cf. Ps 2:12; 5:12 and P. Churgin: -nsan nn^in 1

?

in Ner Maarabi vol. II, for one view of this construction. See Ges-K 130, J

for the normal position on this question.
' On the Kef. Ex 2:22.

532 The Q means "a brick-mould". See BDB for cognates in later Hebrew,

Arabic, and Syriac, and compare Hoffman in ZATW 1882 p. 53 ff. The Q
is preferred by Driver. The K may be vocalized js'pp as a by-form to Ds'pp

(Cf. Robertson-Smith: Religion of the Semites p. 67). Geiger p. 306 proposes

IS
1

?!?^ (sc. D'lyi^ ^) meaning "David passed them through to their King

(Molech)". References to ^ID^ T3J?n are plentiful in the Bible. The K
is preferred by H. P. Smith.

533 More than one shield-bearer is possible, as the ranks were refilled after

battle. See H. P. Smith ad loc.

534 N3 often strengthens the jussive. See Ges-K 109, 1.

53s On the position of V cf. Gen 3:4. The K is: "You will not live, for God

has shown me, etc." (On this Vav of concomitant condition cf. BDB s. v.

I k). The Q makes the Vav adversative. Barnes prefers the K; most authori-

ties, the Q.

S36 K is translated by Lucian, Vulgate. Cf. the parallel in II Ch 25:23

53 7 For the anticipatory suffix in the K, so common in Aramaic, cf. Ex 2:6.

538 The K is from N-H, a parallel to mJ, cf. Ethiopic nada' "to drive cattle."

Similar are n"D and
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M The K is preferred by Lumby; the Q by Burney. TJ? and nxn are par-

allel in Isa 42:11.

54 The K may be interpreted: "and I shall bring low, like a mighty one,

its inhabitants", or the Kaph may be taken as a Kaph veritatis or assevera-

tive Kaph .which does not affect the translation: "I shall surely lay low the

strongest of its inhabitants." On this Kaph see Ges-K 118, 6d, many of

whose examples are doubtful. Besides those quoted there, we add Hos 4:4;

Ps 87:7; 119:7; Jb 3:5, La 1:20. Fuller discussion of this Kaph including

possible evidence from Ras-Shamra Inscriptions, must be reserved for another

occasion.

M' For K cf. Isa 2:2; Jer 26:18; Mi 3:12; II Ch 33:15; on the Q cf. Isa 1:8;

16:1; 62:11 et al.

54a
p"3p means "a fragment or joint of the body", cf. Arakin 19b pnBil "iy

and other references in Jastrow s. v. The Q occurs elsewhere.

543 On the interchange of Vav between K and Q here cf. II Sa 22:41
'tfjfclp

OO'PVK) and its parallel Ps 18:41 DCI'!?8 'tiftW (Driver).

544 This verse has been variously interpreted. The K is differently adopted

by Driver, Duhm, Ehrlich; the KQ by the Medieval Jewish commentators

and Delitzsch. See Driver-Gray ICC on Job vol. II ad loc. for the history

of the interpretation. Beer (op. cit.) restores the text underlying the Greek

thus:
bfl'fl) htji 'J^IpR! 13-

545 See Chapter III on conflate texts. The K is a combination of QQ$y
and D&tpfl as is the K in Ecc 6:10.

546 See note above. Our view seems preferable to that of Delitzsch (Margolis).

547 The K is preferred by Bevan.

S4 On the K cf. Ez 3:3; the Q means "rebuild."

549 In most cases the K contains obvious errors of omission, dittography,

scribal metathesis, wrongly inserted vowel letters, or confusion of similar

letters.

54a G r. *?$ nzptf substantiating K. Pal. follows Q.

ss For the K cf. ch. Ill on conflates, where this passage is discussed.

ssoa Q js indeterminate.

ss 1 Klosterman offered the root Bhy of uncertain meaning, occurring in Joel

4:11 and in the proper name B>1J7' for the K. See Driver ad loc.

ss* The Q is parallel to atf'n.

553 The K is influenced by I Ki 12:3; the Q refers back to v. 18.

554 Ehrlich assumes as the original: *]iD^ ^8"$!) I'^B 3|PS?! ^D 1

?-
G (B )

P r. *]1D8$ ^Nlfen thus preserving the Aleph of K.

555 Cf. Behrmann ad loc. The Q seems preferable. Ehrlich's elaborate

explanation is overelaborate.

5s Ehrlich corrects the K IB> n into IB>N "?n because proper names are

not normally modified by adjective or clause directly. Hence, never 'n UM
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10N but always ) D3'nV 'n '3. Cf. also Ex 32:1 0'n P10JD;

Ju 3:15 ~\y% #' -nnB I Ki 11:32, 36; 14:21 ; passim, Tyn O'VtflT.

7 See Kimhi who identifies the K with 33fl? of Daniel meaning: "food".

ss* The Q is superior rhythmically.

The Q is vocalized D1J131SJ by Graetz, Nowack, Haupt, etc. On K cf.

Zech 5:6; Ps 73:7 where J'y is emended to
]1J7, perhaps unnecessarily.

sfio On Q cf. Amos 9:5. The K may be a case of assimilated Ain, though this

is doubted by Ges-K p. 64. Cf. the particle '? for 'y*i and Jos 19:3 n^ a

place name, for n^3.
s61 Cf. Kimhi 1'by H13^ nn'O 3"H'.

S6ia v r< K, see chap. V.

6a See Toy for the variety of meanings.
s<* See the varying interpretations of Ibn Ezra and Ehrlich, both of whom

accept the Q.
6 The K occurs only once, Pro 3:12. The Q is common 3:1; 4:13; 6:20.

See Toy.
& See Ibn Ezra, Rashi and BDB for plausible interpretations of the K.

s The accents seem to follow the K. See L. Levy: Koheleth, Ein Beitrag

zur Geschichte des Sadduzaeismus, ad loc.

&1 On the privative Niphal cf.
"i;pfJ

Isa 5 :6 and Kimhi at our passage.

68 The K is taken as a noun on the order of nyitfj .nsiVp by Stier und

Theile: Hand Polyglotten, appendix ad loc.

s6' Cf. D'p^D in Ezra 4:13 where no KQ occurs. Perhaps a future inscrip-

tion will remove this example also from the list of supposed Hebraisms, as

has happened in the case of n^tt and other instances.

57 Cf. Del. Schreib- und, 95a end, who accepts neither K nor Q. G "bear

out" eq. K n*lK). V "misi" eq. K?
"' The K may contain an indirect object or an ethical dative suffix, cf.

Jud. 1:15
3flfl3

and Ecc 2:21. Hjfl\ The K would mean: "er stellte sich seine

Turen auf." G (B) has a homeoteleuton from 1333' Kin v. 14 (misread as

V331 Kin) to 1333' Nin v. 15, and then r. VTBjn as a plural. P likewise r. the

K as a plural.

5" We expect n^.
573 We do not expect to learn at this juncture that he is a Calebite. The K

is impossible.

574 See ch. Ill on conflates for the K. The Q is an "Unform".

7S The passage is corrupt and unintelligible. GPV "hating" eq. '8?^ or

The passage is corrupt. V "venerunt igitur qui vicerant" eq. Nil 1313.

T eq. Q. P eq. n^ toj] eq. K. G eq. nl3D) 3 13',1 substantiating K.

576 The construct infinitive is emended to nl3"JDI? by Thenius, Gesenius,

Driver.
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877 The text is now normally reconstructed as follows:

niJQtylJ . This was erroneously dissociated into N^ 'an, then into vb *Un and

then "corrected" by the Q into 1V '1atf. This view of the passage was first

broached by W. Selwyn in his Horae Hebraicae (1848).

578 o^ is probably a dittography from oVlP of the preceding verse, so Graetz,

Cheyne, Kittel, Buhl, Marti, Ehrlich. See also Behrmann, Or Bahir, ad loc.

S7a The passage is corrupt and unintelligible.

*79 The word in question is corrected by Cornill to )1'#n. LXX apparently

read jlX'Ofl.

*8 The word is usually emended to ^iNDtpV- See Ginsburg, Ehrlich and

BOB.
81
According to Curtis, certain names fell out of the genealogy.

sto So Klostermann.

583 So Jahn and partially Kraeling.

584 See Ehrlich 's brilliant suggestion that the first half of the verse read:

yhl D'31 nyh, to which came the second: n00 1^ vb D'lVtf 111 2?-

s*s So Baer, Genesis p. 84. Ben Naphtali vocalizes "gtyl?: equals tjlp 0'^;

Ginsburg vocalizes i^ty 0. See Norzi.

sgsa G seems to read: n^ptf H^l. Aquila: iT^)??!
86 The Q occurs in Jos 19:33. Th r. O'lJ;^. G (A) r. Q'?}^?.

Sg6a p mi , should be ma, hence K. G "dwelling" rJJ eq. K. Other Greek

Mss. r. Anath.

s^b G r. n)?: fOtf substantiating Q. PC r. Q.
5860 G r. ]^1a. PC has our vocalization as well.

s87 The Q occurs only here. On the K cf. Deut 11:29 D'H? ">n et al. A r.

Zegri for which r. Gezri eq. Q.
s** Q occurs in Nu 1:10 et al. K only here.

s 8 ' The name occurs as H# K, $ Q, nntp II Sa 8:17, N$i# I Ch 18:16,

Nlp'tf I Ki 4:3.

s Besides the KQ here, the KQ occurs as
njaifef

in the K of II Sa 24:18

and as ]}")$ in I Ch 1:21.

591 The K is given by LXX and Vulgate. Both forms are correct. Beth

and Mem interchange. Cf. ||^^
and ]ann in Aramaic (e. g. in the Targum to

Nahum 1 :4) and njpfl, Tibneh in modern Arabic (See BDB s. v.) and
]'Z?JJ3

and
)jp>3)9 (See Geiger, Urschrift p. 221 note).

S91 Burney p. 334: The K probably denotes the two Sippars and hence we

expect the dual DH99-
"s The K occurs as the name of an Egyptian princess identified with Daphne.

Cf. Ramses serving as the name of a city. The Q occurs in Jer 43:7, 8, 9, et al

and in Ez 30:18 in a slightly different form: Dl^a^OJ?- P : D'flnni for which

read oaBPini (Syriac Yod and Nun being very similar) =K!
594 The Q is a shorter form of the K. The stages may be set down as follows
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i)inOT Gu 17:14) 2) n;ye 3)nyp. Cf. also l)in:yi?i? (II Ch 11:2),

2) njy&tp (II Ch 12:5, 7), 3) MV9tf or 'ygtf *) '&# Cf. J. DSrenbourg:

Essai sur la Palestine (Hebrew translation, Petrograd 1896 p. 45 note 2) and

B. Lazeknick in uriDfe #2, 1923 p. 83 on the shortening of Hebrew names.

Though many of the latter's conclusions must be treated with care, a great

deal of pertinent matter is there assembled.

s'*11 G (B) Aloth eq. K because of the Holem Vav. S: "paved with slabs"

eq. K nln^tf.
G () Aleth eq. Q: n'n^n.

"5 See Baer's ed. at Ezra 2:1, on the various forms of the name.

5* The K occurs in Ps 77:1; Neh 11:37; I Ch 16:28.

7 Cf. Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, II, 1, p. 122: Bh'0n.
S9?a GVP r. IDITHUN, idithoun, OIIVT respectively, all with yod after

Daled, even where the text reads ]ini"P, with Vav, as in 62:1.

S9 On the K cf. I Ki 4:5.

S9 On K see I Ch 8:14; 13:4; on Q as a place name, cf. Jos 21:38.

9a G r. K as toyi-

On Kef. I Ch 27:21.

601 On K cf. Ezra 10:28; on Q Ezra 2:9.

602 On K cf. n:nin Ezra 2:4 ; on Q cf- 1 Ch 4:19

6oaa GV with Holem in the first syllable, hence K
6oab G (A) basaloth eq. K. G (B) r. basaoth, which correct to basloth eq.

K (an uncial error), Lambda and Alpha being similar.

6< The K occurs in Ez 2:52; the Q nowhere else,

eoja p
|
nn , error for p-jrp, in turn an error for jinT.

6o* On K cf. pfl^, 3J3JJ: as parallel to ~\W, on Q cf. Gen 23:8.

6 s The Q occurs as a name of a people in II Ch 26:7 (see Jud 10:12) and

G. F. Moore ad loc. P r. OT.TO "wells" eq. K! G Minaios eq. K? V "habi-

tatores", T mn may also go back to D'31J?D, from
|1yz}, "dwelling-place."

606 Cf. the first part of note 604, for the K.
fi 7 The K occurs in the text in 24:22. The Q is the name of a famous queen

of later times.

608 The K occurs in Gen 23:9; the Q is a hapax legomenon.
?6 G read non.
i61 G V read 'n na^flj? as a singular.

'6a The additional example strengthens our attempt to make out a case

for the noun n;tf by the side of
njtf. See List 29 and note 134.

763 Vss seem to read an infinitive
]iBI?].

764 The renderings of these synonyms in GPTVS ("share in") make a

decision as to the underlying reading impossible. This KQ is quoted in

Sanh. 20a.

'fis For the word in question G r. "and branches and" eq. . . . ) "!|3P1
or

. . 1 "!|591 (radamnois), hence either inao or 1PDD'.
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768 K Md is an absolute error. For a possible defence of the K Maar cf.

note 205. The K Md is valuable however in testifying to the existence of

another reading; it is in fact no more than a sub-variant to the K Maar.

i*9 P r. D'T9?3 or n")933. GV indeterminate as both words mean

"villages".

"o Th transliterates sis (K Md) r. "a pent-up swallow", perhaps a mis-

hearing of -nay DID as
"11:19 DID!

ii1 K may be Qal against Hophal of Q, or a scribal error.

772 A, Th, V tr. irj'yyi or H^iyt}? P- TynnJ perhaps interpreting "will

arouse himself" i. e. will be aroused.

773 T 'an' eq. Q Md. The singular is expressed by an 1
; cf. w. 9, 17.

77 The K may agree with "if>a which is feminine plural in Jb 1:14. Cf.

also Wellhausen and Driver on 1 Samuel 8:16, where Gread D3"}]23 for MT
03'lina with a plural masculine adjective (o'Sltfln).

7" The K apparently is feminine referring like Maar to TJ? ; the Q is masc.,

referring to pq>y.

776 The Q and Maar refer to the general condition "this is your lot".

The K refers to
n$fct.

777 Tar. n'^ 'on rrmai man eq. K Md.
779 p "will testify" V "sustain" eq. 'J-J'V; cf. TJTVtJ La 2:13 and note 308.

G "will resist me". Likewise a first person suffix.

7*0 The form |l"iNn of the K with the article occurs in 3:14 with no variant.

Tar follows Q Md in our passage and translates 3:17 KO'p ]TIK, while v. 14

is rendered ND'pn WTIN.

781 This Kethib-vela-Qere is mentioned in B Nedarim 37b.

784 G reads "throw off".

783 Tar: nan!? nDnT exactly as in 32:32 where text is in'nn !n *nnj,

an example of assimilation in translating. G is eq. to MT exactly.

f* On Tar: see Rashi ad loc.

78 T combines here both K and Q of Mad, substantiating the tradition

that ascribes the Targum to Rab Joseph. See Ch. VI for a full discussion.

On the variant itself, it seems to have arisen from a confusion of Heth and

Ayin in speech, exactly as in the long list of variants in the Samaritan Penta-

teuch collected by Heller, op. cit. p. 6 note 5.

786 Bethaun which Origen writes suh asterisko, is patently K Md. Field

was unaware of the Mad reading and equates it with *?$ n'3 !

787 G (B) reads Segor.

788 P reads Q Md 'ja.

78 G (A) lellai eq. Maar. P from above reads mn. T and V read Holem

at the end, eq. Q Md.
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